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ABSTRACT 

The emergence of the global interconnectivity of the Internet and the World Wide 

Web into growing mainstream use has seen the medium evolve into the fifth pillar of mass 

media. The interactivity of the information that occurs in the computer-mediated 

environment, combined with the immediate on-demand availability of information, the 

inferred perception of credibility of the medium, and the persuasive manner in which a 

message can be presented, unite to create a powerful tool for persuasion, as demonstrated 

by the growing number of hate groups using the medium to spread their message into the 

mainstream. The medium confers a degree of legitimacy to anyone, including hate groups, 

while maintaining the anonymity of a Web site information source. The effective use of 

the medium by hate groups is further aided by fact that efforts to control hate speech are 

incompatible with the protection of freedom of speech. This paper uses Bormann's 

fantasy theme analysis to examine hate group Web sites as a means to understand the 

overall rhetorical vision of the sites and the resulting implications for persuasion. Four 

enduring fantasy types were identified, including "Fetching Good Out of Evil," the 

preordained drama set by God of "Christian soldiers fighting Gods' battles," the "holy 

emigration of God 's chosen people," and the archetypal fantasy of restoration. Common 

rhetorical visions shared in the Web sites can be summed up in the master analogies of 

"God 's Chosen People," and 'We Shall Overcome." This study is one of the first to 

analyze the establishment of a Web-based rhetorical community, and is only an initial and 

broad examination of this phenomenon in a virtual environment. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The medium of the Internet is about communication--immediate, on-demand, and 

consumer-driven. While the roots of the Internet are in academia, government, the 

military, and the exchange of information, the medium has evolved into a mainstream 

system of communication with attendant large-scale commercial, industrial, organizational 

and social relevancies (Rafaeli, 1996) 

This paper places the Internet within the context of mass media and proposes that 

Bormann 's symbolic convergence theory and fantasy theme analysis offer an effective 

means for examination of the medium of the Internet as a tool of communication for 

persuasive messages by hate groups The extremist world view of reality as shaped by the 

rhetorical vision of hate groups may be packaged persuasively in the medium of the 

Internet and made readily available to a vast audience online, who might never otherwise 

be exposed to the message. While negative criticisms of the Internet have primarily 

focused on other areas such as online pornography, the effectiveness of this medium in 

spreading the rhetorical vision of hate groups is much more insidious with the potential for 

greater consequent social implications. 

Until recently researchers have ignored the Internet and the field of computer

mediated communication in favor of traditional forms of media that fit into models for 

appropriate research topics and theories of mass communication (Morris & Ogan, 1996). 



Previous research has taken many different approaches to analyzing human 

communication on computer and networked communication systems: exploring the 

relationships between the characteristics of media systems and individuals using them; 

computer-mediated communication processes and social-psychological factors, social 

context factors, and social cues; studies of diffusion and adoption of interactive media; 

media evolution resulting from use of communication technology; media 

richness in examining media selection in communication; and studies of language and 

rhetoric in on-line communication (December, 1996). 

2 

The emergence of the global interconnectivity of the Internet and the World Wide 

Web into growing mainstream use has seen the medium evolve into the fifth pillar of mass 

media (Cutler, 1990) The interactivity with the information that occurs in the computer

mediated environment, the immediate on-demand availability of information, the inferred 

perception of credibility of the medium, and the persuasive manner in which a message can 

be presented, combine to create a powerful tool for persuasion as demonstrated by the 

growing number of hate groups using the medium to spread their message into the 

mainstream (Beaupre, 1997, Southern Poverty Law Center, 1998a). Hate groups are able 

to package their message in a visually persuasive manner, and in the interactive 

environment of the medium the recipient of a persuasive message may become 

desensitized and more accepting of the message because of the way in which the individual 

must interact with the medium and therefore the message itself The on-line environment 

allows multiple layers of messages and the user determines the path for the information 

fl ow Potential acceptance of a persuasive message is therefore enhanced by the nature of 



the medium in which the message is presented (Hoffman & Novak, 1995). Further, part 

of the Internet's power is the ability for groups to present their messages in a mainstream 

way and to recruit followers more efficiently because of the medium's effectiveness in 

reaching disenfranchised people (Bayles and O'Driscoll, 1997). 

3 

The perception of legitimacy and credibility can have a spillover effect onto what 

would otherwise be a less credible site. While most media credibility studies of the 

Internet are limited, one Pew Research Center ( 1996) study found that online users judged 

the medium as a more credible source than traditional media. Johnson and Kaye's ( 1998) 

study of politically interested Web users found online media were judged more credible 

than their traditional versions, although both were judged as only somewhat credible. 

Sundar (1998) suggests that online users obtain information from a variety of sources and 

may not always process information content with the correct source attribution, and 

therefore may later recall and use information without adequately adjusting for validity or 

credibility of the source. Beaupre ( 1997) states that the medium may confer a degree of 

legitimacy to anyone, including hate groups, while maintaining the anonymity of a Web 

site information source. The effective use of the medium by hate groups is further aided 

by fact that efforts to control hate speech are incompatible with the protection of freedom 

of speech (Winters, 1996) 

As discussed by Cragan and Shields (1981) and Littlejohn (1996), Bormann's 

symbolic convergence theory is based upon Bales's research on small-group 

communication. This theory suggests that through stories a group creates about itself and 

other outside groups a common group identity is constructed with a shared symbolic 
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understanding of the group and what it means to be a member. The methodology of 

fantasy theme analysis offers a process for analyzing and understanding these 

communications. Associated fantasy themes form the basis for what Bormann terms 

rhetorical visions, larger dramas that consist of longer, more complicated stories. A 

rhetorical vision is a view of how things have been, are, or will be, and structure a sense of 

reality through symbolic reproduction rather than direct experience(Littlejohn, 1996). 

The rhetorical vision unites group members through a sense of identification with a 

shared reality Shared fa ntasy themes and rhetorical vis ions may demonstrate that 

convergence has occured Fant a y theme therefore constitute an important element in 

persuasion (Bormann, 1985 ; Littlejohn, 1996 ). This study proposes that fantasy theme 

analysis offers an effective means for examination of the medium of the Internet as a tool 

of communication for per ua ive me age by hate groups. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Internet today is a global system of public and private computer networks, 

enabling universities, governments, businesses, and individuals to communicate via 

computers, modems and phone lines. The World Wide Web is an interconnected set of 

several million sites that all share a common format . With the introduction of Web 

browsers in 1994, World Wide Web traffic on the Internet has expanded rapidly (Pike, 

1995), with growth of I, 173 percent in 1994 and growth of 15 percent per month by 

September of 1996 (Tabnetcom, 1996). In April, 1998, the U.S. Commerce Department 

reported that 62 million Americans were using the Internet and more than 100 million 

people were online, with Internet traffic doubling every hundred days (U.S . Department of 

Commerce, 1998; Weiss, 1998). 

In just a short time the new medium of the Internet has grown from an obscure 

tool used by government, the military, and academia, to a medium for the masses. The 

World Wide Web is the first and current networked global implementation of a 

hypermedia computer-mediated environment. It allows users of the medium to provide 

and interactively access hypermedia content and to communicate with each other. 

Hoffman and Novak ( 1996) describe these unique forms of interactivity as machine

interaction and person-interaction 

The emergence of the medium into growing mainstream use has seen it evolve into 
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the fifth medium of mass media (Cutler, 1990). This fifth medium continues to shrink the 

communicator's message from a lecture (mass market) to a simple conversation (the 

individual) . While the traditional communication process holds that mass communication 

is a one-to-many process, the new model underlying communications in a hypermedia 

computer-mediated environment is a many-to-many communications model. Hoffman and 

Novak (1995) state that in this new model information is not merely transmitted from a 

sender to receiver, but instead, mediated environments are created by participants and then 

experienced. Further, the on-line medium has the potential to transform the individual's 

identity, resulting in a relative anonymity of users in these environments. 

Medium Credibility 

The perception of legitimacy and credibility can have a spillover effect onto what 

would otherwise be a less credible site. While most media credibility studies of the 

Internet are limited, one Pew Research Center ( 1996) study found that online users judged 

the medium as a more credible source than traditional media. Johnson and Kaye 's (1998) 

study of politically interested Web users found online media were judged more credible 

than their traditional versions, although both were judged as only somewhat credible. 

Sundar ( 1998) suggests that online users obtain information from a variety of sources and 

may not always process information content with the correct source attribution, and 

therefore may later recall and use information without adequately adjusting for validity or 

credibility of the source. Beaupre ( 1997) states that the medium may confer a degree of 

legitimacy to anyone, including hate groups, while maintaining the anonymity of a Web 

site information source. The effective use of the medium by hate groups is further aided 



by the fact that efforts to control hate speech are incompatible with the protection of 

freedom of speech (Winters, 1996). 
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The emergence of on-line scams and urban legends demonstrates the credulous 

acceptance of on-line information (Moore, 1997; Sclater, 1997; Tompkins, 1997). Ripley 

( 1994) states that the new medium raises issues of social and ethical implications. 

Checking the reliability of information on the Internet is almost impossible. Any person 

who wishes to propound a bizarre theory for an audience of millions can post it on the 

Web (Starobin, 1997). 

Hate Groups 

As defined by the nonprofit online watchdog organization Hate Watch (I 998), a 

hate group is defined as an organization that advocates violence against or unreasonable 

hostility toward those persons or organizations identified by their race, religion, national 

origin, sexual orientation, or gender; hate groups may include organizations or individuals 

that disseminate revised or historically inaccurate information with regard to these persons 

or organizations 

In identifying hate groups, there are five major categories among the white 

supremacists (a) the Christian Identity Churches movement, (b) the Neo-Nazis, © the Ku 

Klux Klan, (d) the Posse Comitatus, and (e) the Skinhead movement. Groups which can 

be categorized under different headings may have cross-group affiliations. Black 

separatist groups are organizations whose ideologies include tenets of racially based 

hatred; the Nation oflslam is anti-white and to the right of the political spectrum (Anti

Defamation League, 1998; Feagin & Vera, 1995; Kaplan, 1995; Kleg, 1993; Southern 



Poverty Law Center, 1998a). 

Kaplan (1995) states that the radical right wing groups share common beliefs: a 

golden age of great happiness, prosperity, and achievement; foundations in scripture; a 

religious and philosophical dualism world view which holds that the universe is under the 

dominion of two opposing principles, one good and the other evil ; the perception of a 

theft of culture; a conspiratorial view of history; a vision of their group as a righteous 

remnant; and an apocalyptic analysis of society and in the millennium of Christian 

prophecy of a coming ideal society created by revolutionary action (Kaplan, 1995). 

8 

A range of white supremacist groups appeared in the 1980s--Aryan Nations, the 

Silent Brotherhood, the Church of the Creator, the Order--joining forces with various 

sects of the Ku Klux Klan . Most were interconnected and constituted an underground 

network which embraced Neo- azis among others (Omi & Winant, 1994). Today's 

complex variety of sometimes cooperating, sometimes competing white supremacy groups 

typically target African and Jewish Americans as the major villains in United States social 

and economic problems. Latino and Asian immigrants, as well as homosexuals are also 

targets. Most white supremacy groups have taken on some of the beliefs and other 

trappings of the Ku Klux Klan or German Nazism. In recent years white supremacy 

groups have increasingly worked together and hold annual gatherings where it would not 

be unusual to see both Klan organization members and Neo-Nazis in attendance (Feagin & 

Vera, 1995) 

In his work looking at Neo-Nazi and Klan members, Ezekiel (1995) notes that 

studies have shown that e>-.1remists come from a variety of diverse backgrounds and form 
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a representative slice of American society. Yet the mass media and national political 

leaders have given little sustained attention to this movement. Feagin and Vera's ( 1995) 

searches of the Lexis/Nexis database between January 1993 and April 1994 found only 

four published stories on white supremacist activity and violence in the news media. In 

contrast, during the same period more than one hundred national media stories focused on 

anti-Semitic remarks made by a minister of the Nation oflslam black religious group 

(Feagin & Vera, 1995.) 

A 1992 nationwide count found more than 300 active hate groups. White 

supremacy groups in the United States are estimated to have at least 30,000 hard-core 

members, with perhaps 200,000 active sympathizers (Feagin & Vera, 1995; Levin & 

McDevitt, 1993) . Ezelciel (1 995) states that another 450,000 people who do not purchase 

movement literature do read it. From the 1970s through the 1990s, white supremacy 

groups have been involved in hundreds of acts of vandalism, intimidation, and attacks on 

minority group members; several members of white supremacy groups have been 

convicted of murder or assault (Feagin & Vera, 1995; HateWatch, 1998; Southern 

Poverty Law Center, 1998a). 

Hate group activities in the United States have been on the rise in the 1990s, but 

academic information on these groups is limited (Levin & McDevitt, 1995). According to 

the Southern Poverty Law Center (1998c), the number of hate groups operating in the 

United States rose significantly in 1997, a year in which the organizations reached 

increasing numbers of people in mainstream society through white power rock, racist 

millennial religion, and slickly produced Internet sites. The Southern Poverty Law Center 
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Intelligence Project , a watchdog organization that has been tracking hate groups in the 

United States since 198 1, documented 474 hate groups and group chapters involved in 

racist behavior, reflecting a rise of 20 percent over 1996. Of the 4 74 groups counted, 127 

were Klan organizations and their chapters; 100 were Neo-Nazi; 42 were Skinheads; 81 

were Christian Identity; 12 were black separatist; and 112 followed a hodgepodge of 

hate-based doctrines and ideologies (Southern Poverty Law Center, I 998c). 

According to Omi and Winant (1994), revitalization, growth and popularity of the 

far right may be attributed as a political response to the liberal state and a crisis of identity 

engendered by societal changes in the 1960s and economic dislocations of the 1980s. 

Ezekiel ( 1995) extends this concept, stating that fear and a sense of isolation are at the 

center of motivation in belonging to these groups; belonging to the group affords 

comradeship within a struggle. 

Race racism and hate speech 

Race is a concept that signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by 

referring to different types of human bodies (Omi & Winant, 1994). Parallel to the 

debates on the concept of race, controversies about the nature of racism have centered on 

whether it is an ideological phenomenon based solely on abstract ideas and the content of 

thinking characteristic of a group or culture, or a structural phenomenon relating to the 

concrete physical makeup of beings. Debate over the advisability and legality of banning 

racist hate speech seems to adopt the position that racism is primarily an ideological 

phenomenon (Matsuda, Lawrence, Delgado, & Crenshaw, I 993 ; Omi & Winant, 1994). 

McPhail ( 1994) states that the transformation of race from a biological category to a 
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sociological phenomenon to socially constructed reality illustrated the tenuousness of both 

the idea of race and the classificatory system which presuppose it. 

Racism is the ideology contending that actual or alleged differences among 

different racial groups asserts the superiority of one racial group, serving the interest of 

the group endorsing it (Doob, 1993) Guillaumin ( 1995) examines the historical evolution 

of racism, power, and ideology, stating that race is more than just a symbolic phenomenon 

but brings to each individual different opportunities and constraints. Racism is not limited 

to any one group; whites can be the victims of racism by other whites or nonwhites, as 

demonstrated by anti-Jewish and anti-Arab prejudice and ation oflslam anti-white 

doctrine (Feagin & Vera, 1995; Omi & Winant , 1994) 

Hate speech is defined as an expression that is abusive, insulting, intimidating, 

harassing, or which may incite to violence, hatred, or di scrimination based on race, 

ethnicity, religion, or sexual orientation (Lee, 1997) Matsuda et al ( 1993) define three 

identi fy ing characteristics of racist hate speech: (a) The message is of racial inferiority, (b) 

the message is directed against a hi storically oppressed group, and ( c) the message is 

persecutory, hateful and degrading. Levin and McDevitt ( 1995) state that research has 

demonstrated that the agents of hate aim to destroy that which intimidates them. 

Findings of a study by Cowan and Hodge ( 1996) suggest that responses to hate 

speech are complex and contextual Matsuda et al ( 1993) state that research in the 

psychology of racism suggests a related effect of racist hate propaganda--at some level 

racial inferiority is planted in the mind as an idea that may hold some truth. Repeated 

presentations of the message may be absorbed and interfere with perception and 



interaction with members of the targeted group, with the consequent result that the next 

interaction may involuntarily trigger the hate message. 
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Despite the growing number of hate groups documented, experts generally are less 

worried about statistics than impact (Southern Poverty Law Center, 1998a). As discussed 

by Levin and McDevitt ( 1993 ), although about 15 percent of all hate crimes are 

perpetrated by organized groups, their impact is much more pervasive. Levin and 

McDevitt (1993) cite the example ofHitler--the leader of the movement may not have 

been present at the scene of Nazi atrocities, but they were orchestrated by him. In the 

same way, there may be thousands of alienated youths looking for a role model to express 

their profound resentment; they may not actually join a hate group but are nevertheless 

inspired by the presence of such groups and intrigued by their use of symbols of power 

(Levin and McDevitt, 1993). 

Use of technology to disseminate hate messages 

Matsuda et al. (1993) discuss how racist hate messages are rapidly increasing and 

widely distributed through a variety of technologies. Broadcasters of hate messages have 

successfully used radio and cable access channels, especially since passage of the Cable 

Act of 1984 which prohibits prior editing of such programs (Fischer, 1996; McConville, 

1995; Witkin & Thorton, 1996). 

Organized hate groups are, historically, technologically sophisticated. Hamm 

( 1993) and Levin and McDevitt ( 1993) both note that beginning in 1985 one group set up 

a Commodore 64 computer with a single telephone modem so that callers could download 

hate messages from an electronic bulletin board, thereby allowing skinheads, Klansmen, 
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Neo-Nazis, and Aryan Nations groups to communicate freely with members and potential 

members across the country. 

In March 1995, Klansman Don Black put up the first Neo-Nazi site on the World 

Wide Web (HateWatch, 1998; Southern Poverty Law Center, 1998d). The Southern 

Poverty Law Center ( 1998d) has documented the explosion of hate on the Web over the 

past three years to 163 active sites by mid-1998: (a) 29 espousing Klan beliefs, (b) 39 

Neo-Nazis sites, (c) 27 sites by racist Skinheads, (d) 25 sites by proponents of Christian 

Identity, and (e) 43 others pushing a variety of hate-based ideologies. According the 

Southern Poverty Law Center (1998d), almost half those Web sites represent actual 

groups--organized associations that can be contacted or joined, or from whom racist 

materials can be ordered. By November 1998 there were over 200 active hate groups 

sites on the Internet documented by HateWatch (1998). 

The Southern Poverty Law Center (1998d) has found that online hate sites run the 

gamut in what they offer, from easy-to-reproduce Third Reich posters to violently racist 

and anti-Semitic jokes and cartoons. Many include "chat rooms" where site users can 

trade news and views. Groups also have the ability to market their wares--anything from 

Klan robes and Hitler mugs to paramilitary manuals and other publications--and thereby 

raise revenue. Racist white power bands, formerly limited to insiders and subscribers to 

certain magazines, now use Net audio tracks to attract new customers (Southern Poverty 

Law Center, 1998b ). According to Goldberg ( 1995), while some groups engaged in 

online discussions are unabashedly racist, others cloak themselves in scholarly 

respectability and scientific objectivity to make their views more palatable. 
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Efforts to control hate speech are incompatible with the protection of freedom of 

speech, the most fundamental right protected under the Constitution. Democratic, 

representative government presumes that people are free to think and say whatever they 

might, even the unthinkable. A few limited categories of speech are not protected, but the 

United States position is that expressions of the ideas ofracial inferiority or racial hatred 

are protected. Even the right to engage in cross burning has been defended as legitimate 

speech; the United States Supreme Court has ruled that such acts are protected by the 

First Amendment (Feagin & Vera, 1995). Matsuda et al. (1993) and Quittner (1996b) 

discuss the related argument of the ' fresh-air" position which suggests that the most 

effective way to control hate speech is to allow it ; this supposes that when people are 

exposed to hatred propaganda they will reject and organize against it--that the answer to 

hate speech is more speech. 

Winters ( 1996) discus es that the scope of some statutes extends to punish 

symbolic speech, while raising concerns about whether it is appropriate in a free society to 

punish people for their inner motivations, feelings , and beliefs. The application of hate

crime laws and the many difficulties of applying them are becoming evident as a number of 

state statutes are in the process of being challenged on grounds of being vague, over

broad, discriminatory, or infringing upon the First Amendment right of free expression 

(Winters, 1996) 

As hate groups take their message online, debate rages over whether and how to 

control it (Olson, 1997). The United States Congress and other groups have tried to limit 

free speech on the Internet and online services; the Simon Wiesenthal Center 's opposition 
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to hate groups resulted in a campaign to have online service providers deny these groups 

online access (Steele, 1996). A panel of three judges extended First Amendment rights to 

the Internet in June 1996 by ruling the Communications Decency Act unconstitutional. In 

their decision the judges declared the medium of historic importance and a profoundly 

democratic channel for communication, and as the most participatory form of mass speech 

yet developed, deserving of the highest protection from governmental intrusion (Quittner, 

1996a). 

Rhetoric of racism 

McPhail ( 1994) argues that metaphor provides a starting point for exploring the 

rhetoric of racism because it emphasizes similarities between race, class, and gender, and 

illustrates how the principle of negative difference manifests itself theoretically and 

practically in both symbolic and physical interaction. In terms of rhetorical analysis, states 

McPhail ( 1994), metaphor offers a useful vehicle for understanding what for centuries was 

described in the American context as nothing short of a "race war." 

Krippendorff ( 1980) states that propaganda analysis started out as an instrument 

for identifying individuals as unethical sources of influence and that rhetoric of propaganda 

were easily identified in religious or political speeches. For example, in analyzing Nazi 

propaganda and events from World War II, George (1959) found that content is not an 

absolute or objective quality of communications and that sender and receiver may radically 

differ in the way messages are interpreted. Time order and the receiver's situation are 

crucial in communication. George ( 1959) notes that to interpret propaganda messages, 

quantitative indicators are extremely insensitive and shallow in providing insight. 
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Krippendorf (1980) criticizes the reliance of content analysis on counting qualitative data, 

in which objectivity is confused with quantification, stating that qualitative study may 

provide more accurate insight into the communication process. 

White supremacist groups have periodically resurfaced on the American political 

scene since the Civil War, state Omi and Winant (1994). In the view of such groups, 

racial justice (white supremacy) is perpetually threatened and the legitimate authorities too 

weak,' naive or corrupt to maintain America 's "true" identity. 

Feagin and Vera ( 1995) discuss that the supremacists ' racist ideology is based on a 

"we" and "they" imagery that divides humans into different and opposing racial groups. 

Literature of white supremacy groups i replete with ritualized "nigger ' and "coon" 

language. The black and Jewi h enemies of the ' hite Aryan race" are usually objectified. 

According to Feagin and era ( 1995) typical! the person of color is dehumanized, and 

this dehumanized statu may be u ed b a group to legitimize violence. 

Ezekiel ( 1995) states that historical! , the Klan has been the anchor of the militant 

white racist movement , keeping a distance from azi groups. Since the 1980s, however, 

ideology and symbols of the group ha e become indiscriminately mixed--what some call a 

azification of the Klan There i an attraction to and identification with, images of 

Hitler 's Third Reich; for white racists the Wehrmacht was an army of brave, skilled men. 

The groups speak of a German in , hich all classes were brought together in zealous 

effort by a unique leader who brought a pride based on race to a shamed people. Ezekiel 

( 1995) states that these images of strength speak more loudly today to potential recruits 

than do the older legends of the Confederacy's ' 'Lost Cause." 
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Matsuda et al. ( 1993) state that certain symbols in the context of history carry a 

message of racial superiority, hatred, persecution, and degradation of certain groups. The 

swastika, Klan robes, and burning cross are examples of symbols that have no meaning of 

their own, but convey a powerful message to both the user and message recipient of the 

symbol in context . 

Many white supremacists are officiants in racist rituals, state Feagin and Vera 

(1995), often wearing ritualized dress and hair styles. Burning crosses and stalking black 

victims are racial rites . Supremacists see themselves as militant, even Christian, warriors 

marching against those who threaten "white power." Racist rituals are often not just 

private ceremonies, but exemplify the objectification of the targeted group (Feagin & 

Vera, 1995). For hate groups, confrontation is a prime activity, with provocative 

symbols-the swastika, the Rebel flag, the shaved head and shiny boots-which ensure 

feedback (Ezekiel, 1995). 

The Christian Identity movement, with beliefs that have been adopted by many 

groups, is a virulently anti-Semitic theology which preaches that only whites have been 

created by God and are human, and that white "Aryans" are descendants of the biblical 

tribes oflsrael, on earth to do God 's work. Imagery includes reference to people of color 

as "the mud races," having arisen through the mating of humans with animals. Jews are 

considered as the literal children of Satan, born from the coupling of Eve with the Serpent 

(Satan) . The world is on the verge of the final, apocalyptic struggle between good and 

evil, in which the Aryans--the children of God--must do battle with the children of Satan-

the Jewish conspiracy and its allies--so that the world can be redeemed (Barkun, 1994; 
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Ezekiel, 1995; Levin & McDevitt, 1993 ). 

Ezekiel (1995) explains that the imagery employed in the movement is ancient: The 

black is depicted repeatedly as the ape, an image that appears in the first European 

contacts with West Africa before Columbus, while the Jew is referred to as the serpent or 

spider--the hidden, cunning force--images seen since the Middle Ages. Ezekiel (1995) 

states that the white is depicted as the warrior--a single, beleaguered figure, a straight 

young man, or bewhiskered Nordic Berserker--laying about himself with some sharp 

pointed (phallic) object such as a sword or a spear, plunging it into the dragon or a serpent 

decorated with Jewish stars and Communist hammer and sickle. 

All separatist groups agree, short of overthrowing the ZOG (Zionist Occupied 

Government) the best path for the racialist right lies in carving out a separate state; this 

new entity is referred to as the Aryan Nation or white American bastion and homeland, 

and is almost always located in the Pacific Northwest (Barkun, 1994.) 

Levin and McDevitt ( 1993) explore the change in symbolic rhetoric which has 

occurred as leaders of organized hate groups have moved to become mainstream rather 

than fringe in the image they attempt to project. Many in the white supremacist movement 

are making an effort to distance themselves from the various groups that make up much of 

the extreme political right, espousing "white separatism" rather than white supremacy, 

states Zeskind (1996), and the groups talk in code words and phrases about the issues that 

concern middle America. They preach that the "heritage" (meaning: race) of white 

Christians is being eroded by "foreign" (meaning: Jewish/ communist) influence; they 

lament the rise of "government interference" (meaning: Jews in high places who force 
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racial integration down the throats of white Americans) in the lives of "average citizens" 

(meaning: white Christians); they condemn welfare cheating (meaning: blacks), which they 

see as of overwhelming proportions and on the rise (Zeskind, 1996). 

The Ku Klux Klan has changed the tone of its message in the way it is presented 

for recruiting purposes. Levin and McDevitt (1993) cite the example of the head of the 

Klan in Florida who urged members to become a group known for hating evil, instead of a 

group known for hating minorities, while the national leader of the Knights of the Ku Klux 

Klan suggested that the group does not hate anyone, but "loves the white race. " 

The White Aryan Resistance (W.A R.) group was created to have an image that is 

dynamic, hip, and urban, states Hamm ( 1993). The group portrays itself as the champion 

of a white working class against a treasonous white ruling elite, offering a place where 

alienated skinheads can feel at home. The fou nder of the group argues that hate is not a 

crime; rather, the beliefs and actions of the group in are self-defense and protection of 

freedoms (Winters, 1996 .) 

Some groups disavow the Klan and azi movement in favor of "American 

patrioti sm)) Further, Levin and McDevitt ( 1993) examine how many organizations now 

oft en cloak their message in the aura and dogma of Christianity. For example, followers 

of the Christianity Identity movement believe they are simply "doing the work of God." 

Svmbolic conversion theory 

Symbolic convergence is a general theory of rhetoric in which groups create and 

share fantasies about the group and outside groups and thereby build a shared identity. 

The theory attempts to provide an explanation that accounts for the creation, raising and 
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maintenance of group consciousness through communication. Through stories and rituals 

the members of a group build up a common consciousness--a shared understanding of the 

group and what it means to be a member (Bormann, Cragan, & Shields 1994; Jackson, 

1998; Littlejohn, 1996). 

Symbolic convergence theory is based on Bales' research on small-group 

communication, and was applied by Bormann to rhetorical action in society at large, in 

which images of reality consist of narratives of how things are believed to be. Stories-

termed fantasy themes--are created in symbolic interaction within groups and are chained 

out from person to person and group to group (Bormann, 1982; Bormann, Cragan, & 

Shields 1994; Littlejohn, 1996). According to Bormann, Cragan, and Shields (1994), the 

original concepts of dramatization and shared fantasy theme were developed by careful 

and rigorous social scientific methods applied to the study of communication episodes. 

Restatements, embellishments, extensions, inside cues and jokes, similar works, and 

reconfiguration flowing from different communicators may be taken as evidence that the 

fantasy is or has chained and people are or have converged symbolically to a shared reality 

(Bormann, Cragan & Shields, 1994). 

Bormann developed a comprehensive method of dramatistic rhetorical criticism 

called fantasy theme analysis . Bormann ( 1972) argues that dramatizing moments can not 

only chain within small face-to-face groups but through the technologies of mass media to 

large groups which, in turn, can be chained back into small face-to-face group contexts. 

Fantasy themes are part of larger dramas that are longer, more complicated stories which 

catch up groups of people in a symbolic reality, termed "rhetorical visions" by Bormann 
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( 1972) . A rhetorical vision is a view of how things have been, are, or wi ll be. As people 

seek to make sense out of their environment and events around them, they come into 

contact with fantasies that have been chained out. If they are sufficiently compelling and 

speak convincingly to the individual 's "here and now" problems in a dramatic form, the 

fantasies can be consolidated into a credible interpretation of reality. 

A rhetorical vision is constructed from "fantasy themes" which are the means 

through which the interpretation is accomplished in communication. A fantasy theme in 

manifested in the form of a word, a phrase, or a statement that interprets events in the 

past, envisions events in the future, or depicts events that are removed in time and space 

from the actual activities of the group. A dramatizing message is one that contains 

imaginative language, such as a pun or other word play, a double entendre, a figure of 

speech such as metaphor, simile, personification, an analogy, an anecdote, allegory, fable, 

or narrative. Bormann, Cragan and Shields (1994) state that in contrast to normal human 

experience, fantasy themes are organized and artistic. 

Criticism of the theory has focused on its usefulness and terminology. Bormann, 

Cragan, and Shields ( 1994) explain that fantasy theme and fantasy type are technical terms 

that refer to dramatized messages that have been shared by an audience. The term 

"fantasy" does not just refer to the fictitious but is applied to dramatizations that are 

nonfictional as well as fictitious (Bormann, Cragan & Shields, 1994). The technical term 

for myth as broad general viewpoint is rhetorical vision, while myth as a specific drama is 

referred to as fantasy themes. 

Likewise there is a difference between the "persona" in a shared fantasy and the 
' 



actual individual. Bormann, Cragan, and Shields (1994) state that this difference is 

crucial, and give the example of a President as an individual and the President as the 

persona portrayed in a political commercial in which "the drama puts a spin on the 

portrayal' (p2 79.) The persona is the "spin" of the actual individual. 

Fantasy theme analysis 

Approaches for studying rhetorical visions may be humanistic techniques or 

qualitative techniques ( Cragan & Shields, 1981). Fantasy themes and rhetorical visions 

consist of drama tis personae (characters), a plot line, a scene, and sanctioning agents. 
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Characters can be heroes, villains, and other supporting characters. Fantasy 

themes may graphically describe their characteristics, assign motives to their actions, 

portray them doing certain things or manifesting certain behaviors, and place them in a 

given setting or scene (Cragan & Shields, 1981 ). The plot line is the action or 

development of the story, the who is doing what to whom (Cragan & Shields, 1981; 

Littlejohn, 1996). Plot lines may be referred to as scenarios, and may indicate the type and 

time of the rhetorical vision, as well as giving insight into the structure of the vision 

(Cragan & Shields, 1981 ). The scene is the setting where the action takes place. Some 

fantasy themes may graphically describe a scene, including location, properties, and 

sociocultural elements (Cragan & Shields, 1981 ; Littlejohn, 1996 ) 

The sanctioning agent of the rhetorical vision is a source that legitimatizes the 

story and justifies its acceptance. The sanctioning agent may be an authority who lends 

credibility to the story or authorizes its telling and can take the form of an abstract concept 

such as God, an individual who has a particularly charismatic presence, a sanctioning ideal 
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like justice or democracy, or a phenomenon, situation or event that makes telling the story 

seem appropriate (Cragan & Shields, 1981 ; Littlejohn, 1996). 

Cragan and Shields (1981) state that the most salient motives for action are 

contained in the fantasy themes which describe the sanctioning agent of the drama. 

Motives are also reflected in attributes ascribed to the dramatis personae, actions 

accentuated in given scenarios, and descriptions of scenic elements. Fantasy themes of 

rhetorical visions contain and describe the emotions of the people who participate in the 

drama and exhibit the valued meanings. 

People converge or come to hold a common image as they share fantasy themes. 

Shared rhetorical visions and the use of fantasy types can be taken as evidence that 

convergence has occurred. Littlejohn ( 1996) proposes that fantasy themes therefore 

constitute an important ingredient in persuasion. Bormann ( 1985) argues that fantasy 

themes are not entirely different from reasoned discourse, and states that "the force of 

fantasy not only accounts for the irrational and nonrational aspects of persuasion but that 

it provides the ground for the rational elements as well" (p 16). 

Empirical applications 

Symbolic convergence theory and fantasy theme analysis have become well 

established within the communication studies field . Jackson (1998) notes that in the 

twenty-five years since its inception, symbolic convergence theory has become an 

established method of rhetorical criticism that continues to be refined and applied in 

empirical studies. In their 1994 summative defense of symbolic convergence theory, 

Bormann, Cragan and Shields reviewed the collective critique of the theory and offered 
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their response, with a comprehensive recounting of studies, criticisms, the evolution of the 

theory through developments in response to criticism, and symbolic convergence theory 

inclusion in textbooks. Application of symbolic convergence theory to communication 

research has included interpersonal (Doyle, 1985; Glaser & Frank, 1982); small group 

(Porter, 1976; Bormann, 1975, 1990; Shields, 1981 ); organizational (Bormann, 1989; 

Cragan, Duffe, Pairitz, & Jackson, 1985); political (Bormann, Kroll, Watters, & 

McFarland, 1984; Foss, 1979); mass (e.g., Brown, 1976; Haskins, 1981; Shrag, Hudson, 

& Bernabo, 1981); intercultural (Chesebro, 1980; Heisey & Trebing, 1983; Shields, 

1981 b ); and marketing communication (Cragan & Shields, 1981 , 1992) (Bormann, 

Cragan, & Shields, 1994, p272-273) . 

Cragan and Shields (1995) have identified more than 50 published studies that 

appeared between 1972 and 1992 which draw upon symbolic convergence theory to study 

communication phenomena. Jackson ( 1998) states that a bibliography provided by 

Bormann lists 61 periodical articles and 94 theses and dissertations that have utilized this 

theory and method, with most of these studies confined to the United States. 

Fantasy theme analysis is useful for examining rhetorical content of online hate 

group sites to understand the overall rhetorical vision of the groups as demonstrated in the 

sites, and the resulting implications for persuasion. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

For the purposes of this study, five categories of what are termed hate groups--as 

defined by literature review--were studied: (a) White Nationalists, (b) Nee-Nazis, (c) Ku 

Klux Klan, (d) the Christian Identity Movement, and (e) Black separatists. One site from 

each category was selected for this study, using a variety of online searches and listings of 

hate groups from monitoring organizations to find prominent sites that could easily be 

found online and would be representative for each category. Fantasy theme analysis was 

then used to examine the dramatized images and rhetorical content of the selected sites. 

Online research was conducted to find hate group sites using the Alta Vista and 

HotBot search engines. Key words used in the search include "Aryan nations," "black 

power," "hate groups," "Ku Klux Klan," "Neo- azi ," "white Christian," "white power," 

and "white supremacy." The key word "Aryan nations" resulted in a finding of 1,936 

Web pages using the Alta Vista search engine, and 1,211 matches using the HotBot search 

engine The key word "black power" resulted in a finding of 7,728 Web pages using the 

Alta Vista search engine, and 3,982 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key 

word "hate groups" resulting in a finding of 5,151 Web pages using the Alta Vista search 

engine, and 3,534 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word "Ku Klux 

Klan" resulted in a finding of 12,665 Web pages using the Alta Vista search engine, and 

7,938 matches using the Hotbot search engine. The key word ''Neo-Nazi" resulting in a 
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finding of 8,694 Web pages using the Alta Vista search engine, and 5,697 matches using 

the HotBot search engine. The key word "white Christian" resulted in a finding of 1,445 

Web pages using the Alta Vista search engine, and 1,005 matches using the HotBot search 

engine. The key word "Christian Identity" resulted in a finding of 2,472 Web pages using 

the Alta Vista search engine, and 1,690 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key 

word "white power" resulted in a finding of 6,009 Web pages using the Alta Vista search 

engine, and 3,076 matches using the HotBot search engine. The key word "white 

supremacy" resulted in a finding of 4,999 Web pages using the Alta Vista search engine, 

and 3, 178 matches using the HotBot search engine The HotBot search engine also 

provided a list of the "ten most visited sites" for each key word. 

The Southern Poverty Law Center ( 1998b) maintains a list of active hate groups 

based on information gathered by the organization's Intelligence Project, which monitors 

hate groups ' publications and activities; groups which appear to exist only online are not 

included on this list. Hate Watch ( 1998) is a private, nonprofit Web-based organization 

that monitors hate group activity on the Internet. Originally begun as a Harvard 

University library guide called "A Guide to Hate Groups on the Internet," the project has 

grown into an organization providing online listings of hate groups ' Web sites (1998). 

The Office of International Criminal Justice ( 1998), a center for excellence at the 

University of Illinois at Chicago since 1984, provides online information about hate groups 

( 1998). Hate groups sites which appeared in listings by these three organizations were 

compared against each other and with sites appearing highly ranked in online searches 

with the Internet search engines to select the sites used in this study. 
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Based upon prominence in monitoring organizations ' listings and through online 

searches, the fo llowing sites were selected for study: (a) Storrnfront.org White Nationalist 

Resource Page, considered the first true racist site on the Internet (Anti-Defamation 

League, 1998; HateWatch, 1998) available at: http ://www.stormfront.org/, (b) National 

Alliance, the Neo-Nazi organization which the Southern Poverty Law Center (1998) states 

is growing at unprecedented levels and may have inspired the Oklahoma City bombing, 

available at http ://www.natvan com/, (c) Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, which is linked 

from the Stormfront page with a note that it was the first site to actively recruit online, 

available athttp://wwwk-k-k.com/, (d) Aryan Nations, an organization which follows the 

Christian Identity doctrine, available athttp://wwwnidlink.com/~aryanvic/, and (e) the 

Nation oflslam, termed both a Black separatist (Southern Poverty Law Center, 1998) and 

Black racist (HateWatch, 1998) site, available at http ://www.noi .org/. 

The analysis of an entire Web site would not be feasible for study through fantasy 

theme analysis, therefore only selected sections of written text were examined from each 

site. Graphic elements in the sites were not examined. The written text sections were 

selected based on one or more of the following : (a) prominence of the written text in a 

site, appearing near or at the top of the home page, (b) the written text is representative 

of site, as demonstrated by prominence or emphasis on the home page, or as indicated by 

title that the text addresses beliefs, principles, or goals of the organization, and ( c ) the 

text was more than just a headline, sentence, or short paragraph, and consisted of multiple 

paragraphs or pages. 

Three texts were selected from each site to give a broader vision of the fantasy 

themes within a site, yet not so great a number as to be unwieldy. The texts were then 
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analyzed for rhetorical artifacts of symbolic cues, drama tis personae (characters), plot line 

(action), scene (setting), and sanctioning agents (legitimatizing authorities), from which 

the overall fantasy theme could then be determined. Quotation marks indicate material 

directly quoted from the indicated Web site; due to the virtual nature of the medium, no 

page numbers are available and cite references indicate the page URL address. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

The overall design of the Web sites examined support the rhetorical messages 

presented through an aura of professionalism and an authoritative feel to each site. On the 

surface, the visual appearances of the sites are comparable to any commercial or 

organizational site that may be found on the Web. The quality of the sites is 

communicated through professional design, clean and minimal use of graphics with no 

extremist images presented, an acceptable standard of writing with fair grammar and few 

typographical errors, and demonstration of technical sophistication through the use 

elements such as internal and external site links and audio files . As part of a fantasy 

theme 's persuasive power is the quality and manner of presentation, the professional 

appearance and sophistication of these sites support an aura of believability for the dramas 

presented. 

All quotations in this chapter indicate text quoted verbatim directly from the Web 

site being examined. 

White Nationalist Stormfront.org (White Nationalist Resource Page) 

Maintained by ex-Klansman Don Black, Stormfront.org was the first White 

Nationalist site to go on the Web in March 1995 (HateWatch, 1998; Southern Poverty 

Law Center, 1998a). The site is a comprehensive compendium of information, articles, 

links to other sites, current news items, upcoming events, letters from site readers, a text 
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library of archived articles, a graphics library, Internet mailing lists to which site visitors 

may subscribe, German and Spanish language sections, and site activity statistics. 

A comprehensive listing of links to other sites which "all offer something 

worthwhile for White Nationalists" includes a site for ''White Singles," and the "White 

Nationalist News Agency," and links for White Nationalism/White Patriotism (includes 

National Alliance), White Rights/Racially Conscious Conservatism, Eugenics, Academic 

Publications on Ethnology and Race, White Roots: Our Heritage and Culture, Political 

Campaigns (includes "David Duke for Senate" and ''Buchanan Brigade"), Legal Defense, 

Revisionism, Opposition to Zionism and Israeli Terrorism, Christian Identity (includes 

Aryan Nations), Ku Klux Klan (includes Knights of the Ku Klux Klan), Skinheads, White 

Power Music, International sites, "The Other Side" (includes HateWatch and the Anti

Defamation League), and Internet mailing lists and news groups. 

Fantasy theme I: White Nationalism as defense from exploitation 

White Nationalism is addressed in several areas on the site, including ''White 

Nationalism FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)", ''White Nationalism--Key Concepts", 

and ''Why White Nationalism?." The fantasy theme of ''White Nationalism" is that 

"Whites may need to create a separate nation as a means of defending themselves" 

( www.stormfront .org/whitenat/white _ nationalism _faq . htm, 1998). This desire for a 

separate nation is not based on a perception of superiority or a desire to dominate other 

races, but rather ''to avoid exploitation" (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/white_nationalism 

_faq.htm, 1998) 

Exploitation is used as a symbolic cue, defined in the site as: 
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Burdensome racial preference schemes in hiring . . university admissions .. . 

government contracting and small business loans . . . the denial of rights of free 

speech and of due process to Whites who are critical of these governmental 

policies . . special punishments for assaults committed by Whites if the motives 

might be racial .. . (and) Whites pay a proportion of the costs of the welfare state 

that is disproportionate to what they receive in benefits" (www.stormfront.org/ 

whitenat/white _nationalism_ faq . htm, 1998). 

The argument is further made in the site through the statement: 

But the most exploitative aspect is that neither the racial quotas, the business 

preferences, the loss of freedom of speech, nor the disproportionate contributions 

to the welfare state have managed to sate the appetites of non-Whites living in the 

United States. The more Whites sacrifice, the more nonwhites demand 

( www.stormfront.org/whitenat/white _ nationalism _faq . htm, 1998). 

Other symbolic cues include "the double standard of racism," "White flight" to 

escape violence and massive immigration by non-Whites, the "destruction of Western 

Civilization and increasing 'balkanization ' in the United States" because of natural 

difference between races, and the approaching millennium (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/ 

white_ nationalism _faq .htm, 1998). 

Dramatis personae in this site are portrayed as tolerant, exploited Whites who are 

"the average European-American who just commutes to work in the morning ... and does 

not want to foment or participate in any 'revolution' ," exploitative White liberal elites who 

have been "utterly naive and misguided" and "guilty of integrationism [fil.d" and 
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"aggressor and hater" non-Whites "who are racist" and "exploiting the race issue for 

advantage. " White Nationalists are portrayed as "courageous men and women fighting to 

preserve their White Western culture, ideals, and freedom of speech and association" 

(www.stormfront.org/whitenat/whywhite.html, 1998). 

The overall plot line is that conflict will naturally arise from several races inhabiting 

a single country, because "racial and ethnic groups always compete" (www.stormfront. 

org/whitenat/concepts .html , 1998). The "morality" of racial integration has been 

promoted in self-interest by "planters and industrialists interested in cheap labor," while 

the minority attempts "to conceal its aggressive ... explicit racial agenda so as to lull the 

majority into political complacency" and seeks to control the media in order to disseminate 

only messages of minori ty victimization and dominate public discourse with "universalisms 

like 'fairness ,' ' tolerance,' and 'compassion " (www. tormfront .org/ whitenat/ 

concepts.html , 1998) . Whites--the majority race in the country--are exploited victims 

made to feel "guilty" of racism because the political! correct dogma of racism dictates 

that by virtue of sk.in color they are the oppressors The argument is made that Whites 

"do not have to move back to Europe to e cape the conditions for Whites in America" but 

rather "can resolve to defend ourselve against this onslaught ... b peacefully ceding 

lands already inhabited by non-Whites to separate non-White nations" 

(\vww stormfrontorg/whitenat/white _nationalism _faq .htm 1998). 

The scene is set in a nation where '~ hit es are exploited by fellow Whites," are 

victims of hate, aggression, and violent assault by non-Whites, and where many have taken 

part in "a mass migration or 'White flight ' away from neighborhoods inhabited by non-
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Whites" (www stormfront.org/whitenat/white _ nationalism _faq .htm, 1998) The utopian 

vision is offered of a peaceful "White nation" formed by "inclusion and exclusion based on 

ideology and feelings," not isolated from the world but enjoying free trade with neighbor 

nations, with restoration of civi l libert ies for Whites and free "fro m constant threats of 

violence" (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/white_ nationali m _faq htm, 1998). 

The primary sanct ioning agent are the principle of faime and justice. 

Fantasy theme II · The "racist" double standard 

In "What i Raci m?." the fan ta theme i that of a "ra i t dou tandard" of 

\Vhit es ''made to feel guil ty and ' hat ful ' "for I ving their own o le and ultur 

" ' Olad, Pride i said to be a wond rful and w nh~· thing. ut 11~1hin_ that uld b 

on trued a an e ·pre ion f whit rid i a fi rm f ha r d.. " , ,. t m1fr 

whitcnat /raci m htm. 199 Thi. fanta v th me al a ar in th ani I " 

of \\'hite 'ati nali m ·· 

The primary ymb f differ n e r equa.li . f 

races 

· · d · '- m th urr nt d ma that all ethnic .-\ pe uliarly Am n an mcamng em· ar 

to k are equal D pi te I ar e,iden e to the on rary. all ra hav n 

de la red to be equal!~- talented and h rdworking. and an) one wh qu tion the 

dogma i though t t be n t 111 rel~- \\T ng ut C\ll w,, '" torm ront or 

\,·hitenat/ra i m htm. I 9 ) 

o ietal and educational in titution are the primary dramati personae. \\ith 

. . . f d Bl k politi ian and the Black 't ah\ eh upponing character ,n the t rm tu nt . a · 
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cult . 

The scene is set on college campuses, within neighborhoods, in the realm of 

politics and business, churches, and at the voting booth, for indeed, the argument is made, 

"America is racked with it (racism)" (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). 

Universities in particular are held up in example as promoting the racial "double standard." 

Argument is made that "college campuses forbid pejorative statements about non-whites 

[sic] as 'racist,' but ignore scurrilous attacks on whites," and "there are 107 'historically 

Black ' colleges, whose fundamental blackness must be preserved in the name of diversity, 

but all historically White colleges must be forcibly integrated in the name of . . . the same 

thing. To resist would be racist" (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). 

The primary plot line is that of the double standard. The argument is made that 

"since any theory of racial differences has been outlawed, the only possible explanation for 

Black failure is White racism," (wwwstormfront.org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998), yet: 

What appears to be nonwhite racism is so understandable and forgivable that it 

hardly deserves the name . whether an act is called racism depends on the race 

of the racist . What would surely be called racism when done by Whites is thought 

to be normal when done by anyone else (www.stormfront.org/whitenat/racism. 

htm, I 998) . 

Examples are given from politics, business, media, and the voting process. Black 

politicians "have argued that only White people can be racist," and "the affirmative action 

officer of the State Insurance Fund of New Yark issued a company pamphlet in which she 

explained that all Whites are racist and that only Whites can be racist" (www.stormfront 
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org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998) The media 1·s gui'lty of "en ,, Whi · ormous uproar over a te 

on Black murder and the "use of the word 'niggar' [fil.Q) while doing so" but is silent 

"when members of the Black Yahweh cult carry out ritual murders of random Whites" 

(www.stormfront.org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). At the polls, "if 60 percent of the 

White voters vote for a White candidate, and 95 percent of the Black voters vote for the 

Black opponent, it is the Whites who are accused of racial bias" (www.stormfront.org/ 

whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). 

A supporting plot line maintains that explanation for "Black failure" must depend 

on "White wickedness: 'The dogma of racial equality leaves no room for an explanation of 

Black failure that is not ... an indictment of White people" (www.stormfront.org/ 

whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). The argument is presented that "if Blacks are equal to 

Whites in every way, what accounts for their poverty, criminality, and dissipation?" 

(www.stormfront.org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). With any theory of racial differences 

outlawed, "the only possible explanation for Black failure is White racism," whether 

unconscious, committed through societal institutions, or unknown "millions of White 

people . working day and night to keep Blacks in misery" (www.stormfront.org/ 

whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). Further, "blatant anti-white prejudice, in the form of 

affirmative action, is now the law of the land," while "anything remotely like affirmative 

action, if practiced in favor of Whites, would be attacked as despicable favoritism" 

( www storrnfront. org/whitenat/racism.htm, 1998). 

The sanctioning agents are the principles of fairness and justice. 

Fantasy theme III : Zionist control of the media 
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In the article "Zionist control of the media: Who rules America?," the fantasy 

theme presented is that of an elite Jewish domination and control of the U.S. mass media 

through news and entertainment which manipulates the image of the world and events, and 

thereby shapes opinion: "There is no greater power in the world today than that wielded 

by the manipulators of public opinion . . . the few dozen men who control America's mass 

news and entertainment media" with "nothing more dangerous to the future of our 

people" (www.stormfront.org/jewish/whorules.htrnl, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include reference to "Jew-controlled entertainment media," "Jewish 

television and Jewish films," and "Jewish media control" which present messages that 

include: "a racially mixed couple will be respected, liked, and socially sought after," 

"homosexuality is a normal and acceptable way of life,"" that all races are inherently equal 

in ability and character," "the White racist--any racially conscious White person--is 

portrayed as a despicable bigot . . or as a dangerous psychopath," and "the character of 

the White race is suspect because of a history of oppressing other races and that any effort 

by Whites at racial self-preservation is reprehensible" (www.storrnfront.org/jewish/ 

whorules.htm1, 1998). 

Dramatis personae include the characterization of White racists stereotyped as a 

bigoted "gun nut" in television shows, contrasted against the positive portrayals of 

minority characters such as the "take charge" Black scholar or businessman, sensitive and 

talented homosexual, and poor but honest and hardworking illegal alien. The manner in 

which the media are discussed could present it as a dramatic personae: With "nearly 

monolithic" control "all of the controlled media--television, radio, newspapers, 
' 
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magazines, books, motion pictures--speak with a single voice" in presenting a view of the 

world (www.stormfront.org/jewish/whorules. html, 1998). 

The "Jewishness" of the media is exemplified in the dramatis personae of the media 

heads which the article refers to in detail, including Michael Eisner (Disney and Capital 

Cities/ABC, Inc.), Gerald M. Levin (Time Warner, Inc.), Peter Chemin (Fox Television 

and 20th Century Fox Films), 11ichael Schulhof (Sony Corporation of America), Ronald 

Perelman and Brandon Tartikoff (New World Entertainment), David Geffen, Jeffrey 

Katzenberg, and Steven Spielberg (Dream Works SKG), Edgar Bronfman, Jr. (Seagram 

Company, Ltd., owner of MCA and Universal Pictures), the Newhouse brothers (media 

holding company Advance Publications), Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr., Max Frankel, and 

Joseph Lelyveld (The New York Times), the Sulzberger family (New York Times 

Company), Katherine Meyer Graham and Donald Graham (The Washington Post 

Company), and Peter R Kann (The Wall Street Journal) among many others listed. 

In establishing plot line, "the mass media form for us our image of the world and 

then tell us what to think," accomplished through "heavy-handed suppression of certain 

news stories," "the blatant propagandizing of history-distorting TV 'docudramas'," and 

"management of both the news and the entertainment which they present to us" 

(www.stormfront.org/jewish/whorules.html, 1998). The media present a single view of 

the world: 

In which every voice proclaims equality of the races, the inerrant nature of the 

Jewish 'Holocaust ' tale, the wickedness of attempting to halt a flood of non-White 

aliens . the danger of permitting citizens to keep and bear arms, the moral 
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equivalence of all sexual orientations, and the desirability of a 'pluralistic' 

cosmopolitan society (www.stormfront.org/jewish/whorules.html, 1998). 

The scene as set by the Web site portrays the media as an entity that "reaches into 

every home in America" where for many "the real world has been replaced by the false 

reality of the TV environment" (www.storrnfront.org/jewish/whorules.htrnl, 1998). The 

"Jew-controlled" media are portrayed as "opinion-molding" from newsrooms, television 

studios, film sets, publishing houses and broadcast stations, disseminating messages 

through print, broadcast, entertainment, and retail distribution channels (www.stormfront. 

org/jewish/whorules . html, 1998) 

Sanctioning agents are concepts of fairness, justice, and morality. 

Nee-Nazis National Alliance 

According to the hate group watchdog organization Hate Watch (1998), the Neo

Nazi organization National Alliance has grown dramatically in the last several years, with 

aggressive use of the Internet and airwaves to attract new recruits. Membership now 

numbers in the thousands, with known chapters in more than a dozen states. 

The National Alliance Web site offers both text and audio sections. Only the 

written text areas were examined for this study. The site offers information covering 

group philosophy, activities, history of the organization, and membership requirements. 

Also available are a book catalog and suggested reading material, archived texts from 

selected American Dissident Voices broadcasts, current news items, letters from site 

readers, information about a monthly newsletter and magazine, Internet mailing lists to 

which site visitors may subscribe, and Swedish, Dutch, French, and German language 
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sections The site also hosts the Web site for the Nat· 1 s · 1· G 10na oc1a 1st erman Workers 

Party/ American Order. 

The texts chosen for fantasy theme analysis were sele t d c. · · h c e 1or prommence m t e 

site. "What is the National Alliance?" is a primary link and the first near the top of the 

home page; its two first subsections are "principles" and "goals." Another text-intensive 

area which features a prominent link on the home page is a "documentary report" titled 

"Who rules America." 

Fantasy theme I: A natural order 

The text section entitled "General Principles" includes the subheadings "A Natural 

Order," "The Law oflnequality," "A Hierarchy of Responsibilities," and "Summary 

Statement of belief " 

The fantasy theme is one of a "natural order" in which the group sees itself as a 

part of Nature and subject to Nature 's law. Within this natural order inequalities have 

developed as part of the natural evolutionary process. Nature and evolution combined to 

challenge the Aryan race to a higher level of development, which engender responsibilities 

which members of the race accept in the "service of Nature" (www. natvan.com/what-is-

na/nalhtml, 1998) . 

Symbolic cues include reference to being a part of "Nature," able to determine 

destiny and responsible "for the destiny of our race," "the Semitic view" which absolves 

those who hold it "of responsibility for their fate," that the "world is hierarchical" and the 

Aryan race evolved to a higher level of abilities, that "the races may be ordered according 

to their levels of development," "egalitarians" believe differences are purely circumstantial 
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and con equent advantages or disadvantages should be ad· t d d h b f h 
JUS e , an t at mem ers o t e 

group have "obligations" to the race and "Nature" to acce t ·b·1· · p respons1 1 1t1es to ensure 

continued evolution (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/nal .html, 1998). 

Drama tis personae include the "we/us" of the group, which is also identified as 

"the Aryan (or European) race," "our race," and "Aryan men and women" (www.natvan. 

com/what-is-na/na I .html, 1998). The force of "Nature" is personified as a character, with 

reference to ''Nature 's law," and "the Life Force" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/nal .html, 

1998) The "rest of the world" is referred to as "subjectivists," "supernaturalists," 

"impious man," "individualists,"" egalitarians," and "humanists" (www.natvan.com/what-

is-na/nal .html, 1998). The concept of a higher power is described as "a divine but 

nevertheless manlike being," "God," "Yahweh," "Allah," and "the deity" (www.natvan. 

com/what-is-na/nal .html, 1998). 

The primary plot line sets the group as being one with the world in which there is 

only the one reality of ''Nature" as the dramatis personae of a higher force . As a part of 

Nature, the group enjoys free will to "determine our own destiny" (www.natvan.com/ 

what-is-na/nal .html, 1998). This is set in contrast to the "Semitic view" of a divine power 

ruling by supernatural law, through which the proponents "absolve themselves of 

responsibility for fate" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/nal.html, 1998). Nature dictates that 

in the "hierarchical" world, each race" developed special characteristics . . . adapted to its 

environment ... (and) advanced along its evolutionary path" (www.natvan.com/what-is-

na/nal html, 1998). Within this context, the "Aryan (or European) race · · evolved in the 

more demanding environment of the North" which resulted in abilities for survival, 
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"planning and self-discipline" and thereby "advanced more 'di · d I f rap1 y m eve opment o 

higher mental faculties capabilities and ability to lend hand to Nature in task of 

evolution" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/nal.html, 1998). The group as a part of Nature 

has an "inevitable hierarchy of obligations" to evolution, to the race, to be an "agent of 

progress," an obligation to comrades, and responsibility to a personal best (www.natvan. 

com/what-is-na/nal.html, 1998). This is in contrast to "the egalitarians" who believe 

differences are "purely circumstantial and can be changed by changing circumstances," 

"individualists" who recognize responsibility only to themselves, and "humanists" who 

"eschew racial responsibility" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na I .html, 1998). 

The scene includes world in which the "one reality" is dictated by ''Nature" in 

contrast to an individual reality or the reality of "the Semitic view" (www.natvan.com/ 

what-is-na/na 1. html, 1998). The past, the present, the future, and "every sphere of life" all 

portray broad scenes in which action takes place, while more concrete references to 

setting include the "demanding environment of the North,"" winter," "climate of the 

tropics," Africa, Europe, good schools, and "good home environment" (www.natvan.com/ 

what-is-na/nal .html, 1998). 

The primary sanctioning agent for the fantasy theme is "Nature," which to the 

group is representative of a greater life force and is both referred to directly and inferred. 

Other sanctioning agents include the sense of "obligations and responsibilities," the 

. · · B d Sh and God/"the deity" for the h1stoncal figures of Nietzsche and George emar aw, 

"Semitic view" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/nal .html, 1998). 

Fantasy theme II : A new White world 
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The section for "National Alliance Goals" includes the bh d' ''Wh' L' · su ea mgs 1te 1vmg 

Space," "An Aryan Society," "A Responsible Government," "A New Educational 

System," and "An Economic Policy Based on Racial Principles." 

The fantasy theme is the forging of a new world from the physical, moral and 

spiritual debris and ruin of the present world. The creation of a greater White world is 

reminiscent of a great White society in the past, but one which elevates the society to a 

new and greater level of development, celebrating only White culture and with all facets of 

society supporting the goal of racial progress. 

Symbolic cues include reference to the millennium, the "spiritual and physical 

debris" in the "ruins of the present world" caused by destruction of society through 

"multiculturism," new Aryan societies based on Aryan values, "racial survival ," intrusive 

corrupt government as a "malignant monster" and "the single most dangerous and 

destructive enemy" of the race, and the "political incorrectness" of "racial patriotism" 

(www natvan com/what-is-na/na2 html, 1998). 

Dramatis personae include the "ancestors" and the ''we/our people" of the Aryan 

race, and "our enemies," the "non-Whites," "Semitic" and "non-Aryan" (www.natvan. 

com/what-is-na/na2.htrnl , J 998) . Other dramatis personae include patriots, the 

government, and government personnel in the form of "politicians and bureaucrats" 

portrayed as "liars with charisma" and alternately as the ideal of "secular priests in 

behavior and attitude" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2.htrnl, 1998). 

· · ' · L. · S " the "the sickness of In the plot line of estabhshmg a 'White 1vmg pace, 

multiculturalism" is eliminated and "a racially clean area" is established in "th0se parts of 
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the world suited by climate and terrain" to the Arya n race to ensure "the further 

development" of the race (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2 html 1998) Th f . , . e concept o a 

White "living space" with no non-Whites and surrounding open c · · space 1or expansion 1s 

positioned as tantamount to racial survival. 

After establishment of the physical "White world," new societies are created 

"based on Aryan values and compatible with Aryan nature" (www.natvari.com/what-is

na/na2 .html, 1998). Diversity exists in Germanic, Celtic, Slavic, and Baltic societies, 

expressed in "music, art and architecture, literature, philosophy and scholarship, in the 

mass media, and in the life-styles of the people," but Semitic and "other non-Aryan values 

and customs" are eliminated (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2.html, 1998). An Aryan 

society celebrates only White culture in dance, music, and film. 

"A responsible government" is "wholly committed" to the service of the Aryan 

race and "subject to no non-Aryan influence" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2.html, 

1998). The plot line details "the growth of mass democracy" and "the rise in the influence 

of the mass media on public opinion" with "the insinuation of the Jews into a position of 

control over the media" as having transformed the government into a "malignant monster . 

the single most dangerous and destructive enemy our race has ever known" (www. 

natvan.com/what-is-na/na2.htrnl, 1998). The vision is of a "strong, centralized government 

spanning several continents" to coordinate "racial cleansing . . . rooting out of racially 

destructive institutions, and the reorganization of society," with the central task of "a 

long-term eugenics program involving at least the entire populations of Europe and 

America" (www natvan.com/what-is-na/na2 html, 1998). 



The plot line of "A New Education System" emphasizes the need for character 

development in the educational process as '1he most radical contribution to Aryan 

society," a concept which "dates back to ancient Greece" and "enjoyed an all-too-brief 

revival in National Socialist Germany" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2 html 
. ' 

1998). 
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The final plot line is of "an economic policy based on racial principles" which 

espouses that an economic system should be designed and maintained under the principle 

that "the ultimate aim of all economic policy is racial progress" (www.natvan.com/what-

is-na/na2 .html, 1998). 

The scene is set in the idealized past of "spiritually healthier times" when the Aryan 

race lived in "our living area and our breeding area" of Europe, temperate zones of the 

Americas, Australia, and the south of the African continent, contrasted against the scene 

of destruction brought on by "multiculturalism" in "the ruins of the present world" 

(www. natvan.com/what-is-na/na2.htm1, 1998). Most of the scene is an idealized future 

"of the world for which we are striving," with "a racially clean area of the earth" for 

"White schools neighborhoods . . . recreation areas . . . workplaces . farms and 

countryside" where "there is a feeling of family and comradeship, of a shared heritage and 

a shared destiny" (www.natvan.com/what-is-na/na2 .html, 1998). 

Sanctioning agents include the "ancestors" who had created a White world, 

"patriots," "framers of the U.S . Constitution," and "spirituality" in a broad sense of 

responsibility and what is right, "a moral compass so that people · · · know inStinctively 

what is wholesome and natural and what is degenerate and alien" (www.natvan.com/what-
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i -na/na2 .html, 1998). 

Fantasy theme III · Zionist control of the media 

In the text entitled "Who Rules America," the fantasy theme presented is that of an 

elite Jewish domination and control of the U.S. mass media through news and 

entertainment which manipulates the image of the world and events and thereby shapes 

opinion. This is the same fantasy theme as fantasy theme III for the Stormfront.org White 

Nationalist site. The text for this article is essentially identical for both sites. Further, 

there is a link to the National Alliance site at the end of the text at the Storm.front site. 

Ku Klux Klan Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 

The Klan organization operating this site claims heritage from the original Ku Klux 

Klan founded by General Nathan Bedford Forrest, and prior affiliation with former Klan 

leaders David Duke and Don Black. The site promotes the organization as "The world's 

oldest, largest, and most professional Whites' civil rights organization" and issues appeals 

to "End the Invisible Agenda to Destroy the White Race" and ''We must secure the 

existence of our race and a future for White children" (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

The site includes a statement of beliefs, application for membership, history of the 

Klan, an explanation for cross burning, various short paragraphs of information and links 

to several longer texts, a "race traitor" page, site statistics, links to merchandise and other 

sites, and ''White educational" game software. The site also prominently features near the 

top of the home page a "free speech" disclaimer that it is a political site. 

The texts chosen for fantasy theme analysis were the statement of beliefs, the 

"History of the Klan," and its link "What will we tell our children." 
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Fantasy theme l Decent and honorable people seeking a better future 

ln the text discussing the statement of beliefs the f:a t th · f bl , n asy eme 1s one o a no e 

group of "good, decent, and honorable people" who seek to better the future "of our 

children and Western Civilization" through elimination of "anti· Whit 1· · ,, t t· - e po 1c1es, pro ec 10n 

of Americans and American jobs, and elimination of immigrants, foreign ownership, and 

current "liberal" social policies (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include ''the liberal media" and "liberal media lies," "destruction of 

our race and nation," Christians, and the White "common bond (shared) by blood and 

faith" (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

Dramatis personae are the Klan organization and members, "black people," "the 

liberal media," Catholics, Christians, White people as "good, decent, and honorable 

Christian people," Klan members, the government, welfare recipients, "foreigners, 

immigrants, and illegal aliens," and God (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

The plot line is one of "a gathering of White Christian men and women who are 

joined together because of the common bond they share by blood and faith" in ''the oldest, 

largest, and most professional Whites' rights group in the world ... committed to 

upholding and defending Western Christian civilization" and to "stop the destruction of 

our race and nation" (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

The media are portrayed as "liberal" and promoting lies about the organization 

"because they want you to be afraid of joining the Klan" and ''to keep the good, decent, 

and honorable Christian people from ever joining our movement" (www.k-k-k.com/ 

belief html , 1998). 
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The "Klan Political Agenda" lays out the plot li'ne of th . . "'f h Kl . e v1s1on 1 t e an were m 

political power" (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). Isolationism would be a key 

element, as goals include the government placing "America first" over foreign nations or 

immigrants, protection of "American's birthright" by preventing foreign ownership of 

American industry and property, protection of "American jobs" now lost to overseas 

workers, and the closing of the border through the use of"troops on our borders to 

protect our country from the invasion of illegal aliens" (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 

1998). Societal action would include "drug testing for welfare recipients," elimination of 

Affirmative Action programs, and "outlaw ( of) homosexuality and inter-racial [fil] 

marriages" to stop "these abominations against God and nature" to allow America "to 

return to the great Christian nation it once was" (www.k-k-k.com/belief. html, 1998). 

The scene is set in the present and the future; in the present "gathering" of "good, 

decent, and honorable Christian people" who are working for a discarding of "anti-White 

policies," and for "the future of our children and Western Christian civilization" through 

policies of protectionism and isolationism, and legislation of social changes (www.k-k-k. 

com/belief.html, 1998). 

The primary sanctioning agents are God, Christianity, and an appeal to the sense of 

justice and fairness. The terms "Christians, Christian people, and ''Western Christian 

civilization" are used in the text, and the goal is to return to a "great Christian nation" 

(www.k-k-k.com/belief.htrnl, 1998). The appeal to justice is made through the unfairness 

of "liberal media lies" about this organization of "good, decent and honorable Christian 

f h t to a "great Christian nation " as people" who simply want to see the return o t e coun ry ' 
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well as through the sense of victimization due to loss ofJ'ob t · · s o overseas, nsmg 

immigration, foreign ownership of US industry and percei· d fi t' l · l · · , ve pre eren ia socia 

practices (www.k-k-k.com/belief.html, 1998). 

Fantasy theme II: Heroic rescue by courageous men to save the White future 

In the ''History of the Klan," the fantasy theme is heroic rescue by "just and decent 

courageous men" who like a phoenix arise from the ashes of destruction of the nation 

to stand up against treason and save the future for their children (www.k-k-k.com/, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include mention of the Reconstruction period, the forming of the 

Ku Klux Klan by Nathan Bedford Forrest and "just and decent men of honor," saving the 

White south, the "tyranny of the federal government," the concept that history is repeating 

itself on a grander scale and is "affecting America as a whole," and the appeal that "a few 

good men" will stand up for the future (www k-k-k.com/, 1998). 

The dramatis personae include "White citizens who remained loyal to the southern 

states," and private citizens who are victims under martial law, "newly freed slaves" and 

"renegade negroes [,s.i.Q] ," federal troops and a tyrannical federal government, and 

"carpetbaggers" and "scalawags" (www.k-k-k.com/, 1998). The heroic protagonist takes 

shape in the dramatis personae of Nathan Bedford Forrest and the 'just and decent men of 

honor" who came together to form the Ku Klux Klan (www.k-k-k com/, 1998). 

The plot line is one of heroic rescue. The South during period of Reconstruction 

after the War Between the States (Civil War) experienced martial law, "dismal conditions" 

1 d " I less time when street justice of burned and seized property, fear of revo t, an a aw 

prevailed" (www.k-k-k.com/, 1998). From this chaos ' just and decent ... courageous 
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men" form the Ku Klux Klan and drive "the federal troops back north" and save the 

'White south from the tyranny of federal government the xt rt· f h b 
, e o 10n o t e carpet aggers, 

the treason of the scalawags, and the hatred of the numerous renegade negroes [~]" 

(www.k-k-k.com/, 1998). 

The plot line proposes that history is now being repeated as "our land is once 

again being destroyed by the same treason" which is now "affecting America as a whole" 

(www.k-k-k.com/, 1998). The appeal is made that just as the original Klans men rode, 

there now also is a need for "a few good men willing to stand up for the betterment of 

their future," or "what will we tell our children of future generations?" (www.k-k-k.com/, 

1998). 

The scene is set in the past, during the chaos of the period of Reconstruction in the 

South, and in a present day America potrayed as destroyed by the federal government and 

self-serving individuals. 

The sanctioning agent is the sense of duty and honor. Just as the first men of the 

Klan came forward , the appeal is made to honor those men and ensure the future of "our 

children" by being willing to "stand up" against the decay and destruction of the nation 

(www k-k-k.com/, 1998). 

Fantasy theme III· A lost future in "chains of tyranny" 

A link from the "History of the Klan" leads to 'What will you tell your children?" 

· · fu fi th d cendants of White Christian The fantasy theme in this text 1s one of no ture or e es 

. . 1 h kled by the "chains of tyranny" of Amenca m a nation of hunger and thought-contra , s ac 

a corrupt government (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). 
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ymbolic cues include the loss of the "once great Nation of America," the "tyrant 

government," "chains of tyranny," "corrupt politicians," a "New World Order," the loss of 

rights and independent thought, "including the right to own a Bible and to pray," and the 

call to "stand up for the future of White Christian America" (www.k-k-k.com/children. 

html, 1998). 

Dramatis personae include the future generations of children and grandchildren, 

and the agents of "a tyrant government" which include "corrupt politicians," ''United 

Nations forces, and "proponents of the New World Order" (www.k-k-k.com/children. 

html, 1998). The reader is cast as a dramatis personae, as the text places the reader in the 

story: "What will you tell those youngsters . . . how will you explain . . . will you be able 

to look them in the eye" and challenges the reader to "stand up for what you know is right 

and just" and "stand up for the future" (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). 

The primary plot line is one of a lost future, with a "strong, dynamic, and 

compassionate" nation gone forever, and the "Constitutional Republic that was once 

America . . sold to the highest bidder by corrupt politicians" (www.k-k-k.com/chiidren. 

html, 1998). Citizens are unable to buy food at the corner store because "the money in 

your pocket is worthless paper" (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). In a nation that is 

a police state, police are not "friend and neighbor" but foe, an "agent of a tyrant 

government, perhaps not even American but a United Nations 'multi-national 

peacekeeper' " (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). Rights once enjoyed will be gone 

d · · · t own a Bible or pray to God forever, independent thought is outlawed, an it 1s a cnme O · 

F . . . . d t " tate run camps for 'education' by am1hes are separated as children will be remove o s 
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proponents of the New World Order" (www k k k ml hild · - - .co c ren.html, 1998). 

The challenge is issued to stand up for "wh t kn . . . 
a you ow IS nght and Just" to "save 

the bi rthright and inheritance of your children" (www k k k ml hild h . - - .co c ren. tml, 1998). 

The reader has the choice to "stand up for the future of Whit Ch · t· Am · " d e ns Ian enca or to o 

nothing and "watch it die (and) your descendants to live in the chains of tyranny forever 

more" (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). 

The scene is that of a weak nation, a police state controlled by "a tyrant 

government" where there are no individual freedoms, no food, and no future . · 

The sanctioning agent is the principle of what is "right and just" to ensure the 

future of ''White Christian America" (www.k-k-k.com/children.htrnl, 1998). 

Christian Identity: Aryan Nations 

Founded by Richard Butler in the mid- l 970s, over the years Aryan Nations has 

brought a unity to the white supremacist movement through alignment with wide range of 

groups. The organization was operating in 26 states and had three chapters in Europe by 

the end of 1995 (Southern Poverty Law Center, 1998b). According to HateWatch (1998) 

and the Southern Poverty Law Center ( 1998b ), the Aryan Nations organization has been 

motivated by the Christian Identity theology which Butler preached at his Church of Jesus 

Christ Christian on the Aryan Nations compound. 

The Aryan Nations Web site is a very large site which includes links to a number of 

texts, event promotion of a march scheduled in 1999, a statement of beliefs, a catalog of 

merchandise and reading materials, and solicitations for donations for the 1999 march and 

for a legal defense fund . There are also links to see the site content in thirteen foreign 
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languages 

Texts chosen for fantasy theme analysis were select d c: th · · d e 1or elf prominence an 

because they seemed indicative of basic beliefs of the organization. The texts selected 

were under the link "We Believe," and included a statement of beliefs, text titled ''White 

Racism: Where does it come from?," and a "Foundations Biography of Aryan Nations." 

Fantasy theme I: Good triumphs over evil in an apocalyptic battle to make way for 

Christ's Kingdom on earth 

The fantasy theme in the statement of beliefs text is that the Aryan people are the 

true Israelites and God 's true Chosen People, while those who are called Jews are actually 

descendants of Cain, the result of Eve 's seduction by Satan. The "children oflight" must 

fight an apocalyptic battle to destroy the "children of darkness" for Yahweh's people to 

"return to their special destiny," for a "day of judgement" and "Christ's Kingdom" to be 

established on earth "as it is in heaven" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include reference to the second corning of Christ, preservation of 

the White race Jews as the literal descendants of Satan and a natural enemy of the White 
' 

race, and that "present world problems result from our disobedience to Divine Law" 

(www.nidlink com/- aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

Dramatis personae include the "us" and "them" as the personification of good and 

evil, and the drama tis personae of a supreme being. The "we" of the Aryan Nations is 

referred to as "His people," and "our race . . . as a people demanded and directed by 

Yahweh" (www.nidlink com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). The White Race is 

h . . . c. Ad «c. ther of the White Race only " and c aractenzed as descending directly 1rom am, 1a ' 
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referred to as the "literal children of the Bible " th "t 1 •b . 
, e we ve tn es of Israel," children of 

the Most High God (Yahweh), "children of light " "Y h h' l ,, " , a we s peop e, chosen and 

faithful ," "Aryan Race, the true Israel of the Bible," and "saints of the Most High" (www. 

nidlink. com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The "children of Satan" are the descendants of Cain and the "children of 

darkness," referred to as "the Canaanite Jew," the "natural enemy," and "the usurper" 

(www nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998) The dramatis personae of a supreme 

being is referred to as "Jesus The Christ," "Yahweh," "The Most High God," "The 

Everliving God," "the god of heaven," and "the Most High" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/ 

index-E.html, 1998). Additional dramatis personae are Biblical characters of Adam, 

Abraham, and his descendants Isaac and Jacob. 

The plot line establishes that "Aryan Nations is the ongoing work of Jesus the 

Christ regathering His people," and that the preservation of the White race is "demanded 

and directed" by God (wwwnidlink com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). The White race 

today is the direct descendants from Adam and the original twelve tribes of Israel, "now 

scattered throughout the world and now known as the Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Teutonic, 

Scandinavian, Celtic peoples of the earth," and has an "obligation to preserve itself' 

(www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The "literal children of Satan" also inhabit the earth, the descendants of Cain "who 

was a result of Eve's original sin, her physical seduction by Satan" (www.nidlink.com/~ 

aryanvic/index-Ehtml, 1998). The "Canaanite Jew" is ''the natural enemy of (the) Aryan 

(White) Race . a destroying virus that attacks our racial body to deStroy our Aryan 
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culture and the purity of our Race" (www nidlink com/ · ;· d Eh · . ~aryanv1c m ex- . tml, 1998). 

While the children of darkness work to destroy th Ary h h · e an race, t ose w o "resist 

these attacks are called chosen and faithful" (www ru'dli'nk com/ · ;· d E h ml . . ~aryanVIc m ex- . t , 

1998). The "battle being fought this day between the "children oflight" and "children of 

darkness" is evidenced in "present world problems," and it is the "obligation" and destiny 

of the Aryan race to come together to destroy the "children of darkness" (www.nidlink. 

com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). This triumph of good over evil will end in "a day of 

reckoning" and "a day of judgement" when "the usurper will be thrown out by the terrible 

might of Yahweh's people" to make way for "a day when Christ's Kingdom will be 

established on earth" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The text places the scene in the past as "attested by scripture and all secular 

history," in the present, and the future (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The corning apocalyptic battle is depicted as now "being fought this day," while "there is 

soon to be a day of judgement" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The sanctioning agent is the supreme being of Yahweh, ("Jesus The Christ," "The 

Most High God," and "The Everliving God," ) the concept of "Divine Law," and the 

Bible, as evidenced through references to scriptures throughout the text (www.nidlink. 

com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

h b '~ " Fantasy theme II : White racism is not ate ut ove 

In the text titled 'White Racism: Where does it come from?," the fantasy theme is 

• · fi th White Christian Nationalist that what others identify as "hate" for the motivation or e 

" ,, . t all Love with depths "rooted and 
fight for the preservation of the Aryan Race 15 ac u Y ' 
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very deep in a real White Nationalist's soul and spirit" ( •di·n1c . . 
www.ru 1 .com/-aryanv1c/mdex-

Ehtml, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include preservation of the Aryan R fi Ary ace, re erence to ans as 

"warriors in this Struggle," and that outsiders to the organization cannot "even begin to 

fathom" their true motivation (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The primary dramatis personae is the "racist" White Christian ationalist , 

portrayed as noble "long standing warriors" personified in everyday characters of the 

"average White man," the ''White housewife," the ''White workingman "" and the ''White 

Christian farmer" (www.nidlink.com/- aryanvic/index-E .html, 1998). Even more than just 

the individual, the dramatis personae is the ery essence of "1he truggle in the 

motivation of "Love" in the "soul and spirit of the White ationalist ( .nidlink.com/~ 

aryanvic/index-E.html , 1998) . The opposing dramati personae are the ne s media "the 

anti-Christ Jews, mongrel hordes, and liberal hite race-mi er ( .nidlink.com/-

aryanvic/index-Ehtml, 1998). Characters completing the ene include the ' mi ed racial 

couple," ·'child-molester ... rapist .. . corrupt courts and an "unmerciful go emment ' 

"boatload of aliens," and "foreigners ' (www.nidlink.co - aryan · mdex-E.html 1998). 

The plot line of the teXl is that the moti at ion behind the fight for preservation of 

the Aryan Race by the White Christian ationalist is actualJ moti ated b deep-rooted 

"Love," not hate as the news media would portra The actions of these ' long standing 

warriors in this Struggle"--the scowl and loathing of the "a erage hite man ' directed at 

· · r ,, hr · down the 'Jews paper" she has been a nuxed-race couple, the "White housewt1e t owmg 

. . ,, d th ge in the heart of the ' White readmg, the curse of the "White workingman, an e ra 
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(Im tian farmer"--are not motivated by hate (www ·dr nk ml • • 
.ru 1 .co ~aryanv1c/mdex-E.html , 

i 99 ) It i a depth of "Love" so great that "no form of 'hat , Id b · e cou even egm to 

compare'' that causes such reactions to mixing of races the s t · f ''y h , en encmg o et anot er 

child-molester or rapiSt" by "corrupt courts" to a short prison sentence or parole, the 

influx of illegal aliens, the loss of jobs and money given away to aliens and foreigners 

through 'Job preference" and "billions loaned or given away as 'aid' ," and the unfairness 

of the situation to "White citizens who built this land" and to the farmer who "can't get 

the smallest break from an unmerciful government to save his failing farm" (www.nidlink. 

com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998) . 

The government shows preference for aliens and foreigners at the expense of 

"White citizens," yet when the White Christian Nationalist reacts he is accused of hate 

(www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). The plot line explains this is because 

the true motivation of Love is beyond the comprehension of the "anti-Christ Jews, 

mongrel hordes, and liberal White race-mixers" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-

E html, 1998). 

The scene is set as internalized within the White Nationalist who stands in a 

"Struggle" for the "fight for preservation for the Aryan Race" in the street, home, 

workplace, and on the farm (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.htrnl, 1998)-

. f "L " hich has great The sanctioning agents are the nobility of the emotion o ove, w 

d · · " d an appeal to the sense of depth and is " rooted and very deep . . . in soul an spmt, an 

justice and fairness (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.htrnl, l99S). 

G d d Race '",our Nation" Fantasy theme III : A duty to serveo an -- + 
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In the "Foundations Biography of Aryan Nati'ons,, th t d' h , e ext 1scusses t e 

foundations of the Church of Jesus Christ Christian and Richard G. Butler, the leader and 

founder of Aryan Nations. 

The fantasy theme is that Aryans should emulate the example set by the leader of 

Aryan Nations to fulfill their duty to God and their race, which is their nation. The fantasy 

theme is played out in the saga of Butler, a learned and professional man encountering 

difficulties because of his beliefs and eventually leaving the business world to answer a 

higher calling to "serve God and ation" (www.nidlink.com/- aryan i index-E.html, 

1998) Successful in business and industry but "deep! troubled about the nation and the 

"White Race" and the "threat of Jewish communism he ach.ie es a greater kno ledge 

through Kingdom Identity and years of stud with the founder of the hurch of Jesus 

Christ Christian, eventually assuming leadership of the congregation and orking to form 

the foundation for "fulfillment of the mi sion ' a dire ted b the " r a tor of the uni erse 

(www.nidlinkcom/~aryanvic/index-E.html , 1998) . 

Symbolic cues include the identification of the hurch of Jesu Christ hri tian as 

"The true Church of Christ " the "threat of Je\J ·sh communi m and the 'dut of ' e ery 

Aryan son and daughter of Yahweh" (www.nidlink co - aryan mde ·-E.htmJ 1998). 

The primary dramatis personae are Richard G. Butler the hurch of Jesus Christ 

· · s 'ft d th A n1an at ion The Church under Chnst1an and its founder, Dr. Wesle w1 an e ,._. J · 

. . h f J Christ Christian as founded by Swift, Butler is the "continuing direct-hoe Churc o esus 

. 1.nk ml anvi mdex-E html 1998). The and "the true Church of Christ" ( www. rud 1 • co ~ary · ' 

, h e 'His people and through Aryan Nations are the "Aryan sons and daughters w O ar ' 
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blood and Race "each citizen of the Nation" is a m b f " ki 
em er o a ndred people" (www. 

nidlink corn/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

God as a dramatis personae is referred to as "Jes th Chr. y h h us e 1st, a we Y ahshua," 

"God," "Yahweh," "the Creator " and "our Father" (www ru·d1·n1c ml · ;· d , . 1 .co ~aryanV1c m ex-

E.html, 1998). Supporting dramatis personae include Swift's compatriot, the Rev. 

Bertrand Comparet, Prophets, "service and political organizations . . . friends, 

acquaintances, members of fraternal organizations, and business associates," the media, 

and "alien races" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The plot line establishes Richard G. Butler as a credible, well-educated World War 

II veteran and businessman with a broad range of experiences who has traveled and 

worked abroad. The text recounts his education and training, management experience, 

and his various roles as "marketing analyst," "engineer," "inventor with patents . . . pilot 

... and Flight Engineer Instructor," with experience in the United States, Africa, and 

India (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

Butler "returning home from wartime" is depicted as "deeply troubled concerning 

the future of his nation from what he had observed first hand overseas and events resulting 

from governmental edicts that seemed to be always contrary to be the best interest of the 

nation, and of the White Race" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.htrnl, 1998). While 

remaining active in business, the future of his nation is always "the closeSt thing to his 

heart" as he tries to "arouse attention ( of people and organizations) into action concerning 

the thr t f J 
. h . ,, (www ru·dlink corn/~aryanvic/index-E.htrnl, 1998). ea o ew1s commurusm • · 

. bl. . " l disastrous to (his) business and 
Butler's efforts result in media pu 1c1ty near Y 
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profe sional life," but which bring him to Kingdom Id t't d h d en t y an t e evelopment of a 

friendship with Dr. Wesley A. Swift, founder of the Church of Jesus Christ Christian 

(www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). He then spends ''years of study" with 

Swift, "line upon line, precept upon precept, and revelations . . . from Dr. Swift and Rev. 

Bertrand Comparet," another Identity preacher (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E. 

html, 1998). Together "they shared the blows of the enemy from their combined efforts in 

the Christian Defense League," which Butler serves as National Director from 1962 to 

1965 (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

Butler continues to hold services for the congregation after Swift 's death, and 

eventually leaves the corporate world to "devote full energy and time to . . . serve God 

and Nation," and eventually moves to Idaho to "expand the Kingdom Identity program 

and to form the foundation for a 'Call to the Nation' or Aryan Nations" (www.nidlink. 

com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). This is the work Aryan Nations is now engaged in, 

to "let every Aryan son and daughter of Yahweh know what their duty is to the Covenant 

that Yahweh their God has made to them" and that "your Race is your Nation" (www. 

nidlink. com/ ~aryanvic/index-E. html, 1998). 

The scene for Butler's activities ranges from the business and academic world of 

southern California, to the military and wartime service, to industry and business overseas 

in Africa and India. It is in the setting of Kingdom Identity and Swift 's "magnificent 

library," where he finds enlightenment, and in the Church and the ChriStian Defense 

d N · ,, (www nidlink com/~aryanvic/ League where Butler is able to "serve God an ation · · 

index-E.html, 1998). Northern Idaho is the final scene where the Kingdom Identity 
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program is expanded and the scene set for the "Call t th N . ,, . . 

0 e ation (www.mdlmk.com/~ 

aryanvic/index-E.html, 1998). 

The sanctioning agent is "Jesus the Christ, Yahweh Yahshua," "God . . . the 

Creator of the universe . . . Father and God" (www.nidlink.com/~aryanvic/index-E.html, 

1998). 

Black separatist: Nation oflslam 

The Nation of Islam site includes general information about the group philosophy, 

the history of the organization, and biographies of its leaders. This site is small in 

comparison to the other sites in this study. Resources and links include archived articles 
' 

news releases, speeches, information about events, and links to associated groups. An 

address by the Nation of Islam leader Minister Louis Farrakhan is available via Webcast, 

and the publication "The Final Call" is available in an online edition. 

The texts chosen for fantasy theme analysis were selected for their prominence in 

the site and because the titles suggested they were indicative of basic beliefs of the 

organization. The texts selected included ''What the Muslims Want," ''What the Muslims 

Believe," and "Giving New Meaning to Race." 

Fantasy theme I: A separate state provided as fair compensation 

In the text, "What the Muslims Want," the fantasy theme is that of a separate state 

in which Black men and women may live free from the oppression of White society, 

government and 'White courts" of the "former slave masters," and where they may enjoy 

equality and freedom of justice, opportunity, education, and religion under their own 

established society, with freedom from police and mob brutality and race mixing (www. 
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noi erg/program html, 1998). This establishment f . . 0 a separate state or terntory 1s an 

obligation due to the Black men and women in Am · d . 
enca as ue compensation for the 

contributions of their slave ancestors to building the co t d · h · un ry, an 1st e only solution to 

end conflict between the races. 

Symbolic cues included reference to freedom, justice, and equality, that 

contributions and suffering of slaves should be recognized, and that there is an obligation 

for compensation made to their descendants by "former slave masters" (www.noi .org/ 

program.html, 1998). 

The primary dramatis personae is the "we" who are ''Black men and women" 

whose "parents and grandparents" were "slaves," with reference made to throughout the 

text as "our people," ''Believers oflslam," " Negro,"" Black people,"" our people," 

"Black children," "Muslim teachers," and ''the Muslims" (www.noi.org/program.html, 

1998). 

Other dramatis personae include the "former slave masters," referred to as "White 

America," "slave master's children, and the institutions of society, referred to as the 

"police," "federal government,"" White courts," and "government of the United States" 

(www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). 

The plot line is one of fair compensation for contributions. The demand is made 

for "full and complete freedom," "equal justice under the law," and "equality of 

opportunity" (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). After "giving 400 years of ... sweat 

· h d rful " and and blood" and "free labor" which "helped America become nc an powe ' 

" . . h beings have ever experienced" and 
rece1vmg in return some of the worst treatment uman 
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"suffering forced" by "White America " the demand · d c: " . 

, 1s ma e 1or complete separation" 

(www.noi org/program html, 1998). To achieve this th N t' f I I , e a 10n o s am wants to 

establish a separate state or territory for their people and be! ' th «c: I , 1eves at 1ormer s ave 

masters" are "obligated to provide such land" and to "maintain and supply ( our) needs in 

this separate territory for the next 20 to 25 years" (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). 

Further, freedom should be granted to "Believers oflslam now in federal prisons," 

and to «Black men and women under death sentence," there should be an "immediate end 

to police brutality" and "mob attacks against the so-called Negro," and that "the Federal 

government should intercede to see that Black men and women tried in White courts 

receive justice" (www.noi.org/program.html, 1998). 

Demands are also made that "the government of the United States exempt our 

people from all taxation as long as we are deprived of equal justice," and that "equal 

education with separate schools for boys and girls" be provided by the United States 

government, including "text books and equipment, schools and college buildings" in which 

"Muslim teachers shall be left free to teach and train their people in the way of 

righteousness, decency and self respect" (www.noi.org/program.html, 1998). 

Finally, call is made for prohibition of "intermarriage or race mixing" and for "the 

religion of Islam taught without hindrance or suppression" (www.noi.org/program.html, 

1998) 

· · · Am · here the group once toiled in slavery The scene 1s set m an oppressive enca, w 

. • h d I where "thousands of Black and even now does not en3oy the same ng ts un er aw, 

. 1- · houses " or are sentenced by people have to subsist on relief or chanty or 1ve m poor ' 
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"White courts" to "federal prisons" and "innumerabl · ,, . 
e pnsons (www.no1.org/program. 

html , 1998) . 

The scene for the future is of a "se t · · para e state or terntory--e1ther on this continent 

or elsewhere" with "fertile and minerally [fil] rich" land and all supplies provided by the 

United States government, where the group may establish their own society and 

educational system, and enjoy freedom of religion (www.noi.org/program.html, 1998). 

The sanctioning agents are the concepts of justice and fairness . 

Fantasy theme II : Resurrection of the righteous God's chosen people 

In the text ''What the Muslims Believe," the fantasy theme is that the Muslims in 

America are God's chosen people and as the "righteous" are the first for "mental 

resurrection" (www.noi.org/program.html, 1998). The time is at hand for the separation 

of the races by dividing America, and by ''Black people" taking their own names, thereby 

fully severing any ties between the "former slave masters" and the "freed slaves" (www. 

noi .org/program.html, 1998) . Only when the "so-called Negroes" are separate from the 

"so-called White Americans" to form their own nation will they obtain true freedom, 

justice, and equality (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include reference to resurrection, God's chosen people, the 

righteous, freedom, equality and justice. 

· · · ''w " f th "so called Negroes" and ''the people The pnmary dramatts personae 1s e o e -

of God 's choice " also referred to in the text as "the rejected and the despised," "the Black 
' 

,, 1 f th arth "" freed slaves," "Black man, "slave master 's slave,"" the Black peop e o e e , 

peoples," and "righteous Muslims" ( The other key dramatis personae is the "One God 
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whose proper name is Allah," who also appears as "All h (G d) . 
a o m the Person of Master 

w. Fard Muhammad, the "Messiah" and the ''Mahd'" ( • 
1 www.no1.org/program.html, 1998). 

Supporting dramatis personae are "all the Prophets of God," mankind, "so-called 

White Americans" who are also referred to as" former slave masters," enemies, "friends," 

and millions of unemployed (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). 

The plot line is that the time of "first judgement" is at hand and has been decreed 

by God to take place in America (www.noi.org/program.html, 1998). "The most in need" 

of resurrection are the "so-called Negroes" who are "rejected and despised," and as "the 

people of God 's choice" and "the righteous," will be resurrected first (www.noi .org/ 

program.html, 1998). 

Resurrection is "mental resurrection" wherein "the Black man should be freed in 

name as well as in fact" (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). This is accomplished 

through separation of the races the in America and freedom to "go in our own people 's 

names" rather than "the names imposed . . by former slave masters" (www.noi .org/ 

program.html, 1998). Integration is "hypocritical and is made by those trying to deceive 

the Black peoples .. . (and) such deception is intended to prevent Black people from 

realizing that the time in history has arrived for the separation from the Whites of this 

nation" (www.noi .org/program.html, 1998). 

To provide true equality and justice due the "Black man" and to prove they "are 

truthful about their professed friendship toward the so-called Negro," White people are 

called upon to "divide up America with their slaves" (www.noi .org/programhtml, 1998). 

'd h · bs "for her own millions of Argument is made that America cannot prov1 e enoug JO 
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unemployed, in addition to 20,000,000 Black people as well," and that "righteous 

Muslims should not participate in wars" and should not be ~ d t · · · h 
1orce o part1c1pate m sue 

wars unless given "the necessary territory wherein we may have something to fight for" 

(www.noi org/program.html, 1998). 

Beliefs are based on the Holy Qur'an and "Scriptures ... brought to the people" 

by "Allah's Prophets." While there is belief in the "truth of the Bible" it " has been 

tampered with ... (and) falsehoods have been added" (www.noi.org/program.htrnl, 

1998). Further, Allah (God) has appeared in the Person of Master W. Fard Muhammad as 

the "long-awaited 'Messiah' . . . and 'Mahdi'" (www.noi .org/program.htrnl, 1998). 

The scene is set in American, "this nation," where "this is the time in history for 

the separation" of the races to occur, so that God will "bring about a universal 

government of peace wherein we all can live in peace together" (www. noi .org/program. 

html, 1998). 

The sanctioning agent is God, who is referred to as "Allah," supported by the Holy 

Qur' an, Scriptures, Prophets, the Bible, and principles of righteousness, justice, and 

equality. 

Fantasy theme III: The original people of the earth are called to give new meaning 

to race 

. "Gi • N M aning to Race" is that the Black The fantasy theme m the text vmg ew e 

. " hi h e all other races (www.finalcall. race 1s the "original people of the earth from w c cam 

As the Original "aboriginal people of the earth," race comfMLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). 

f ace which included a doctrine of had no meaning until the White race taught a concept O r 



inferiority for people of color (www.finalcall corn/MLF k / 
· spea s race.html, 1998). The 

original people of the earth are now "being called upon b All h" . Y a to give the "new and 

true meaning to race" which will end "race" as it has been known and allow "human 

beings to address each other as human beings" and "all become one in Christ" (www. 

finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). 

Symbolic cues include reference to White domination of the earth teaching racial 

inferiority, the Black race as the original people of the earth, and the Black race "being 

called upon by Allah" (www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). 
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The primary dramatis personae is the "we" who are "Black men and women" and 

"brothers and sisters", with references in the text including "inferior people,"" aboriginal 

people," "the children of Ham ( one of the sons of Noah)," ''Black woman ... the mother 

of civilization," and "community" (www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). 

Other dramatis personae include "Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful," "the 

Honorable Elijah Muhammad,"" White people,"" the White man," and "the superior 

White race," the family of man, and Jesus (www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 

1998). 

The plot line is that the White race has "exercise their rule over the inhabitants of 

the earth" for the past 6,000 years, which has "advanced a philosophy of White 

supremacy" and gave meaning to race which "created hatred and mischief among the 

family of men" (www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). This meaning of race 

. · II d pon by Allah through the 
will now change because "Black people are bemg ca e u 

· t race" (www finalcall .com/ 
Honorable Elijah Muhammad to give new and true meaning O 

· 
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MLF speaks/race.html , 1998). 

While "race has no meaning to th b · · 
ea ongmal people of the earth," it is ''White 

man" who taught the meaning of race as "the inferiority of Black and . . . all colors other 

than White . . . and gave meaning to race in educ t· 1· · 1- · a 10n, po 1t1cs, re 1g10n, justice and all 

fields of human endeavor" (www.finalcall.com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). It is argued 

that: 

Religion, Christianity in particular, enforced a falsehood that the we (the Black 

race) were the children of Ham (one of the sons of Noah), cursed and doomed to 

be hewers of wood and drawers of water for the superior White race ( www. 

finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). 

Black people are the "original people of the earth. Out of us came all other races" 

(www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998). They are now called upon by Allah to 

"give new and true meaning to race," as taught by the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, 

including recognition of pride, "deep spiritual value" and of the "tremendous 

accomplishments Black people have made to advancement of civilization" (www.finalcall. 

com/T\1LFspeaks/race .html , 1998). To achieve a "new and true meaning for race" there 

must be an end to racism through elimination of terms which suggest inferiority, 

recognition of the need for unity, political alliances, knowledge of self, an end to "White 

violence on Black people," pooling of intellectual and financial resources, and 

commanding respect through "a clean, self-respecting, moral community that respects 

family and is hard working" (www.finalcalI.com/MLFspeaks/race.html, 1998)-

000 and the future where there is a 
The scene is set on earth for the past 6, years, 



"ne" and true meaning to race" (www.finalcall .com/MLFspeaks/race.html , 1998). 

The sanctioning agent is Allah through the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, with 

reference al o made to the Holy Qur'an and Christ. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The written content examined in the Web sites for this study all meet Bormann's 

( 1985) model of dramatizing messages illustrative of a past event or descriptive of a future 

event other than the here-and-now of the group, are organized and artistic with 

protagonists and antagonists to provide drama, and provided coherent accounts that 

simplify and form the social reality of the participants Associated fantasy themes form the 

basis for a rhetorical vision of how things have been, are, or will be. The resulting 

rhetorical vision pulls group members together and gives them a sense of identification 

through a shared reality. Through this process individuals converge or come to hold 

common images as they share fantasy themes. As discussed by Bormann (1985): 

The main task in making a fantasy theme analysis is to find evidence that 

symbolic convergence has taken place, that groups of people have shared a 

fantasy . When similar dramatizing material such as wordplay, narratives, figures, 

and analogies crops up in a variety of message in different contexts, such repetition 

is evidence of symbolic convergence (p. 6). 

Fantasy themes therefore constitute an important ingredient in persuasion, states 

Bormann (I 985) and: 

h h f Persuasion can be accounted for 
much of what has commonly been t oug t o as 

. Th f; ntasizing is accompanied by 
on the basis of group and mass fantasies . e a 
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emotional arousal; the dreams embodied • th f: . . 

m e antasies dnve participants toward 

actions and efforts to achieve them (p. 9). 

A fantasy type is a stock scenario that appears repeatedly in the rhetoric of a 

group, by the same or similar dramatis personae (Bormann, 1985; Foss, 1989). Bormann 

(1985) has identified several enduring fantasy types which have been expressed 

throughout the history of the United States which are demonstrated in the Web sites 

examined 

The first is the significant fantasy type that Bormann ( 1985) terms ''Fetching Good 

Out of Evil" (p.44), which may be seen in the National Alliance, Knights of the Ku Klux 

Klan, Aryan Nations, and Nation oflslam sites. According to Bormann (1985), this 

fantasy type provides an explanation of when those who are God 's chosen people fall into 

a time of troubles it is because they are not living up the covenant that he has with them. 

When the chosen people use the time of troubles to understand the error of their ways and 

to find God's way, the result is a "glorious happy ending, a time of regeneration and 

rebirth" (Bormann, 1985, p.43) . 

A second fantasy type is the preordained drama set by God of "the Christian 

soldier fighting God 's battles and overcoming adversaries to establish the true church . .. 

An active and, if need be, violent, bloody vision" (Bormman, 1985, p.45) This fantasy 

· · · N t' ·te while the National Alliance and type 1s particularly demonstrated m the Aryan a 10ns si , 

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan sites contain similar rhetoric of a preordained battle that will 

establish a new world. 

(1985) is that of a "holy emigration of 
A third fantasy type proposed by Bormann 
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God 's chosen people" (p. 44) This may be seen in the separatism called for by the 

Stormfront, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and Nation of I 1 · hi . 
' s am sites, w le the National 

Al liance and Aryan Nations sites are more strident in their call for a new world for God's 

chosen people, the White race. 

The fourth fantasy type is that of restoration, which is demonstrated in all the Web 

sites examined. As discussed by Bormann ( 1985) the archetypal fantasy of restoration is a 

central recurring form throughout the history of the United States, in which the drama 

portrays a nation fallen on evil times, the need for restoration and a return to its 

foundation, and renewal of basic values and ideals. Bormann (1985) has traced the 

progress of the enduring fantasy type of restoration from the Puritan settlements through 

United States history to Ronald Reagan 's 1980 inaugural address, thereby providing 

"evidence for its longevity and staying power" (p. 3). The restoration fantasy has shown 

to provide a "powerful and successful partial answer to the problems of rhetoric of unity" 

(Bormann, 1985, p. 239) 

The restoration fantasy type returns society to its orginal foundations or sees 

society as built on rotten foundations as evidenced by societal troubles and a state of 

decline, and seeks to overthrow the system which has caused it to stray from the right path 

and to establish a new, more perfect society. All the Web sites examined in this study 

contain comparable language which supports the argument that the restoration drama is a 

powerful fantasy type for these groups. 

· al · · d nds on drama it has Bormann (1985) suggests that because a rhetonc v1s10n epe ' 

a particular power that argument and evidence do not He further states: 
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If the critic can illuminate how people a h . 

rrange t emselves mto social hierarchies 
' 

how they acted to achieve goals embedded • th . d m eir reams, and how they were 

aroused by the dramatic action and the dramati·s p . hi h . ersonae wit n t e mamfest 

content of their rhetoric, his insights will make a useful contribution to 

understanding the movements and its adherents (Bormann, 1972, p.400). 

A rhetorical vision is a putting together of various shared fantasies which 

collectively provide a credible interpretation of reality. It is possible to understand the 

group's rhetorical vision as composed of fantasy theme elements of dramatis personae, 

plot lines, and scenes. Rhetorical visions are often integrated by the sharing of message 

which contains a master analogy which pulls the elements of the vision into a meaningful 

whole which can usually be summed up by a key word or slogan (Bormann, 1985; Foss, 

1989). 

It can be suggested that all the sites share two common rhetorical visions which 

can be summed up in the master analogies of God 's Chosen People, and We Shall 

Overcome. Bormann (1985) suggests that "the rhetorical appeal to the drama of God's 

chosen people gave to every . . action a sense of importance." This vision has 

suggested that the group has been chosen in some way, either through the sacred because 

they were selected by God and "had read the scriptures right" (p. 49), or through the 

secular because of "innate fitness" (p . 49) . Bormarm (1985) uses the example of Abraham 

. « · hi al mesage to Congress in 1862 when 
Lincoln alluding to this archtypal fantasy m s annu 

'bl ' " ( 49) Similar 
he said that the people held 'the power' and have 'the responsi 1 ity p. · 

. Web sites examined, with the National 
sacred or secular statements can be found m all the 
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Al liance, Aryan Nations, and Nation oflslam sites all spe -

6 11 
~ . 

ci ica Y re1ernng to the group as 
being God 's chosen people. 

Bormann (1985) states that the history of rhetorical visions in the United States 

and Europe indicates that there are few more powerful appeals than that contained in the 

vision of "We Shall Overcome" (p. 50). Stemming from beliefs of predestination and the 

inevitability that God's chosen people will triumph, Bormann ( 1985) notes that this vision 

has sustained groups throughout history, from the Puritans to "The Progressives (who) 

thought that progress was inevitable and fought to achieve it; the Nazis throught that they 

were inevitable and struggled for theiry thousand-year Reich; the Communists Even 

today, politicians" (Bormann, 1985, p. 50). The fantasy types of the emigration of the 

chosen people and restoration combine to support the "We Shall Overcome" vision in the 

Web sites that the group will endure and triumph in restoration and establishment of a 

right and proper world . 

Participants in a rhetorical vision constitute a rhetorical community (Bormann, 

1985 ; Foss, 1989). Bormann (1985) explains that developing a sense of community 

involves the creation of a common consciousness, such as that found in participation in a 

rhetorical vision and identification of a collective self A personna may be used to identify 
' 

the group, or some human being such as the founder of a movement may come to be a 

· · t (B ann 1985) Establishment of symbolic personna to stand for the entire movemen orm , · 

h . . . b the we of the group and outsiders, t e group identity usually involves d1v1s10n etween 

. -1 Bormann (1985) states that who are portrayed as the they, unsympathetic, or evi · 

. 1 th mergence of its consciousness. fantasies which clearly define the groups are crucia to e e 
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As all the Web sites examined contain prot . 

agomsts and antagonists with the 

development of group identity characterized in "we" a d "th ,, 
1 

. 
n ey anguage, 1t can be argued 

that the rhetorical visions as seen in these Web sites establ' h th b • c h . 
1s e as1s 1or t e formation of 

a virtual rhetorical community. 

As discussed in the Literature Review, users of the Internet and World Wide Web 

must be aware of the persuasive characteristics of the medium and associated concerns 

about source credibility and information integrity. While the Web sites examined in this 

study may be accused of falsifying, fabricating, or distorting evidence, none are deceptive 

about the intent of the communication and appear to be straightforward in their statements 

of beliefs. All may be accused of the unethical persuasive means of being specious--if not 

in true reasoning--certainly through the persuasiveness of the imagery implied in a Web 

site. In the meaing of specious as having deceptive attraction or allure and a false look or 

truth or genuineness, the nature of the medium is such that the sites give the appearance of 

authority, even while the veracity of the information may be suspect. 

Further, emotional appeals to principles of fairness and justice are powerfully 

persuasive, and can be found in all the Web sites in this study. The legitimizing authority 

in the form of a greater force--whether this force is referred to as God, Jesus Christ, 

Yahweh, Allah, or even Nature for the Aryan Nations Christian Identity theology--is a 

. furth enhance the credibility and common theme throughout the sites, and serves to er 

persuasiveness of the sites. 

7_ 16.49 GMT one Internet statistic source listed 
As of December 6, 1998, at O . . am , 

. . h kly growth rate of 91 ,070 4,845,849 domains registered worldwide, wit a wee 
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(WWW netnames com, 1998). On February 8, 1999 at 07: 19:27 am GMT, the number of 

domains registered worldwide had increased to 5 130 769 s· 
, , · ix months later, on August 

29 1999 at 05 :27:15 GMT this number has increased tolO 360 072 (d • 
, , , omamstats.com, 

1999). 

The explosive growth of the medium of the Internet and the World Wide Web and 

the powerful opportunities it offers to present a persuasive message on a global scale can 

be used to promote messages to an increasingly greater and diverse audience. While a 

teen might not ask his parents to drive him to a Klan meeting or to an Aryan ations rally, 

the information of these or any other groups which at one time were considered isolated 

extremists is now readily available to him, or to anyone, at any time, anywhere Joining 

the rhetorical community of a hate group is as easy as going online. 

This study is one of the first to analyze the establishment of a Web-based rhetorical 

community, and is only an initial and broad examination of this phenomenon in a vi rtual 

environment Further study of the use of the Internet and World Wide Web by hate 

groups should be conducted. Such studies might include: (a) a more in-depth examination 

of the rhetorical vision of a particular group, particularly those espousing millennial 

apocalyptic visions or the Christian Identity theology, (b) exan,ination of the graphics, 

symbols, and images used in hate group sites, and ( c ) desensitization studies which 

. . f h d. may influence a recipient of a exarnme whether the interactive nature o t e me ium 

. . d d e accepting of a hate message persuasive message to become desens1t1ze an mor 

. . . . t ·th the medium and therefore 
because of the manner in which the md1V1dual must mterac WI 

the message itself 
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As the technology-savvy extreme goes mainstream, the implications for the 

effectiveness of this medium in communicating the rhetorical visions of hate groups has 

the potential for insidious social consequences. As the growth of the medium continues to 

expand into use by increasing numbers of individuals in the population, so too will the 

potential for Web-based rhetorical communities to grow and flourish . For a rhetorical 

community which advocates hate, the global unity enabled through the Internet and World 

Wide Web allows unlimited opportunities to commurucate and reiterate its rhetorical 

visions of divisiveness and hate, and to urge a call to action based upon those beliefs . 
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White Nationalism FAQ 
by Yggdrasil 

Q. What is White Nationalism? 

A. The idea that Whites may need to create a separate nation as a means of 
defending themselves. 

Q. Do White Nationalists feel they are superior to other races? 

A. No . The desire of White Nationalists to form their own nation has 
nothing to do with superiority or inferiority. 

Q. Do White Nationalists seek to dominate other races? 

A. Not at all . ln fact , formation of a White nation removes any possibility of White dominance of other 
races, as well as the plausibility of the accusation that Whites wish to dominate others. 

Q. Do White Nationalists seek to insulate themselves from competition from other races? 

A. No. A separate White nation would establish a policy of free trade with its new neighbors. Labor 
markets are global, and the formation of a White nation would not protect Whites from economic 
competition. 

Q. Well if White Nationalists don't feel superior, don't want to dominate others, and don't seek protection 
from competition, then why would they want a separate nation? 

A. To avoid exploitation. 

Q. Exploitation? This is rich! So how is it that Whites are exploited? 

A._It is a long list. Burdensome racial preference schemes in hiring, racial preference sche?1es in 
uruver 't d · • . • t tracting and small business loans. si Y a m1ss10ns, racial preference schemes m governmen con . . . 
~eyond quotas there is the denial of rights of free speech and of due process to Whites :ho ~r :nt1cal of 
t ese governmental policies We have special punishments for assaults committed by W tes I ~ e. 
md_otives might be racial. In addition Whites pay a proportion of the costs of the welfare state t at ts 

1spro · ' Portionate to what they receive in benefits 

But th . . h h cial quotas the business preferences, 
e most exploitative aspect of the situation 1s that neit er t era ' 

11/5/98 1050 A~ 



Joss of freedom of speech, nor the disproportionate contrib t' the the appetites of non-Whites living in the United St t u ions to the welfare state have managed to sate a es. 

ore Whites sacrifice, the more non-Whites demand M Wh' . . . 
;~~:Ot of tribute, other than mass suicide, would satisfy the ~7n-w!i~;; ~::~:~~mg to believe that no 

If our presence stirs up that much hatred in the hearts of non-Whites, then the onJ sensible course of 
action is to separate ourselves from them. Y 

Q. You claim _that n_o~-~h!tes are the aggressors and haters in race relations Aren't you afraid that most 
Whites will think this 1s nd1culous? 

A. Not in the slighte~t. For the pa~t 30 ~ears most Whi~es have taken part in a mass migration or "White 
flight" away f~om ne1ghborhood_s mhab1ted ?Y non-Whites. Aggressors don't flee. For example, on a 
per-capita basis: Black~ are 49 times more hk~ly to assault a White than a White is to assault a Black. 
Assaults by Whites agamst Blacks are approximately 40 times scarcer than they would be if races were 
randomly mixed and assault rates did not vary by race. The best measure of racism is the number of 
non-economically motivated attacks. White score low in this regard, non-Whites high. 

The fact is that non-Whites are clamoring to enter this country in droves. Whites are fleeing en masse to 
formerly uninhabited areas to escape these new arrivals . 

Q. But how can Whites be exploited when it is Whites who have enacted these racial preferences, the 
taxation, the welfare payments and set immigration quotas? 

A. Excellent question! It is true that Whites are exploited by their fellow Whites. In fact, we do not 
expect any resistance by non-Whites to the formation of a separate nation. We expect White integrationist 
elites to resist They are the ones who have a great deal to lose. 

Q. lf !ife in America is so bad for Whites why don't you just move back to Europe? 

A. We are a majority We do not have to move back. We can res~lve t~ defend oursel~es against this 
onslaught We have the option of peacefully ceding lands already 1~h~b1_ted ~y non-Whites to separate 
non-White nations We would save money, and could restore our c1v1l hbert1es and free ourselves from 
constant threats of violence by so doing. · 

Q. What would your separate state look like? 

A Th • Id c- II the geographic outlines of White · e truth 1s we don't know yet Our separate state wou 10 ow . . h A 
flight The model for this state would be the modern gerrymander created by the Votmg Rig tst. ct t~he 
creat · • . . . W Id simply cede these to a separate na 10n. 

e maJonty non-White congress10nal d1stncts e wou . . 
1 

d ,, t' the details " 
mechanics of this process will be explained more fully later m a post ent1t e swea mg . 

Q. Would all Whites be welcome in your separate state? 

A Ab • • d no genetic tests, skin color or hair 
c~lor solutely There would be no restriction by co~n~ry of or;~1~~ ~~at those who would wish to recreate 

tests or any nonsense like that . The only restnction wou 
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resent system by importing non-Whites and then encoura in th . . . 
the P Id have to remain in or move to the lands d d hg g etr ~OShhty would not be welcome. 
They wou ce e tot e non-Whites. 

You are proposing that inclusion and exclusion be based on ideol d fi 1. Q.. splitting turn into a witch hunt? ogy an ee mgs. Won't your act of 
nation 

A For White liberals it is definitely going to feel like a witch hunt! When th t· h h • · · " h Id d h . . · e 1me comes, t ose w o are 
gui lty of "integrat1orusm s ou o t e sensible thmg and flee . It will spare us all a lot of pain. 

Q. Is thi s White nation something that you intend to pursue right away? 

A. o. The White nati?n is: b~ m?st accounts, about 20 years off When the rest of the U. S. begins to 
look like Southern Cahforrna It will happen more or less automatically, without much of a push from us. 

Q. Why do you use the term "European-American?" 

A. All Whites are descended from European immigrants, and we are not actuall "White." The term 
European-American has political significance fo r two reasons. First, it recognizes that most people in the 
u . of European extraction have intermarried to such an extent that it is no longer possible to identify 
American Whites as "Irish" or "German" or "Italian." But more important use of the term 
"European-American" is intended to recognize that White elites in the nited States ha e exploited 
di fferences based on rel igion and European national origin to di ide European- mericans with the 
intention of rendering us unable to defend ourselves against non-\ hite demands. 

Q. What is White separati sm? 

:\ . \\'hite separatists will agree on mo t point with \ hite ationali t e cept that he ma not see a need 
to e tablish a separate nation within the present territorial boundarie of the . . 

Q. \\'hat i a White supremacist? 

:\. That i a \\'hi te who wishes to subjugate other race by force , ordinaril b militaI1'. conquest . White 
upremacists are very rare in 1997 , and there is no isible trend or ba e of upport ' hich " ould allow 

them to carry such a political program into effect 

Orlierartic/es by Yggdrasil can be f ouml in Stormfront 's l.ikt,,T ,,f Tt>.,r, · 
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White Nationalism--Key Concepts 
by Yggdrasil 

Concept J _ There is nothing sacred about having several races in the same country. 

If having s~veral different races i~ the sa~e c~untry w~rks, then fine . Keep the arrangement. If it doesn't, 
then scrap 1t. There are no mora! 1mperat1ves mvolv~d 1_n the deciding whether to have one country or 
several The 1ssw:~ should b~ decided based on practicality. The solution that reduces conflict and provides 
the greatest degree of happiness to the most people is the one to be pursued. 

Jn the United States, we are taught that racial integration is a moral imperative. This morality is the 
self-interested creation of planters and industrialists interested in cheap labor. It is a morality created to 
facilitate what Alvin Toffler describes as the "second wave" industrial economy. 

It was very much in the interests of planters and industrialists to import whomever they wish to facilitate 
rapid growth and keep wages low. Any cultural and non-economic costs ofleaming to adapt to one 
another were imposed on the existing inhabitants and were not borne by the planters or industrialists 
individually. 

In other parts of the world, races come to be included in the same nation by way of military conquest and 
colonization. For colonizers drawing borders in such a way as to include several races makes it possible 
to pit one race against another, rendering the colony easier to control. Niccolo Machiavelli describes the 
strategy in his work "The Prince." 

Concept 2 - When several races are placed in a single country, conflict arises. 

For all the talk about the "brotherhood of man" examples of several races getting along in a single 
country for an extended period are either few or non-existent. 

Racial and ethnic groups always compete. 

With th d 1.s rapi'dly balkanizing. It is only a matter of time before ea vent of "multiculturalism" the U. S 
conflict escalates 

Con •t· depending on their circumstances. 
cept 3 - Races will choose different methods of competi 100 

In the U ·t d S . . . 1 ppress minorities. n, e tates, we are taught that maJont1es a ways 0 

In truth . d ower in a multi-racial county. They 
' both minority and majority races compete for status an P 
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. lly compete using different means and strategies Ob . 
typicassive agenda so as to lull the majority into politic I viou

1
sly, a minority will attempt to conceal its 

3ggre a comp acency. 

be successful, minorities must be content with indirect . 1 . . 
T~iversalisms lik_e "fairness," "tolerance" and "compassion':a~~ bvictones maske~ fr~1'.1 majority view by 
u . explicit racial agenda from the majority. Thus min .t. .

1
e
1 
successful, n:1mont1es must conceal 

thetr f h • . , on ies w1 seek to domm t th bl' ct· 
concerning the terms o t eir mteraction with the majority. a e e pu 1c 1scourse 

H wever, the achilles heel of minority control is their ability to k h . . 
0 · h h rru· f h. · ct· . eep t e non-ehte members of their own 

group content wit t e its o t is m Irect aggression against the majority. 

Once a significant number of any racial minority becomes dissatisfiied and d • h . • · I c-. • . es1res t e more mtense 
pleasures of dJrect racia con1rontat1on with the majority, the game is very near an end. 

In contrast with raw numbers on their side, maJ·orities will almost always assert th · · 1 · t • , . . . eir rac1a m erests m 
direct ways . _Be~ause of !his, it is e~sy to portray a majority as crude and insensitive when it begins to 
assert its racial mterests m the public debate even if only in self-defense. 

Concept 4 - A minority will expend great effort in defining the conditions of its interaction with the 
majority. 

The most successful minorities will expend great amounts of energy con incing their racial opponents 
that they are not competing. Competition and conflict take many forms . Outright iolence gets the 
headlines. However, less visible forms of ethnic conflict always occur. The political truggles for 
preferences and group advantages that take place in the legislatures alwa s fa or organized minorities 
om complacent majorities. 

uccessful minorities wi ll at tempt to dominate all communication media to the point where the can 
prel'ent the dissemination of any message that calls attention to minorit racial and ethnic dominance. 
Only messages of minority victimization are allowed to pass. Seriou di cu sion of these issues in books 
and periodicals directed at the elites are spoken in "code" so that the cannot alarm the majority. 

Control of the terms of interaction between minority and majorit demands ufficient control o er public 
morality to ensure that demands to block negative messages will be obe ed b the majority elites. It does 
not require direct ownership or control over all communications media. 

Concept 5 - Majority elites typically benefit from the presence of minority races and will ordinarily 
oppose the racial interests of their own kind. 

Thi nk_ about it I An elite would never allow the importation of a racial mino_ri~ unl~ss it _benefitted from 
the mmority's presence So naturally, once the minority has arri ed, the maJonty ehte WIii protect that 
n1tnonty as I h · · · · b fit . ong as t e maJonty elite contmues to ene • 

It n1ak 1 · eratives of tolerance and respect for 
• es perfect sense that the elite will invent new secular mora imp . . 

nunorities and demand that the majority learn, believe and follow those new imperatives. 

Concept 6 1 • • • r the earlier arrivals. 
- New 1mm1grants struggle to gam supremacy ove 
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examine the history of the migrations to the United St t . . 
If you les to supplant the earlier arrivals and that most s h a es, it is clear that each new wave of arrivals 
strugg uc groups succeed. 

arliest arrivals were the Puritans 1620-1680 (largely d d . . 
The ethey subdued the indians, later arrivals of English Ep' isescen1· ants ofDarush mvaders of England). 
Once . . II Th copa ians sought to displace the p 't 

nomically and poht1ca y. e contest was fought with cultural d 1· . I un ans 
eco . 1 an po 1t1ca tools, and the new 
Episcopal arnva s won. 

When the earlier _arriving Celtic "An~lo Saxo~s" inhabiting the Southern States attempted to secede this 
new Episcopal ehte fought the bloodiest warm U.S . history to suppress them. ' 

Beginning in 1880, a new wave of Jewish and Southern European immigrants began · · · th U S 
d h 1· E 1· h . . . . arnvmg m e . . 

they too suppl~nte _t e ear ier ng is Episcopalian ehte m wealth, education and political power within 
so years of thelf arnval. 

Immigrant groups will invest a_great deal o~ effort creating myths surrounding the hardships encountered 
on first arrival to d~flect a~;e?tI~n ~on:1 t~~lf quick acquisition of ec~nomic and political power. The 
myths about hardship and d1scnmmation confer upon these new ehtes "victim status" which insulates 
them from criticism by the less fortunate and more complacent descendants of earlier arrivals. 

Concept 7 - The masses of a majority race are likely to go along with importation of different races 
as long as the majority elite demands that new immigrants assimilate. 

If the majority elite demands that the new arrivals assimilate, this is a recognition that the current 
inhabitants do not have to give up their culture to accommodate the new arrivals . New arrivals must 
strive to become as much like the existing inhabitants as possible and must strive to limit the potential 
sources of friction 

Once the elites of the majority race drop their demands for minority assimilation, the minorities will tend 
to accentuate their differences with the majority. Conflict, whether cultural, political or physical, will 
escalate. · 

Concept 8 - Majority elites will abandon integrationism as soon as it ceases to benefit them. 

Until approximately the mid- l 980,s large corporations and government bureaucracies created hundreds of 
th0usands of middle management positions to be filled by "generalist" college graduates. 

New • " a1· t" k owledge workers Prior to the computer technologies are rapidly replacmg these gener is n . · d T 
advent of these technologies "how you behaved" was more important than your techmcal knol~blealge. o 
be as d . ' · ou only needed to learn the 1 er sure a middle class position in one of these bureaucracies, Y 
propaganda at college. Not much else mattered 

In exch . . Am rican elites were rewarded with middle 
cla . ange for belief in liberalism and integrat10msm, ~uro- e . rds for liberalism. 

ss Jobs. In short, they were bought off There were direct econonuc rewa 

That· is no longer so. 
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b ed hiring preferences have largely eliminated access to these middl t · b · Race as d T • e managemen JO s m 
rnment and regulate uti itles. Technology is eliminating these positions in the private sector 

~ . 

the past, you we_nt to college to learn what to sar One slip of the anti-egalitarian tongue and you 
In d pin the mail room. Absent l300 plus combined SAT scores and critical knowledge skills you will ende u 'f Wh' ' · the mail room anyway 1 you are 1te. end up 10 

·ngly the behavior and manners of egalitarian belief are becoming less relevant to earning a middle Jncreas1 , 
class living 

Pondingly, the economic incentives for mouthing integrationist and egalitarian viewpoints are Corres . . . d h . 
d. g dramatically. This 1s an econonuc tren t at will not reverse itself any time soon. ero m . 

1 h future it is going to become much more difficult for the minority elites to find sufficient numbers of 
;u:o~American front men throug_ho~t our_ instituti?ns t~ lull the majority back to sleep. Anti-egalitarian 
dissenters will proliferate from w1thm the mformat1on elites. 

It is going to be much more difficult to sustain the idea in the minds of the average European-American 
that this is their country. 

Rl' turn 10 w p pa!!e I Relllrn lo lihrc1n i11dn j 1'n. t to 1hr kllrrs p:1gr I E-m,1il ~10rmfro111 
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Why White Nationalism? 
by Yggdrasil 

There are two answers to the question: "Why White Nationalism?" 

I. The futility of Consen1atism ! 

WJ 

As we approach the millenium, the dest~c~ion of Western Civilization in the United States is so complete 
that there is httle left to conserve. The ongmal understanding that brought our ancestors to the United 
States was the melting p~t,_ the "color blin? society" in which individuals would be judged on merit and 
not on skin color. The ongmal understanding or social contract has been broken. Individuals are no 
longer judged by their own merit. The color blind society has simply disappeared. As a practical matter, it 
will never return. As a consequence there is no longer any reason for a European-American ( or anyone 
else, for that matter) to attempt to slow down the rush towards a balkanized United States. You cannot 
slow down something that has already occurred. 

2. To assert European-American interests in this new balkanized society. 

All efforts of liberals at maintaining racial peace in the United States are guided by the false assumption 
that hostility and anger by non-Whites is provoked by "White racism." The truth is that non-Whites 
would be hostile toward us even if every European-American were a saint. 

In every non-homogenous country in the world non-Whites have powerful racial animosities. (See . 
Yggdrasil 's lesson #2) These reactions occur whether Europeans are present or not. Ho~ever, White . 
liberals imagine that once these people arrive on our shores they lose that natural and universal propensity 
to dislike people of other races. 

To the liberal mind, Black and brown people arriving here either_ become "saints," de~oid of t~e ~atural " 
mchnation of men everywhere to dislike people with different skin color, or becom_e new soc1ahst man, 
motivated solely by calculations of economic self-interest and utterly devoid of racial av:~:t:~~~~~s;, to 
a liberal, whenever Blacks or browns become angry, they must have been provoked by . 

Now th' American in a rather awkward position. 
E, .'s unfortunate assumption places the average Euro~ean- t t the liberal assumes that ,try time Black and brown people raise a stink about thelf status or trea m;~e' Blacks and browns is to 
ad:e must be hidden White racism somewhere, and that the way tod ap:e:i; race-normed testing or 
ad!t new employment quotas, more contract set-asides, new stan_ ar st ensorship of White speech to 

.. uss,ons pr d . "h · " laws more stnngen c . b 
filt er 0.ce ures, more stnngent ate cnme '. 

11 
h f; .1 direct cash handouts (paid for y 

the 01~:tythmg that might be giving such offense, and if a t a~ ;i;,s they know they are being 
e class, of course) Now Black and brown people are no O ' 
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d d for raising a ruckus. So far, they keep getting the sam . 
rewarb\efits more advantages, more tribute, and more humilia~_rewafrdhs for it . More 1:1ckus le~ds to 
more e ' t 1 · ion ° t e average White by the!f own . What a coun ry . 
elttes 

Now for the average ~uropean-~erican who just com~u_tes to work in the morning, has very little 
racial anger, and certa1~ly doesn t want to f~ment or part1c1pate in any "revolution," all of these 
concessions pre~ent a dilemma. At some pomt, _th~se undeserved burdens have to stop. Yet the average 
European-Amencan has be~n s~ tol~rant ~f ~he!f imposition, and the White liberal elites in charge have 
been so utterly naive ~nd misguided ,_n their Jud?m~nts about r~ce, that there is no isible mechanism or 
group that could possibly stop what is now begmmng to look hke a massi e racially-based attack. 

There are no European-Americ~n lea?ers who are willing to stand up and state the obvious. It is the 
Blacks and browns wh~ are racist_ It 1~ the Bl~cks and browns ho are exploiting the race i sue for 
advantage At some pomt, the White ~iber~I ehte_s are either going to ha e to a "no" to the Black and 
brown racial aggresso rs, or those White elites will have to be replaced with omeone , ho can. 

Thu there is a practical advantage to be gained b bringing \ hite ationali m out into th op n. The e 
\\'hite liberal elites are going to have to under tand that there are omp tent r be! within th ir mid t 
(iiithin the information elites described by Herren tein and 1urra , , ho fi I a moral obligation to di nt 
and organize average European-Americans to resi t th ir pra ti of r , ardin Bia k and brown ra ial 
aggre ion It doe not matter whether thi practice a~. out of a in '. if o~viou I ill notion that 
only \\'hite raci m could cause Black and brown ho t1ht , or, heth r th1 pra 11 10n 
on ihe part of an alienated White liberal elite motivat db ' a n d t . h ~v r 1r 
European-American Eit her way, it i go ing to top Th nl I que t1on I h , "m " th pro of 
topping the e practice i going to get 

1·1 · I 11' I 1, t il t I ·t l l' I ll 'l " 11 - Ill i d tormfront Hl't11rn to top p:igt' I l~t' lnrn lo I ir,1n 111< t' \ 1"· 1 l • b .:_....:.:..:.:.;..• ;.;__ ___ _ 
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What Is Racism? 
T]ie 'racist' double standard: how whites are made to f eel ouilty and "h 1 ,r, l"fi l . . 

I d C·,,lture O · a e111 or ovmg their own 
peop e an · 

by Thomas Jack~on 

There is surely no nation in the world that holds "racism" in greater horror than does the United States 
Compared to other kinds of offenses, it is thought to be somehow more reprehensible. The press and · 
public have become so used to tales of murder, rape, robbery, and arson, that any but the most 
spectacular crimes are shrugged off as part of the inevitable texture of American life . "Racism" is never 
shrugged off For example, when a white Georgetown Law School student reported earlier this year that 
black students are not as qualified as white students, it set off a booming, national controversy about 
"racism." If the student had merely murdered someone he would have attracted far less attention and 
criticism. 

Racism is, indeed, the national obsession. Universities are on full alert for it, newspapers and politicians 
denounce it , churches preach against it, America is said to be racked with it, but just what is racism? 

Dictionaries are not much help in understanding what is meant by the word. They usually define it as the 
belief that one's own ethnic stock is superior to others, or as the belief that culture and behavior are 
rooted in race . When Americans speak of racism they mean a great deal more than this . Ne':'ertheless, :he 
dictionary definition of racism is a clue to understanding what Americans do mean. A peculiarly Amencan 
meaning derives from the current dogma that all ethnic stocks are equal. Despite clear evidence to the 
contrary, all races have been declared to be equally talented and hard- working, and anyone who 
questions the dogma is thought to be not merely wrong but evil. 

The dogma has logical consequences that are profoundly important If~la~ks,_ for e~ample, are equal to 
whites in every way, what accounts for their poverty, criminality, and d1ss1patt?n? S_mce ~ny th~ory of 
racial differences has been outlawed the only possible explanation for black failure is w~te raCIS~. And 
since blacks are markedly poor cri~e-prone, and dissipated, America must be racked with pervasive 
rac1s N ' b" t m. othing else could be keeping them in such an a ~ect sta e. 

Ald I public discourse on race today is locked into this rigid logic Any ex~Ianation ~or blacfk fa~lul re that 
oes d ff · th forbidden terntory o racia 

diIB not epend on white wickedness threatens to veer O mto ed . t oppress blacks yesterday's 
erences Th "f h" fi d . their hearts no esire o ' Whit · us, even I today's w 1tes can n m . blacks they must oppress them 
es mu5t have oppressed them. If whites do not consciously oppress ' 
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ciously If no obviously racist individuals can be identifi d . . . . 
Un~on~r, since blacks are failing ~o terribly in America, there s~~ tten societal ~n_stttuttons _must be 
racist k about who are workmg day and night t k bl P_Y m~st be m1lhons of white people we 
do not now ' · 0 eep acks m misery. The dogma of racial 

l·ty leaves no room for an explanation of black failure that is n t . e: hi . . 
equa 1 ° , m some 1as on, an indictment of white people. 

The logical c_onse9uen~es of ~rus are clea~. Since we ar_e r~quired to believe that the only explanation for 
White failure 1s white racism, every time a non-white 1s poor commits a en· 

1
e: 

non- . • d , me, goes on we 1are, or 
1• drugs white society stan s accused of yet another act of racism All e:a ·1 · b h • b ta~es '. . f h h' . . . . . 1, 1 ure or rrus e a 1or y 

Whites 1s standing proo t at w 1te society 1s nddled wi th hat red and bigotry F · 
1 1 non- . . 1. e: . or precise so ong as 

-whites fail to succeed m 11 e at exactly the same level as whites whites will be b d ti ·t· non . h Th' b . e m 1On 
thwarting and oppressi~g t em. is O hgato_ry pattern of thinking leads to trange conclu ions. Fir t of 
all, racism is a sin that_ 1s thought to be committed almost e clusi el b \ hite people. Indeed a black 
congressman from Chicago, Gus ~ava~e, a~d ~oleman Young the black ma or of Detroit ha e argued 
that only white people can be _racist . L1kew1se, m 1987 the affirmati e action offi er of th tate 
In urance Fund of New York issued a company pamphlet in which he e plai ned that II , hit are raci t 
and that only whit es can be racist . How else could the pli ht ofbla k b •plain d ·1hout flirting wi th 
the po ibility of racial inequali ty? 

.~lthough ome blacks and liberal white concede that non-, hit 
add that non-white have been forced into it a elf-d fen e u of nturi of, hit 
\\nat appear to be non-whi te raci m i o und r tandable and fi r iva I that it hard! , d n· th 
name Thu , whether or not an act i called ra i m d p nd on th ra f th ra i t What would 
be ailed raci m wh n done by white i thought t b normal wh n d n I Th r 
~ o true 

hample of thi ort of double tandard ar mm n. i · · m \\ h n a whit 
man ki ll a black man and u e th ord "ni r" whiled m ia upr ar and 
he nation beat it co llective brea t. wh n m mb r t rituaJ of 
random whi te , the media are il ent ( ee R of tar h. 1 jorati 

atement abou t non-white a "ra i t." but ignor urril 

tel tion time. if 60 percent of the hit vot r ot for a' hit n~idat_ • and of 
f l b Th "hi ori II 1oter \'0te for the bla k oppon nt. it i ,. hit , ho are a u ed ~ ra 18 1 r 

I 
all 

la k"_ ollege . who e fundamental bla kn mu t b . pr r, ed in th hnam b 
h f 1 1 _ i t ,. ould e on ally white college mu t be for ibl int rat d in t e nam 0 

ra I ( -

'Bl k · " · . · b n 1hin that ould o trued a an 
ex 

8 
pnde 1 _aid to be a ,\·onderful and \.V rt_h thm · ut a ral for third-, orld immigrant 10 e pect 

re ion of \\'h1te pride i a fom1 of hatred It I P rfi ti , na tu r • . Am rican to a k them to 
hoo1 · · • I . e wh rea 1or nam • · in truc11on and driver's te t in their own angua · 

led!11 Engli h i racist. 

Bla1a . . . . · n i no, the law of the land Anything 
nt a1111-wh1te prejudice. in the form of affim1at,, e acti? · Id b atta ked a de picable t. otely like affinnative action. if practiced in fa or of\. hue '' ou e 

a, on11sni 
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Tl e Alien Grip 011 Our 
N~S and Entertainment Media Must Be Broken 

Who Rules America? 

By the Research Staff of National Vanguard Magazine 
PO Box 330, Hillsboro, West Virginia 249-16 USA. FAX# 304-653-4690 

There is no greater power in the world today than that wielded by the manipulators of public opinion in 
America No king ?r pope of old, no conquering general or high priest ever disposed of a power even 
remotely approaching that of the few dozen men who control America's mass news and entertainment 
media. 

Their power is not distant and impersonal; it reaches into every home in America, and it works its will 
during nearly every waking hour. It is the power which shapes and molds the mind of virtually every 
citizen, young or old, rich or poor, simple or sophisticated. 

The mass media form for us our image of the world and then tell us what to think about that image. 
Essentially everything we know - or think we know - about events outside our own neighborhood or 
circle of acquaintances comes to us via our daily newspaper, our weekly news magazine, our radio, or 
our television. 

It is not just the heavy-handed suppression of certain news stories from our newsp~~ers or t~e bla!ant 
prop~gandizing of history-distorting TV "docudramas" which characterizes the ?P'm~n-marupulatmg 
techniques of the media masters. They exercise both subtlety and thoroughness m their management of 
both the news and the entertainment which they present to us . 

For example, the way in which the news is covered which items are en:iphasized and ~hich are P!ayed 
down, the reporter 's choice of words, tone of voice, and facial express10ns; the wordmg o~hea~lmes, the 
choice of illustrations - all of these things subliminally and yet profoundly affect the way m which we 
interpret what we see or hear. 

On top f hi . · ning doubt from our minds as to 
· 0 t s, of course the columnists and editors remove any rema, • th uide 
Just what we are to think about it all . Employing carefully developed psychologic~lfutel chniqt,\hee:is!art 
our thought d . h h 11 · " crowd the "beaut, peop e, 
m an opinion so that we can be in tune wit t e m ' . t of people and 
be~:~

11 
They let us know exactly what our att_itu~es should be to;at;~~:~: tf :i:uation comedy and 

or by placing those people or that behavior m the context O a 
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, the other TV characters react to them in th p I' . 
hav111g e o itically Correct way. 

Molding American Minds 

mple a racially mixed couple will be respected liked d . 
for ex:ers a's will a "take charge" Black scholar or bu~ines ' an socially sought after by other 
charac or but honest and hardworking illegal alien from Mes1:1an, 

0
°r ahsensitive and talented homosexual, 

or a po • Whi xico. n t e other hand a Wh.t · t h 
. y racially conscious te person who looks askance at mi . , . 1 e raCIS - t at 
,s, an . . Am . . d scegenation or at the rapidly darkening 
racial situation m enca - is portraye ' at best, as a d~spica?le bigot who is reviled b the other 
haracters or, at worst, as a dangerous psychopath who is fascinated by fi d . Y 

c ' • · Th Wh·t · " " . lfearms an 1s a menace to all 
1 

abiding c1t1zens. e I e racist gun nut m fact has become a c: .
1
. 

aw- ' ' 1am1 1ar stereotype on TV shows. 

The average American, of whose daily life TV-watching takes such an unhealth rt· ct· . . h d · 1 · · d · 1. . . Y po 1On, 1stmgu1s e 
between these fict1ona s1tu~t1ons an rea ity only with difficulty, if at all . He responds to the televised 
actions, statements, and attitudes of TV actors much as he does to his own peers in real life. For all too 
many Americ_ans the r~al world has been replaced by the false reality of the TV environment, and it is to 
this false reality th~t his urge to conform responds. Thus, when a TV scriptwriter expresses approval of 
some ideas and actions through '.h~ TV ch~racters for whom he is writing, and disapproval of others, he 
exerts a powerful pressure on mtlhons of viewers toward conformity with his own views. 

And as it is wi th TV entertainment, so it is also with the news, whether televised or printed. The insidious 
thing about this form of thought control is that even when we realize that entertainment or news is biased, 
the media masters still are able to manipulate most of us. This is because they not only slant what they 
present , but they establish tacit boundaries and ground rules for the permissible spectrum of opinion. 

As an example, consider the media treatment of Middle East news. Some editors or commentators are 
sla,~shly pro-Israel in their every utterance, while others seem nearly neutral. o one, however, dares 
uggest that the U. S government is backing the wrong side in the Arab-Jewish conflict and that it served 

Jewish interests rather than American interests to send U.S . forces to cripple Iraq, Israel s principle rival 
in the Middle East. Thus, a spectrum of permissible opinion, from pro-Israel to nearly neutral, is 
established . 

Another example is the media treatment of racial issues in the United States. Some co~entator~ seem 
almost dispassionate in reporting news of racial strife, while others are em_otionaJly pa~isan - w1th the 
partisanship always on the non-White side. All of the media spokesmen without except10n, how_ever, take 
the position that "multiculturalism" and racial mixing are here to stay, and that they are good things. 

Because there are differences in degree however, most Americans fail to r_eaJize that the~ %~tn~h t 
:ipulate~ Even the citizen who com'plains about "m~a~ed news" falls 10\~:~~~~ph~ c~ntro~;rs' a 
• ause he 1s presented with an apparent spectrum of opiruon he can escape . ~l 

1 
" 

influe b . . . h · It ' "heads I wm, ta1 s you ose 
sit nee y behevmg the editor or commentator of his c 01ce. . s a_ table to the media masters -

uat,on Every point on the permissible spectrum of public opiruon is accep t ·t 
and no . at all if they can preven i . impermissible fact or viewpoint is allowed any exposure ' 

The cont . . . . . . . All of the controlled media - tel~vision, 
radio rol of the op1mon-moldmg media 1s nearly monohtruc .. k . h single voice each reinforcmg the 

' newspapers, magazines, books, motion pictures - spea wit a ' 

1115/9810:SlAM 



Despite the appearance of variety there is no real d' rher ' 1ssent no alt · 0 'ble to the great mass of people which might allo th ' ernative source of facts or ideas cess1 ~ . w em to fo · · . 
ac d. masters They are presented with a single view of th Id rm opiruo~s at o_dds with those of the 
me ila1·n1s the equality of the races, the inerrant nature of the wJor . h- a world m which every voice 
Proc a . e ew1s "Holoc t" I h · pting to halt a fl ood of non-White aliens from pour· aus ta e, t e wickedness of 
att~mns to keep and bear arms, the moral equivalence 

0
/~f acros; o~r bor_ders, the danger of permitting 

c111ze 1·stic " cosmopolitan society rather than a homog sexua on~ntatI?ns, and the desirability of a 
'' plura 1 , eneous one It 1s a vie f th Id d · 
h 

media masters to suit their own ends - and the pressure to ~~ hw O 
. e ~or es1gned by 

t e . · · · • . . comorm to t at view 1s overwhelming 
P Pie adapt their opinions to 1t , vote m accord with it and shape th · 1. fi . · eo , eir 1ves to t 1t. 

Electronic News & Entertainment Media 

Continuing government deregulation of the telecommunications industry has resulted t • th t d · · b h · 1 . , no m e oute 
increased competition, ut ~at _ ~r 10 an acce er~tmg wave of corporate mergers and acquisitions that have 
produced a handful of_multi-b!lhon-d~llar media conglomerates. Whenever you watch television, whether 
from a local broadcastmg station o~ via a cable or satellite dish; whenever you see a feature film in a 
theater or at ho~e; wh_e~ever yo_u hsten to the_ radio o~ recorded music, whenever you read a newspaper, 
book, or magazine - 1t 1s very hkely that the mformat1on or entertainment you receive was produced 
and/or distributed by one of these megamedia companies. 

The largest media conglomerate today is Walt Disney Company, whose chairman and CEO, Michael 
Eisner, is a Jew. The Disney empire, headed by a man described by one media analyst as "a control 
freak," includes several television production companies (Walt Disney Television, Touchstone Television, 
Buena Vista Television), its own cable network with 14 million subscribers, and two video production 
companies. 

As for feature films, the Walt Disney Picture Group, headed by Joe Roth (also a Jew), includes 
Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, and Caravan Pictures. Disney also owns Miramax Films, run 
by the Weinstein brothers, who have produced such ultra-raunchy movies such as The Crying Game, 
Priests, and Kids . 

Whe_n the Disney Company was run by the Gentile Disney family prior t_o its takeover by ~isner in 19~4, 
11 epitomized wholesome, family entertainment. While it still holds the n_ghts t~ Snow White, ~~der Eisner 
the company has expanded into the production of graphic sex and gratmtous v10lence._ In add1t10n to TV 
a~d movies, the corporation owns Disneyland, Disney World, Epcot Center, Tokyo Disneyland' and Euro 
Disney 

Disney also sell s annually well over a billion dollars worth of consumer Products: b?oks, t?ys, ~~d 1 
clothing In August 1995 Eisner acquired Capital Cities/ABC, Inc ., to create a me_dia _empire wit :nn~V 
sale_s of $16.S billion. Capital Cities/ ABC owns the ABC Televi~ion Net_work, which m tu~ ~w:itst~~ In 
statl~ns outright in such big markets as New y ork, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angel~~ an TV . 
add11ton, it has 225 affiliated stations in the United States and is part owner of severa uropean 
companies 

ABC ' . CEO St n Bornstein who is a Jew. The 
corpo: c~ble subsidiary, ESPN, is headed by_ pr~sident an? . d ::: Arts & Ent~rtainment Network 

atton also has a controlling share of Lifetime Television an 
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bl companies ABC Radio Network owns 11 AM and te FM . . . 
ca eyork Washington, and Los Angeles and has over 3 4n00 ffisl~attons, agam m major cities such as 
NeW ' ' , a 1 1ates. 

h ugh primarily a telecommunications company Capital Ct' /AB 
A]tblohing in 1994 It owns seven daily newspaper; Fairch1'ld 1p1ebsl. ~ earned over $1 billion in 
pu ,s . . , u 1cattons (Worn ' w D ·1 
Chilton Publications (automotive manuals), and the Diversified Publishing Grou/n s ear ai y), 

f rne Warner, Inc , is the second of the international media leviathans Th h . 

C
,EO Gerald M Levin, is a Jew. Time Warner's subsidiary HBO . th e c a1~man of the board and 

' is e country s largest pay-TV cable 
network 

Warner Music is by far the world 's largest record company, with 50 labels, the biggest of which is 

Warner Brothers Records, headed by Danny Goldberg Stuart Hersh is presi·de t f w · · . , . . . · n o arnerv1s1on, 
Warner Music s video production urut. Goldberg and Hersch are both Jews. 

Warner Music w~s an early promoter of "gan~sta r~p." Through its involvement with Interscope Records, 
it helped populanze a new genre whose graphic lyncs explicitly urge Blacks to commit acts of violence 
against Whites 

In addition to cable and music, Time Warner is heavily involved in the production offeature films 
(Warner Brothers Studio) and publishing. Time Warner's publishing division (editor-in-chiefNorman 
Pearlstine, a Jew) is the largest magazine publisher in the country (Time, Sports lllustrated, People, 
Fortune). 

Levin may soon be back as number-one media magnate if the planned deal with Turner Broadcasting 
System is completed . When Ted Turner, the Gentile media maverick, made a bid to buy CBS in 1985, 
there was a panic in media boardrooms across the nation. Turner had made a fortune in advertising and 
then had built a successful cable-TV news network, CNN. Although Turner employed a number of Jews 
in key executive positions in CNN and had never taken public positions contrary to Jewish interests, he is 
a man with a large ego and a strong personality and was regarded by Chairman William Paley and the 
other Jews at CBS as uncontrollable a loose cannon who might at some time in the future turn against 
them. Furthermore, Jewish newsman Daniel Schorr, who had worked for Turner, publicly charged that 

his former boss held a personal dislike for Jews. 

To block Turner's bid CBS executives invited billionaire Jewish theater, hotel, insurance, _and cigar~tte 
magnate Laurence Tisch to launch a "friendly" takeover of the comp~ny: and from 1986 till 1995 Tisch 
was the chairman and CEO of CBS removing any threat of non-Jewish influence there. Subseq~ent 
effo rts by Turner to acquire a majo; network have been obstructed by Levin's Time Warner, which owns 
nearly 20 percent of CBS stock and has veto power over major deals. 

Thus d • . . . T h s never commanded the wealth and 
' espite bemg an innovator and garnenng headlmes, urner a . , · · , If TBS 

Power to b . h d ·ded· if you can't hck em, JOin em. 
merges . ea true media master. Turner may ave e,c1 . d CNN the only rival to the network 

With Time Warner Levin will become Turner s boss, an ' 
news w·n ' 

' 1 come under complete Jewish control. 

Yiaco 
I 

h • ) is the third largest megamedia 
corp m,_ nc , headed by Sumner Redstone (born Murray Rot stem 'v m which produces and 

oration in the country' with revenues of over $10 billion a year. iaco ' 

11 1, 10Q 1n-, 1 Al\/ 
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. 'b tes TV programs for the three largest networks ow 12 1 . . . 
d1stn t ces feature films through Paramount Pictures head n~ b tJe ev1s1on stations and 12 radio stations. 
Jt pro u , e Y ewess Sherry Lansing. 

blishing division includes Prentice Hall Simon & Schust 
Its pu h ver 4 000 Blockbuster stores. It is 'also invol d . er, lal_nd Pocket B?oks. It distributes videos 
throug O ' ve m sate ite broadcasting, theme parks, and 
video games 

v· acom's chief claim to fame, however, is as the world's largest provider of cab! . hr h 
. t Showtime MTV, Nickelodeon, and other networks Since 1989 MTV d N~ pkrol gdramrruhng, t oug 1ts ' . . · , an 1c e o eon ave 
acquired larger and larger _shares of th~ ~uvemle television audience. Redstone, who actually owns 76 
percent ?f the shares of Viacom~$~ billion), offers Beavi~ and Butthead as teen role models and is the 
largest single purveyo~ of ra~e-nux~ng propaganda to White teenagers and sub-teens in America and 
Europe. MTV pumps _its racially nuxe~ rock and rap videos into 210 million homes in 71 countries and is 
the dominant cultural mfluence on White teenagers around the world. 

Nickelodeon has ,by far the largest share of the four-to-11-year-old TV audience in America and also is 
expanding rapidly into Europe. Most of its shows do not yet display the blatant degeneracy which is 
MTV's trademark, but Redstone is gradually nudging the fare presented to his kiddie viewers toward the 
same poison purveyed by MTV. 

With the top three, and by far the largest, media conglomerates in the hands of Jews, it is difficult to 
believe that such an overwhelming degree of control came about without a deliberate, concerted effort on 
their part . 

What about the other big media companies? 

Number four on the list is Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation, w~ich owns Fox Televisio,n Network_ 
and 20th Century Fox Films. Murdoch is a Gentile, but Peter Chermn, who heads Murdoch s film studio 
and also oversees his TV production, is a Jew. 

Number five is the Japanese Sony Corporation, whose U.S . subsidiary, Sony C~rporati~n_o_f America, is 
run by Michael Schulhof, a Jew. Alan J. Levine, another Jew, heads the Sony Pictures diviswn. 

M f · · · · · h t t owned by the largest corporations ost o the telev1s1on and movie production compames t a are no . . as 
are also controlled by Jews For example New World Entertainment, proclaimed by one media a~alyst 
"the premiere independent TV program ~roducer in the United States," is owned b_y R;n(~ld Pert ~and a f 

I 
Jew who also owns Revlon cosmetics The chairman at New World, Brand0n Tartiko ormer Y ea 

0 

entertainment programming at NBC), is also a Jew. 

The b . W k SKG is a strictly kosher affair. 
Dr est known of the smaller media companies, !?ream or s . ' indust mogul David Geffen, 
t eamWorks was formed in 1994 amid great media hype by red~0rd1?g SteveJ Spielberg all three of 
0rmer Dis p· . ffr K b g and film Irection ' 
Whom ney 1ctures chairman Je ey at~en er., ms television programs, and recorded 
musi are Je_ws. The company produces movies, animated fil ' ber and Spielberg have, Dream Works 

c. Considering the cash and connections that Geffen, Katzen g, 
may soon b · e 111 the same league as the big three 

Two oth . al Pictures are both owned by Seagram 
er large production companies, MCA and Umvers ' 
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Ltd. The president and CEO of Seagram the liqu • . 
Co~pany, fthe World Jewish Congress. ' or giant, is Edgar Bronfman, Jr, who is also 
president 0 

. well known that Jews have controlled the production and distribution . . . 
It ,s vie industry in the early decades of this century This is still th of fidlms smce the mcept1on of 
the mo · e case to ay. 

F·1ms produced by just the five largest motion picture companies mentioned above D. W 
t (V ) d . - 1sney, arner 

Brothers, Sony: Pa~amohunt iacodm ' a(n Uruversal (Seagram) - accounted for 74 percent of the total 
box-office receipts 1or t e year to ate August 1995). 

The big three in t~levision network broadcastin~ used to be ABC, CBS, and NBC. With the consolidation 
of the media empires, these three are no l_ong~r 1~depe~dent entities. While they were independent, 
however, each was controlled by a Je~ smce its mception: ABC by Leonard Goldenson, CBS first by 
William Paley and then by Laurence Tisch, and NBC first by David Sarnoff and then by his son Robert . 
Over periods of several decades thes~ ~etw~rks were staffed from top to bottom with Jews, and the 
essential Jewishness of network telev1s1on did not change when the networks were absorbed by other 
corporations The Jewish presence in television news remains particularly strong. 

As noted, ABC is part of Eisner 's Disney Company, and the executive producers of ABC 's news 
programs are all Jews Victor S Neufeld (20-20), Bob Reichbloom (Good Morning America), and Rick 
Kaplan (World News Tonight). 

CBS was recently purchased by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. evertheless, the man appointed by 
Laurence Tisch, Eric Ober, remains president of CBS ews, and Ober is a Jew . 

. .\t NBC, now owned by General Electric, NBC News president Andrew Lack is a !ew, as ar_e executive 
producers Jeff Zucker (Today), Jeff Gralnick (NBC ightly ews), and eal Shapiro (Dateline). 

The Print Media 

in I · · • · fl t. l · "'ormat·1on medium in America. Sixty "\lier te ev1s1011 news daily newspapers are the most m uen 1a tn 11 

' ·11 · d. ·d d g some I 500 mill ion of them are sold ( and presumably read) each day. These mi tons are !VI e amon ' . 
different publications One might conclude that the sheer number of different ~ewspapers across Am_en

1
ca 

· Id · . d d. · Alas such 1s not the case. There 1s ess 1100 provide a safeouard aoainst minority control an 1stortion ' . 
1 

b 
· d O O 

· f · ority interests than a casua o server 
in ependence, less competition, and must less representation ° maJ 
would think . 

Th . d ti wned newspaper published by 
I e days when most cities and even towns had several mdepen en ~,

1
° a111 newspapers are owned by a 

oca] peopl · h 1 • · one Today most oc h e wit c ose ties to the community are g · . h r d work hundreds or even 
rhat er small number of large companies controlled by executives wf ho ive ant 's I 500 papers are 
1 ousand f -1 nJ b t ?5 percent o t e coun ry , 
inde s O 1111 es away. The fact is that o ~ a ou - . ns OnJ 100 of the total number hav_e 
circien_dently owned; the rest belong to multi-newspaper cha1 . h tJ maintain independent reportrng 
st If lat,ons of more then I 00 000 Only a handful are large enouhg fi for all of their national and 
· a 5 outside their own com~unities· the rest must depend on t ese ew 
intern 1· . ' a tonal news 
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1 SO cities in America are there more than one dail 
In°~~ even among them, as between morning and afte~n newsp;.p.er, and competition is frequently 
norn~~ !es of this are the Huntsville, Alabama, morning Ne:~na~d

1
~~ns under ~he same o~ne:ship. 

Exab!a morning Post Herald and afternoon News· the Mob'! Al ~noon T1m~s, the B1rmmgham, 
A]fta noo~ Press; the Springfield, Massachusetts mo~ning Uni:~, fta ama, mNorrung Register and 
a er N y k . ' , a ernoon ews and Sunday only 

blican· the Syracuse, ew or ' morrung Post-Standard and ft H ' -
Repu ' h b h hr . a ernoon erald-Journal - all owned 
by the Jewish New ouse rot ers t ough thetr holding company, Advance Publications. 

The Newhouse media empire provides an example of more than the lack of 1 .. 
· . · I ·11 . . rea competition among 

America's daily newspap~rs. it a so I ustrates the_msa_tiable appetite Jews have shown for all the organs 
of opinion control on whic~ they could fasten thetr gnp . The Newhouses own 26 daily newspapers, 
including several large ~nd im~ortant ones, su~h ~s the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the Newark Star-Ledger, 
and the New Or_leans T~~es_-P1cayune, the nation s largest trade book publishing conglomerate, Random 
House, with all its subs1d1a:1es; ~ewhouse Broadcasting, consisting of 12 television broadcasting stations 
and 87 cable-T~ syste~ns, mcludmg some of_t~e country's largest cable networks; the Sunday supplement 
Parade, with a mculat10n of more than 22 m_Ilhon copies per week; some two dozen major magazines, 
including the New Yorker, Vogue, Mademoiselle, Glamour, Vanity Fair, Bride's, Gentlemen's Quarterly, 
Self, House & Garden, and all the other magazines of the wholly owned Conde Nast group. 

This Jewish media empire was founded by the late Samuel Newhouse, an immigrant from Russia. When 
he died in 1979 at the age of 84, he bequeathed media holdings worth an estimated $1 . 3 billion to his two 
sons, Samuel and Donald . With a number of further acquisitions, the net worth of Advance Publications 
has grown to more than $8 billion today. 

The gobbling up of so many newspapers by the Newhouse family was in large degree made possible by 
the fact that newspapers are not supported by their subscribers, but by their advertisers. It is advertising 
revenue - not the small change collected from a newspaper's readers - that largely pays the editor's 
salary and yields the owner's profit. 

Whenever the large advertisers in a city choose to favor one newspaper ov~r a~other ~ith their business, 
the favored newspaper will flourish while its competitor dies . Since the begmrung of this century, ~he_n 
Jewish mercantile power in America became a dominant economic force, there has ~ee~ a steady nse m 
the number of American newspapers in Jewish hands, accompa~ed by a ~t~ady d~c~ine in the ?umber of 
competing Gentile newspapers - primarily as a result of selective advertising policies by Jewish 
merchants. 

F h -1 hi d management are so thoroughly 
urt ermore, even those newspapers till under Genti e owners P an . 1- · 1 1 

dep d h • d't · I and news reporting po 1c1es are arge Y 
en ent upon Jewish advertising revenue that t e1f e 1 ona . 1 h that he 

constrained by Jewish likes and dislikes. It holds true in the newspaper business, as e sew ere, 

who pays the piper calls the tune. 

Tbree Jewish Newspapers 

The s . . I mono olies on the dissemination ~f news 
and /~~ress1on of competition and the estabh_shment of loc\ America's newspapers The resulting 
abilit p1n1on have characterized the rise of Jew1s~ control ave f Jewish policy could hardly be better 

Y of Jews to use the press as an unopposed instrument 0 
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led than bv the examples of the nation 's three most .. II tra · prest1g10 d · fl 
1 u y rk Times, the Wall treet Journal and the W h' us an m uential newspapers: the 
New O • · · I ' as mgton Post These th d · · • 

. 
1 
and poht1cal capita s, are the newspapers which t h · ree, ommatmg America 's 

fina:~~rs . They _are the ones which decide what is news !~d tw~:ei~d~ and the gu!delines fo_r nearly_ all 
the I They origmate the news; the others merely copy it And 

II 
hrn t, at the national and mternational 

Jeve 5· · a t ee newspapers are in Jewish hands. 

New York Times is the unofficial social fashion enterta· .. 
Then It tells America 's "smart set" which books to 'buy andmmhi~nht,fiploht1cal, and c~ltural_~ide oft?e 
nal!O hi h 1- · · w c I ms to see which opmwns a 
Style at the moment ; w c po 1t1c1ans, educators, spiritual leaders artists and b' . hre m 

c c: d d · th I . , , usmessmen are t e real ers And 1or a 1ew eca es m e ast century 1t was a genuine! Am • com · Y encan newspaper. 

The New York Times was founded in 1851 by two Gentiles Henry J Ra d d G • h d · , ' · ymon an eorge Jones. After 
their deaths, it was pure ase m 1896 from Jones s estate by a wealthy Jewish publisher Ado! h O h 
His great-grandson, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr , is the paper's current publisher and CE'o Thp c st .. 

k I d h · ct· . . e execu 1ve 
editor is Max Fran e , an t e managmg e itor is Joseph Lelyveld. Both of the latter are also Jews. 

The Sulzberger family als~ owns, through the Ne~_York Times Co., 33 others newspapers, including the 
Boston Glob~, pur~hased m June 1993 fo_r ~1 . I bilhon; twelve magazines, including McCall 's and Family 
Circle with c1rculat1ons of more than 5 million each; seven radio and TV broadcasting stations; a 
cable-TV system; and three book publishing companies. The New York Times News Service transmits 
news stories, features, and photographs from the New York Times by wire to 506 other newspapers, 
news agencies, and magazines. 

Of similar national importance is the Washington Post, which, by establishing its "leaks" throughout 
government agencies in Washington, has an inside track on news involving the Federal government. 

The Washington Post, like the New York Times, had a non-Jewish origin. It was established in 1877 by 
Stilson Hutchins, purchased from him in 1905 by John R. McLean, and later inherited by Edward B. 
McLean In June 1933 , however, at the height of the Great Depression, the newspaper was forced into 
bankruptcy It was purchased at a bankruptcy auction by Eugene Meyer, a Jewish financier and former 
partner of the infamous Bernard Baruch, the industry czar in America during the First World War. 

T~e ~ashington Post is now run by Katherine Meyer Graham, Eugene Meyer's daughte~. She is the 
principal stockholder and board chairman of the Washington Post Co. In 1979, she appomted ~er son 
~~nald publisher of the paper He now also holds the posts of president and CEO of the Washington Post 

The Washington Post Co. has a number of other media holdings in ne~spapers, television, and 
magaz' . kl magazme Newsweek. ines, most notably the nation 's number-two wee Y news ' 

In a joi~t venture with the New y ork Times, the Post publishes the International Herald Tribune, the 

most Widely distributed English language daily in the world . 

The W . kd i the nation's largest-circulation 
daily all Street Journal, which sells 1.8 million copies each wee Nay, ;ork corporation which also 

PubJ nhewspaper It is owned by Dow Jones & Company, I~c ., ab! ~dwB ron's among other things. The 
1s es 24 h · kl fi anc1al ta 01 ar ' · cha· ot er daily newspapers and the wee Y 10 K 1 0 holds the posts of chaJrman irman d C h . a Jew ann as an EO of Dow Jones is Peter R. Kann, w O is · 



blisher of the Wall Street Journal. 
and pu 
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t of New York's other major newspapers are in no bett h 
Mo~ Street Journal In January 1993, the New York Dail ~r ands than the New York Times and the 
Wa_ h media mogul Robert Maxwell (born Ludvik Hochr b e;s ~~s bought from the estate of the late 
Je:~rman. The Village Voice is the personal property ofLe~n:~

1
~ real-eStat~ ?ev~loper ~ortimer B. 

zu Mountain pet supply firm. tern, the bilhonaire Jewish owner of 
the Hartz 

Other Mass Media 

The story is pretty much the same for other media as it is for television radi'o and C 'd · Th , newspapers. ons1 er, 
for example, newsmagazmes. ere are only three of any note published in the United States· Time 
Newsweek, and US News & World Report. · , 

Time, with a weekly circulatio~ of 4.1 million, is published by a subsidiary of Time Warner 
Communicat!ons, the new med1a_conglomerate formed by the 1989 merger of Time, Inc , with Warner 
Communications The CEO of Time Warner Communications, as mentioned above, is Gerald Levin, a 
Jew 

Newsweek, as mentioned above, is published by the Washington Post Company, under the Jewess 
Katherine Meyer Graham. Its weekly circulation is 3 .2 million. 

US News & World Report, with a circulation of 2.3 million, is owned and published by the 
aforementioned Mortimer B. Zuckerman, who has taken the position of editor-in-chief of the magazine 
for himself Zuckerman also owns the Atlantic Monthly and ew York 's tabloid newspaper, the Daily 
News, which is the sixth-largest paper in the country. 

Or consider books. There are literally thousands of publishers in the United States, and among these 
thousands are many with little or no direct Jewish control ; there are some which actually dare to publish 
books not approved by the Jewish Establishment But all of the latter publishers are very small, and their 
books seldom reach the great mass of Americans who buy their reading material from drugstore news 
racks or from the chain bookstores. 

Among the giant publishing conglomerates, however, the situa~ion i,s quite kosher. Three of the six 
largeSI book publishers in the United States, according to Publisher s Weekly, are owned or cont_ro~led by 
Jews The three are first-place Random House (with its many subsidiaries, includin~ Cro~n Publishing 
Group), third-place Simon & Shuster, and sixth-place Time Warner Trade Group (including Warner 
Books and Little, Brown) 

A\/ pointed out above the Newhouse family owns Random House, and Geral~ Levi&n isShCEO o_f Time 
✓ar ' · d' · · S mon uster 1s a 

sub ~r Communications, of which Time Warner Trade Gro~p is a IVl;O~. t lne as already noted 
s, iary of Viacom, Inc , of which the chairman and CEO is Sumner e s O 

' 

Another . . hi Although it ranks only 13th in size among 
all US pub!1sher o_f special significance is V! est em Pu~hs n,g book with more than so percent of the 
lllarke · publishers, 1t ranks first among publishers of children ~ ' 1 ced Richard Bernstein, also a Jew 

t. Its chairman and CEO is Richard Snyder, a Jew, who J0st rep a 
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our Responsibility 

h e are the facts of media control in America. Anyone .II' 
T ~\g into current editions of yearbooks on the radio an:\ 

1;g _t~ sp~nd a f~w hou~s in a large library 
100 1

papers and magazines; into registers of corporations a ~ ;:1~ion~ndustnes and mto directories of 
~~:~~ard and Poors and by Dun and ~radstreet; and into st:nda:~rb~o ic:rt such as those published by 
erify their accuracy. They are undeniable, and when confronted with grth p Jcal ~ehference works can 

v . ·11 . t t' "T d T . em ew1s spokesmen tomanly w1 use evasive ac 1cs. e urner isn't a Jewt II th .11 . 
cus . If d furth h ·11 . ey w1 announce tnumphantly as if that 
settled the issue presse er, t ey w1 accuse the confronter of "anti S ·t· II c ' .. 

· c- f thi t' h' h k - erru ism 1or even ra1smg the 
subject It is iear o s accusa ion w ic eeps many persons silent who know the facts . 

But we must not remain silent on this most important of issues I The Jewi·sh cont 1 f th Am • . . . . . · ro o e encan mass 
media is the smgle mos~ important ~act of hfe, not Just m America, but in the whole world today. There is 
nothing - plague, famme, economic collapse, even nuclear war - more dangerous to the future of our 
people 

By permitting the _J~ws_ to control our new~ ~nd entertainment media, we are doing more than merely 
giving them a dec1s1ve influence on our political system and virtual control of our government; we also 
are giving them control of the minds and souls of our children, whose attitudes and ideas are shaped more 
by Jewish television and Jewish films than by parents, schools, or any other influence. . 

The Jew-controlled entertainment media have taken the lead in persuading a whole generation that 
homosexuality is a normal and acceptable way of life; that there is nothing at all wrong with White 
women dating or marrying Black men, or with White men marrying Asiatic women; that all races are 
inherently equal in ability and character - except that the character of the White race is suspect because 
of a history of oppressing other races and that any effort by Whites at racial self-preservation is 
reprehensible 

\Ve must oppose the further spreading of this poison among our people, and we must break t~e power of 
those who are spreading it It would be intolerable for such power to be in the hands ?f any_ ahen 
nunority, with values and interests different from our own. But to permit the Jews, wtth their 3,000-year 
history of nation-wrecking, from ancient Egypt to Russia, to hold such power ov~r us is tantamou~t to . 
race suicide Indeed, the fact that so many White Americans toda~ are so_filled with a sense ofrac1al _gu1lt 
and self-hatred that they actively seek the death of their own race 1s a deliberate consequence of Jewish 
media control. 

Once we have absorbed and understood the fact of Jewish media control, it i~ our inescap~ble . 
respon ·bl h I w must shnnk from nothing m 5_1 1 ity to do whatever is necessary to break t at contro · e . • • · · I thal 
combat~ng this evil power which has fastened its deadly grip on ~ur pe?ple and is mJectmg its e 
Poison into their minds and souls. If we fail to destroy it, it certainly will destroy our race. 

Let us begin now to acquire knowledge and take action toward this necessary end. 

For n1or . ,r. h M tional Alliance visit 
:11 ,., . . e 11~0rmation about National Vanguard Books or t e a 

or /,,.tu.. 1 i :i ·. 1 . i1;";/r'1// ~ on:i . 
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· A Natural Order 
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Summary statement of belief 
Return to "What is .. . " Main Pa!:!e 
Return to National Alliance Main Page 
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We see ourselves as integral with a unitary world around us, which evolves according 
to natural law. In the simplest words: There is only one reality, which we call ature~ 
not the "my reality" and "your reality" of the subjectivists and not the separate spiritual 
and physical realms of the supernaturalists. We are a part of Nature and subject to 
Nature's laws. Within the scope of these laws we are able to determine our own 
destiny. If we err in our efforts there is no one to protect us from the consequences of 
our folly or our weakness. In other words, we ourselves are responsible for everything 
over which we have the power of choice: in particular, for the state of our environment 
and for the destiny of our race. 

This view may be contrasted with the Semitic view, which separates man from the rest 
of the world ~nd postulates a divine but nevertheless manlike being who rules man and 
the world by sup~rnatural law. Those who hold this view absolve themselves of 
responsibility for their fate. When faced with an undesired outcome of events they say, 
"It is God's (or Yahweh's or Allah's) will . "They believe that it is not necessary for men 
to concern themselves with the fut~re beyond planning for their own needs, because 
their god has everything under control -

During the time when Europe was most strongly under the influence of Semitic 
ideology ( and also todav in some countries under Islamic rule, as well _as among ~~med 
funda~~ntalist Jewish ;nd Christian sects in America and elsewh_ere), it was consi ere 
· · · , ( ves· specifically to attempt to 1rnp1ous for a man to infringe upon the deity s preroga 1 · -bl · I 
understand or influence the---phenomena of Nature, or to change venera e soc1a 
institutions · 

Ret urn to ''What is. "Djr~cto1y II R: rn1_0J_to Nationa_l AU iance i\1ain Page 
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Our wo~ld is hierarchical. Each of us is a member of the 
which, hke the other races, developed its speci·al h ~~n ( or European) race, 

· . . · c aractenstics over h 
of years dunng which natural selection not only ad t d . . . many t ousands 
advanced it along its evolutionary path. Those ·race:p ehi 

1
~ to It~ env_1ronment but also 

demanding environment of the North, where survivinw c . evo ved I? the mor~ 
. . 1· d d . - g a wmter reqmred olanrung and 

self-d1sc1p me, a vance more rapidly in the development f th h' h · 
· · 1 d' h b'l' · 0 e 1g er mental facult1es-mc u mg t e a 1 1t1es to conceptualize to solve bl - 1 . . , pro ems, to p an for the 

future, and to postpone gratification-than those which remained · ·th 1 · 1 · 1· f h · m e re ahve y 
unvary~n_g c 1mat~ o t e tropics._ Con~e~~ently, the races vary today in their · 
caoab1ht1es to bmld and to sustam a c1v1hzed society and more gene all · th · : . . . , r Y. m e1r 
ab1ht1es to lend a consc10us hand to Nature in the task of evolution. · · 

Furthermore, just as the races may be ordered according to their levels of 
development, so may the individuals within a race. Som-e are better able to understand 
the world around them than others; some are more creative; some have better 
self-discipline or a stronger will: some have a more highly d·eveloped sense of 
responsibility. In a well-ordered society these differences will be reflected in varying 
degrees of influence or control over the course of the society being exercised b; th~ 
various members of the society according to their varying i~divid~al qualities. -

In contrast to our view is that of the egalitarians. who believe that the differences in the 
levels of civilization of the different races and the differences in the social positions of 
individuals in our society are purely circumstantial and can be changed easily by 
changing the circumstances: e. g_, the level of civilization in Black Africa can be 
brought-up to the European le;el and kept there by providing economic and technical 
aid to make up for past "injustices," such as colonialism; and any individual can fill any 
position in society if he is given certain "advantages," such as good schools and a ~ood 
home environment. Differences in attainment, standard of living, and degree of social 
influence. among races and among individuals, are therefore unnatural and unjust and 
should b~ done ;way with, according to the egalitarians. 

Return to "What is .. " Directorv !I Return to National Al liance Main Pa~e 

A Hierarchy of Responsibilities 

A . . . d of our relationship to the rest 
s md1v1duals who are conscious of our own nature an 'blt' 

of the world, we have an inevitable hierarchy of obligations or responsi 1 1 ies. 

F' f hi h we are a part to participate as 1rst, ~e have an obligation to the Nature O ~ c 
I 

vels of ct'eve!op~ent higher forms 
effectively as we can in its eternal quest for higher e · 
of tife · · 
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This obligation has been recognized and expressed bv our Poets and h'l h 
1 . F . d . h N. - . p I osop ers tl1roU!zhout our 11storv. ne nc 1etzsche told us that our first ·b·l: · 

_ - . respons1 1 1ty 1s to l1elo prepare the world for the coming of a higher tvpe of man George B .. d Sh 
· · · bl' d - - · · ernar aw 

wrote that we a~e O l?e to serve the Life Force in its striving to know itself more 
fully i.e .. to achieve higher levels of consciousness. 

Second, we have an obligation to our race as a collective agent of progress Nature has 
refined and honed the special qualities embodied in the Arv~n race ·so ;.,e would be 
better able to fu_lfill _the m!ssion allotted to us . Even though Nature also has developed 
other forms of hfe. mcludmg other races of man, we have a special obligation to our 
own race: to ensure its survival, to safeguard its unique characteristics, to improve its 
quality 

Third. we have an obligation to those members of our race who are most conscious of 
their own obligations and most active in meeting them. Thus. there is a bond of 
comradeship between us and those who also are working for the same cause. 

Finally. we have a responsibility to ourselves to be the best and strongest individuals 
that we can be. 

Our acceptance of this hierarchy of responsibilities is in contrast to the attitude of the 
individuaiists. who do not recognize a responsibility to anyone but themselves: and to 
that of the humanists. who eschew their racial responsibility. 

Retu rn to "\\ 'hat is . . '' Direc tor\· !I Retu rn to ~ati onal .~lliance \lain Pa!.!e 

Summary statement of belief 

. t the ideology outlined above: We mav summarize in the followmg statemen · • th 
. b' t Nature's law. We recognize e We see ourselves as a part of Nature. su _1ect O f h 

I 
t' narv process and which 

. .. . . 1 equences o t e evo u 10 . 111equaht1es which anse as natura cons t r responsibilities as Arvan 
· . . h e of life We accep ou . -are essential to progress m every sp er · f · • n the service of Life. and to 

men and wome~ to -strive for the advancement O our race 1 

be the fittest instruments for that purpose that we can be. 

. II Return to National Alliance Main Paue Return to "\\'hat is .. " Director\' .. 
G.a.f k to top of page 
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NATIONAL ALLIANCE GOALS 
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Our goals fo ll ow from this world view, and like it they are evolutionarv. That is our 
goals fo r the next decade are steps on the way to our ·goals for the next ' 
quarter-centu ry. which in turn are steps on th·e way to-the things we want to achieve a 
~entury from now. and so on . It may seem unreali~tic for us to-describe in detail the 
type of world we are aiming at a millennium or even a century hence, because, 
al though we know the principles which must govern that world, we cannot be sure 
exactly how they will be realized . Not only are there the uncertainties of fortune, but 
we expect to learn from our experiences and to modifv accordingly the ways in which 

• .. • I..,.. ., 

we implement our principles. 

Nevertheless. it is useful to have a concrete picture now of the world for which we are 
striving_ even though we understand that thi; picture will evolve, and its details will 
chang; If we think- of the world that we want- to forge from the ruins of the present 
world. we might fix our sights on things as we would make them a quarter-century 
hence. after o~r enemies h;ve been va~quished. the strife of revolution has subsided. 
and the spiritual and physical debris of this era has been cleared away. We can then 
describe. ·at least in o~tiine. certain essential features that new world muSt have. 

They are1 in hrief: 

\Vh ite Living Space 
. . h • th se parts of the world suited 

In sp,ntually healthier times our an_cestor~ took as t eirs ro 
O 
e a~d the temperate zones 

bv climate and terrain to our race: m particular, all of Eu p • f Africa This was our 
of the Americas. not to mention Australia and the sout~ern tip O h • kn of 
living area and our breeding area. and it must be so ~g~m Aftd er t eost1chereArvss an nation 
11 • - • • B tam an everv . 
. mult1culturali sm." which is destroying Amenca. n · : have a raciallv 
1n h. - . t way we must agam · . 

w 1ch It 1s beim1. promoted. has been swep a · le We must have White 
clean area of the ; arth for the fu rther development ofour peop · 



hnp·11 . 
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schools. White residential neighborhoods d . 
d 

. ~ an recreation a Wh. 
White farms an countryside. We must hav . reas. 1te workplaces e no non-Whit · . . · · 
must have open space around us for expansion. es m our hvmg space. and we 

We will do w_hatever is necessary to achieve this Whit .. 
White We will not be deterred bv the diffic It e hvmg space and to keep it 

I
. h . . · u Y or temporary unpl . 

because we rea 1ze t at 1t 1s absolutely necessa c-: • easantness involved. 
. d · ry 10r our racial survival Th I 

demographic tren toward a darker world which the disastr . . · e ong-term 
centurv have caused must not onlv be halted· it m t b ous policies of the last 

· · · us e reversed . 

Return to "\\'hat is " Dir t II R 
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.t\~n Arvan Society 

\Ve must have new societies throughout the\ hite , orld , hich are ba d 
d 

·bl · on an 
\'alL~e an are compa!1 e with the Aryan nature. \ e do not need to homo eniz~ the 
White world : there will be room for Germanic ocietie . Celtic o ietie . ,;vie 

o_cieties, Baltic societies, and s_o on, each with it o, n root . tradition and langua 
\\ hat \\'e must have, however, 1 a thorough rooting out of emitic and other 
non-Aryan va lues and custom everyv here \\ e mu t on again provide the on of 
ocial and sp iritual environment in which our own nature can expr it elf in mu i , in 

art and archit ecture, in literature, in philo oph , and holar hip in the ma m dia and 
in the life- tyles of the people. 

In pecific terms. thi means a ociety in which youn men and women ath r to revel 
1\·ith polkas or waltzes, reel or jig , or an · other \\"bite dan e but ne r to undulat 
or jerk to negroid jazz or rock rh)1hm It mean pop mu i , ithout Barry fanilo, 
and art gall eries without Marc Chagall . It mean film in whi h the appearance of an 
non-White face on the screen i a sure sign that what' being hown i either archi al 
new reel footage or a historical drama about the bad old da It mea~ . 
neighborhoods, schools work group , and uni,·er itie in, hi h there I a feeling of 
family and comradeship, of a shared heritage and a hared de tiny It m~n a en e of 
rootedness which in turn engenders a ense of re pon ibilit and energize a moral 
compa s. s~ that people once again kno, instincti el ~\·hat i ,~,hole ome and natural 
and what i degenerate and alien . It means spiritual feeling oming from the oul an? 
unencumbered by superstition or dogma, soaring free and reaching far above toda 

µnes t-ridden, church-bound spirituality. 

· · I .\ ll°a , ,, \lain Pane 
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A Responsible Government 
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We must have a ~overnment wholly committed to the se . 
to no non-Aryan influence. It must be a gove . rvice of our race and subject 

. fl .bl rnment guided by fix d . . I 
to respond m a ex1 e way to challenges and . . • e prmc1p es, yet able 

. · · d · opporturutJes It must b t organized m a way suite to its purpose of safe d' · . e s ructured and 
must be as immune to corruption and subversio;ar hmg and ad_vancmg the race, and it 

as uman gem us can make it . 

In America we have had ample experience with two t d • . 
f h en enc1es m government D · 

the first century or so o t e American republic we h d . · urmg 
degree embodied the principle that the best go~ernmeant ~ gtohvelrnment which to a large 

· h I d' is e east government 
reflecting t e genera 1strust of governments which was sh d b f ' 

C · · • are Y many o the framers 
of the US . onst1tut1on. This government provided fior the t· 1 d i na 10na e1ense for the 
mails and for a number of other functions more or Jess helpful ' h ' . . . . or necessary to t e 
orderly existence of the nation, but 1t interfered relatively J1'ttle 1·n th 1· · f · · · . e 1ves o its c1t1zens 
and left most of them to take care of the1r personal needs in the way they saw fit 

With the growth of ma~s democracy (the abolition of poll taxes and other qualifications 
for voters, the enfranchisement of women and of non-Whites), the rise in the influence 
of the mass media on_ public opinion, and the insinuation of the Jews into a position of 
control over the media, the U. S. government was gradually transformed into the 
malignant monster it is today: the single most dangerous and destructive enemy our 
race has ever known. 

Many patriots look back fondly at the government as it was in its first phase, when it 
was less democratic and less intrusive in the lives of citizens. Perhaps the time will 
come when we can afford to have a minimal government once again, but that time lies 
in the remote future . The fact is that we need a strong, centralized government 
spanning several continents to coordinate many important tasks during the first few 
decades of a White world the racial cleansing of the land, the rooting out of racially 
dest ructive institutions, and the reorganization of society on a new basis. 

The central task of a new government will be to reverse the racially devolutionary 
course of the last few mill;nnia and keep it reversed: a long-term eugenics pr?gram 
involving at least the entire populations of Europe and A~er_ica Such a task is 
necessarily intrusive, and it will require large-scale orgaruzation. 

The structural details of a new government are im~ort_ant, b_ut they are not a matt~r or 
principle One mioht even get the J·ob done by continuing with mass democracy, Simp Y 

0 
· · h All. members and by replacing the people who control the mass media wit iance . ' 

1 h .... d d · t ansitional penod In the ong 
per aps that is a reasonable way to procee unng a r ich hides behind the carefully 
run, however, we want an honest government, not ?ne wh lers A ovemment of and 
managed illusion that tens of millions of voters are its real ru · . g t. 
b --. . . . · too susceptible to corrup 10n 
Y politicians is not only grossly inefficient, it remains . . . 
d . .... . I h ans of pubhc op1ruon. an subversion, regardless of who contra s t e org 

1 • . ffed b eople carefully selected 
\\ e need a government every branch of which ts sta y p ly liars with charisma 
and t · · · · · b people who are mere 

ramed for their respons1b1ht1es, not Y all res ect that government, and 
We need a government of men and women who actu Y :p 
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whose atti tude toward its mission is essent · 11 . 1 . . 
I. . . 1a Y re 1g10us-

holv order than 1ke any ex1stmg secular go _ · a government more like a 
· · . vernment today It · h 

to sav that the most important smgle institut· . h · mig t not be too much · . . ion m t e gove 
one which selects, trams, and tests the peopl h .

11 
rn~ent we want will be the 

• • h e w o w1 be the J d d and the executives m t at government people h .11 b u . ges an the legislators 
their behavior and their attitude toward their w 

0
k whi ~ more hke secular priests in 

· • • wor t an hke toda ' 1· · · 
bureaucrats The 1~st1tut1on which prepares these eo le fi . Y s po iticians and 
incorruptible and smgle-minded, with our principl~ P ordt~e1r work must be 

h 
s engrave m the souls of its 

teac ers. 

Ret urn to "What is .. '' Director., II Return to N 1-
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A New Educational System 

~ proper educatio~~l syste~ serves three purposes: it passes a people's cultural, 
mtellectual, and spmtual hentage from generation to generation; it teaches skills and 
techniques; and it guides the character development of individuals from childhood to 
adulthood The first purpose is served by teaching facts and ideas: language history 
science, ethics, and so on. ~- ~ ' · ' 

The second purpose is served by teaching the child or young adult how to do things 
which will be useful to himself and/or society: how to play a musical instrument, how 
to weld, how to manage a business, how to type, how to repair a motor vehicle, how 
to fight with and without weapons, how to draw, how to swim, how to raise children, 
how to grow food , how to build a house. 

The third purpose is served by challenging, testing, conditioning: by forcing the child 
to exercise his will, to discipline himself, to endure discomfort, to make plans and carry 
them out , to overcome fears, to accept responsibility, to be truthful, and gener~lly to 
develop and strengthen those traits of character valued by a healthy Aryan society. 

The present educational system in America completely neglects the third purpose a_nd 
does poorly with the first ·two, even in those fortunate areas not yet encu~bered with 

an appreci~ble "multicultural" contingent. The most important reason for its poor 
performance is that it has lost any cl;ar understanding of purpose. In °rder to pass on a 
people's cultural intellectual and spiritual heritage, it must first kno~ the answer to 
th · ' ' • d h t'on is Poht1cally Incorrect e question Which people's hentage? To ay sue a ques 1 

and there fore not admissible. 

E • · II I ect to understand that the 
v~n half a century ago, before it became Pohtica Y ncor~f ur ose. The reason for 

hentage to be passed on is European, there was no depth P P l'fy fi 
Pas · . . · t t help young people qua 1 . or . 
. smg on the European hentage 1s not JUS O · t' nalists It is to instill 

high ·d b d' nner table conversa 10 · . er-pa1 employment or become etter 1 - . ce consciousness-and 
in them a consciousness of what it means to be European-a ,a 
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thereby to make racial patriots of them Facts and id h . . 
· b eas ave a spmtual comp t d this component must e emphasized in the educational process. onen , an 

There certainly will be sexual and occupational specializati·o · th 
• · · d . . n m e second area of educat10nal act1v1ty, an sexual spec1ahzation in the third E · th fi 

di • • ven m e rst area 
children undoubte y will be separated according to ability· not ev h'ld ct' 

d L · d h · · • · ery c 1 nee s to learn Greek an atm an t e mfirutes1mal calculus to acqui·re a c:e 1· c: hi 
• 11 e mg ior s race and 

its ways. Nevertheless, a p~oper educational system should provide a common body of 
knowledge and understanding shared by everyone, so that every member of the society 
has a fully developed sense ~f peopleh?od. The boy who aims at becoming a machinist 
should read Homer, at le_ast m translation, and the boy who plans to teach literature 
should und~rstand what 1t means to be a good welder, at least to the extent of trying 
his hand at 1t. 

It is by pursuing the third purpose, however, that a new educational system will make 
the most radical contribution to Aryan society. Education which concerns itself with 
the development of the whole person and focuses as strongly on forming character as 
on imparting knowledge or teaching skills dates back to ancient Greece, and it enjoyed 
an all-too-brief revival earlier this century in National Socialist Germany, before being 
outlawed by the advocates of permissiveness. Today permissiveness rules throughout 
the Aryan world . "Education" is something which takes place only in designated 
buildings for a few hours on prescribed days, under conditions approaching chaos. 
Inside or outside these buildings, discipline is minimal. Children grow up in a world 
without standards of performance, without clear guidelines for behavior, without any 
strong source of authority. We see the products of this system all around us: too many 
weak, indecisive men and too many unfeminine women; a general lack of significant 
goals and self-confidence; a self-indulgent population without self-discipline or inner 
strength, restlessly seeking "happiness." 

By ensuring that each child born to our race grows into the strongest, most capable, 
m·ost respo~sible, and most conscious future citizen that his genes mak~ possible, we 
will gain an enormous advantage over any race without such an educatwnal system. 

Return to "\\' hat is . ." Directon· II Return to 1ational Alliance Main Pa!!e 

An l?conomic Policy Based on Racial Principles 

. b d for judging each and every 
There are two fundamental criteria w~1ch must e use fi the long-range welfare 
governmental intervention in economic matters. They ;:~h ~:t;

0 
say that in evaluating 

and progress of the race; and second, human nature. . . w-11 this policy ultimately 
a · • k I es two quest10ns. 1 
ny economtc pohcy we must as ours~ v ? And is it in accord with human 

be beneficial or detrimental to the quahty of our race · 
nature? 
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We look fi rst at the racial effects of a policy a d • . 
· d . . 11 insist that they b . . least not negative-an then we insist that the p 1. b must e positive-or at 

· f h O icy e based on a cl d · • understandtng o uman nature, so that it is workable. ear an realistic 

We can understand better the significance of these t • . . . 
two quite different economic systems, Marxism a d :

0 
pnnc-fitples if w_e ~ons1der briefly 

· n atssez- mre capitalism 

farxist economics has human happiness rather than rac· 1 . . 
· · b d · Ia progress as its ostensible 

aim, and 1t 1s ase on assumptions that are at odds with real 't d • h h 
· ·d· · 1 Y an wit uman nature It aims at prov1 mg matenal comfort for everyone mo 1 11 d · h ·b·i· . , re or ess equa y It 

cannot even a m1t t e poss1 1 1ty of racial progress because th t · 1. h · · h • ' a imp 1es t at some 
types of men are m erently supenor to others and that some direct' f d 

1 ;re more desirable than other directions. ions O eve opment 

Whether o_ne prefe~s the Marxist goal of the_ greatest happiness for the greatest number 
or the National Alliance goal of stronger, wiser, and more beautiful men and women is 
a matter of one's values. It was not on its choice of values that Marxism foundered . 
however, but on its refusal to recognize the fact of human inequality and the nature of 
human motivation. When people are not permitted to work for their own profit and 
advancement, they do not work well; and when a society's leaders do not attain their 
positions through their own merit, that society is likely to be ill led. 

In contrast to the Marxist system, we recognize the need to permit people to compete, 
to reap the fruits of their labor, and to exercise leadership according to their 
demonstrated ability. They will work harder and more efficiently and will order 
themselves in a hierarchy of ability. The result will be a stronger, better led, and more 
prosperous society. There will of course_, be those individuals who will not work or 
whose natural abilities are such that they cannot compete effectively. Rather than 
following the Marxist path of robbing the successful in order to reward the 
unsuccessful we must take measures to ensure that society's lowest elements do not 

' multiply and become more numerous in later generations. 

The laissez faire capitalist system provides another illustrative contrast_. ~n?er such a 
system the ;ociety as a whoie has no goals: there are only the_goals_of mdiv~du~l_men . 
and women The ·capitalist system, like ours, provides strong mcentlves _f~r mdividuals. 
h . · • d nd the weak indec1s1ve, and t e strong aggressive and clever nse an prosper, a '. . . 

. .... ' .... .... ' bl ) t the capitalist stupid remain at the bottom. Leaders tend to be capa e-at eas , 111 

economic environment, with its special conditions 

w· · I' · ty easily can fall prey to certain 
. Ithout a unifying principle, however, a capita _,st so~ie bilit which leads ·the rich to 
inherent weaknesses. One of these weaknesses is the msta y f d'fferences in 
become richer and the poor to become poorer, not solely because o , s 
b. . . I . th possessor an enormou 

a 1hty but because the possession of capita gives e 
1 

·n is the only 
ad · . . ·ta! When persona gai • vantage 111 the compet1t1on for more capt · . things to favor 
motivation in a society those who already are nch cand ahrrange block threats to their 
th I , . . h want an t ey can 

emse_ves they can buy the leg1slat1~n t ey '!fare of the society as a whole They 
power tn ways which may be destructive to the we 
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n hold down the price of labor, limit healthy competition wi'thi th • d ca . . . h · n e society, an 
exploit the environment wit out regard for the long-range consequences · 

The overly rigid so_c_ial stratification resulting from unrestricted capitalism can lead to 
endemic class hos~1hty and even t~ class warfare. It can slow racial progress by making 
the ability to acqulfe and hold capital the supreme survival trait. 

We need an econo~c syste~ which: !n contrast to Marxism, allows individuals to 
succeed in proportion to thelf capab1hty an_d ene~gy, but which, in contrast to 
capitalism, does n_o~ allo~ them ~o enga8e 1~ socially' or racially harmful activity, such 

5 stifling compet1t1on or importing non White labor. We need to structure our 
a conomi~ system so that it cannot fall prey to the instability of capitalism. We need to 
e aintain social flexibility, so that capable and energetic individuals always have the 
mossibility of rising. We need to ensure that capital does not have the possibility of 
p hanging- society's rules to suit itself The way to achieve and maintain an economic 
c ,ste~ which meets these criteria is to design and govern the system subject to the 
:~preme principle: the ultimate aim of all economic policy is racial progress 

RL'turn to "\\.hat is " Di rcct on· II Return to \!ati onal ·\ ll iance \l ain Page 
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- - Who Rules America 
The Allen Gnp on Our News and Enterta· . 

mment Media Must Be Broken 

By the Research Staff of National V d 
B 330 . anguar Books 

ox , Hillsboro, West Virginia 24946 USA 

There is no greater power in the world today than that wield d b h . . 
. · · Am · N k' f e Y t e manipulators of pubhc opinion m enca. o mg or pope o old no conquering general hi h . 

f I ' . or g pnest ever 
disposed o a power even remote y approaching that of the fiew d h . ozen men w o control 
America's mass news and entertamment media. 

Their power is not distant and impersonal· it reaches into every home 1·n Am · d • . . . . , . enca, an 1t 
works its _will dunng ne~rl_y every wakmg hour. It 1s the power which shapes and molds the 
mind of virtually every c1t1zen, young or old, rich or poor, simple or sophisticated. 

The mass media form for us our image of the world and then tell us what to think about that 
image. Essentially everything we know -- or think we know -- about events outside our own 
neighborhood or circle of acquaintances comes to us via our daily newspaper, our weekly 
news magazine, our radio, or our television. 

It is not just the heavy-handed suppression of certain news stories from our newspapers or 
the blatant propagandizing of history-distorting TV "docudramas" which characterizes the 
opinion-manipulating techniques of the media masters. They exercise both subtlety and 
thoroughness in their management of both the news and the entertainment which they 
present to us . 

For example, the way in which the news is covered: which items are emphasized ~nd which 
are played down, the reporter's choice of words, tone of voice, ~d facia~ e~press10ns; the 
wording of headlines; the choice of illustrations -- all of these thmgs subhmmally and yet 
profoundly affect the way in which we interpret what we see or hear. 

On top of this of course the columnists and editors remove any remaining doubt from our 
minds as to ju;t what we' are to think about it all . Employing carefully developed_ . h 

h . h d · · so that we can be m tune wit psyc olog1cal techniques they ouide our thoug t an opinion I h t 
the "in" crowd the "bea~tiful p:ople " the "smart money." They let us know_ exa~t y w a I 
our attitudes should be toward vario~s types of people and behavior by pla~mg ~ 0~~ pe~~ e 
or that behavior in the context of a TV drama or situation comedy and havmg t e o er 
characters react to them in the Politically Correct way. 

Molding American Minds 
F . r k d and socially sought after by 

0
; example, a racially mixed couple will be respected, 1

: '. ssman or a sensitive and ~;I er characters, as will a "take charge" Black scholar o~n~st1~:gal ali;n from Mexico On 
ented homosexual, or a poor but honest and hardwor 0 
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the other hand, a White racist -- that is any racial! . 
kance at miscegenation or at the rap{dly darke . y cons_cto~s White person who looks 

as d • nmg racial s1tuatio · Am · 
portrayed, at best, as a esp1cabl~ bigot who is reviled b the n m enca -- is 

S
a dangerous psychopath who 1s fascinated by fi Y 0ther characters, or, at worst 

a . . rearms and is a m 11 ' 
itizens The White racist "gun nut," in fact has b f: . . enace to a law-abiding 

c ' ecome a arrultar stereotype on TV shows. 

The average American, of whose daily life TV-watching t k h 
. h b th fi . l . . a es sue an unhealthy port' distinguis es etween ese ctlona situations and realit nl . h . . ion, 

responds to the televised actions, statements and attitud~ 
0 

//:/ difficulty, tf at all . He 
his own peers in real life. For all too many ~ericans the sol aldcthors much as he does to 

· f h TV · . . rea wor as been replaced by the 
false reality o t e environment, and 1t 1s to this false realit th t hi 

h TV • . Y a s urge to conform 
responds . Thus, w en a scnptwnter expresses approval of som ·d d . 

h .c . . . e t eas an actions 
through the TV c aracters 1or whom he 1s wntmg and disapproval of th h ·11· · ' o ers, e exerts a 
powerful pressure on mt tons of viewers toward conformity with his own views. 

And as it is with TV entertainment, so it is also with the news whether televised · t d • · · h. b hi .c , or pnn e . 
The ms1d1ous t mg a o_ut t_ s 1orm of thought control is that even when we realize that 
entertainment or news ts biased, the media masters still are able to manipulate most of us. 
This is because they not only slant what they present, but they establish tacit boundaries and 
ground rules for the permissible spectrum of opinion. 

As an example, consider the media treatment of Middle East news. Some editors or 
commentators are slavishly pro-Israel in their every utterance, while others seem nearly 
neutral. No one, however, dares suggest that the U. S. government is backing the wrong side 
in the Arab-Jewish conflict and that it served Jewish interests rather than American interests 
to send US forces to cripple Iraq, Israel's principal rival in the Middle East. Thus, a 
spectrum of permissible opinion, from pro-Israel to nearly neutral, is established. 

Another example is the media treatment of racial issues in the United States. Some 
commentators seem almost dispassionate in reporting news of racial strife, while others ar~ 
emotionally partisan -- with the partisanship always on the non-White side. All of the me~ia 
spokesmen without exception, however, take the position that "multiculturalism" and racial 
mixing are here to stay, and that they are good things. 

Because there are differences in degree, however, most Americans fail to realize_that they are 
b · · · b " ged news" falls mto the trap emg marupulated. Even the citizen who complains a out mana . . 
f h'nki · t ctrum of op1ruon he can escape 0 t 1 ' ng that because he is presented with an apparen spe . . 1 , th h . • h d' ommentator of his choice t s a et ought controllers' influence by behevmg t e e ttor or c . . f bl' 

"heads I win tails you lose" situation. Every point on the pemussible spect~m O _PU . ic 
• . . ' d • · ssible fact or v1ewpomt ts 

opinion 1s acceptable to the media masters -- an no tmpermt 
allowed any exposure at all, if they can prevent it. 

Th . . . . . lithic. All of the controlled media --
e control of the opm1on-moldmg media ts nearly m?no . ak with a single 

televis· • • b ks mot10n pictures -- spe 
. 10n, radio, newspapers, magazines, oo , f •ety there is no real dissent, 

voice, each reinforcino the other. Despite the appearance O van 'f people which might 
no alte . o 'bl to the great mass o d rnat1ve source of facts or ideas accesst e . t s They are presente 
allow tl . . . h h of the media mas er . ,.. . r , ,. . 

. ,, 1_erntoformopm10nsatoddsw1t t ose_ .. _· ... __ ,. . - ,,. _ -- · 
. · . 1 _ • {', 1. _ 

1 
_t 1 J ' · 1. _ 1. -
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n a sin11.1c v1ev, OJ tne wono -- a wono in w 
1\l t • ~ nicn every voi 
races. the inerrant nature of_the Jewi h "Holocaust" tale the ceyroc1a1ms rne equamy or rne 

ha lt a flood of non-White alt en from pouring ac ' wickedness of attempting to 
ross our borders th d 

citizen to k ep and bear arm , the moral equivalence f 
11 

, e_ ang_er of permitting 

de irabi litv of a "pluralt tic," co mopolitan society ratho ah sexual orientations, and the 
· · er t an a homo . . 1·ew of the world de 1gned by the media masters to .t h . geneous one. It 1s a 

, . . su1 t etr own end d h 
conform to that view I overwhelming. People adapt th . . . _s -- an _t e pressure to 
it and shape their lives to fit it. etr opiruons to It, vote m accord with 
, 

A.nd who are these all-powerful masters of the media? As h 11 ' J ws · we s a see, to a very large extent they are e . 

Electronic News & Entertainment Media 

Continuing government deregulation of the telecommunications industry has res It d t · · d · · b . u e , no m 
the toute? _,~crease compet1t1on, ut rather m an acc~le'.a~ing wave of corporate mergers 
and acqu1s1 t1ons that have ~~oduced a handful of mult1-b1lhon-dollar media conglomerates. 
Whenever you watch telev1s1on, whether from a local broadcasting station or via a cable or 
satellite dish; whenever you see a feature film in a theater or at home; whenever you listen to 
the radio or re~orded n:1usic; whene~er you read a newspaper, book, or magazine -- it is very 
likely that the mformat1on or entertamment you receive was produced and/or distributed by 
one of these megamedia companies. 

The largest media conglomerate today, with 1997 revenues of $23 billion, is the Walt Disney 
Company. Its chairman and CEO, Michael Eisner, is a Jew. The Disney empire, headed by a 
man described by one media analyst as "a control freak," includes several television 
production companies (Walt Disney Television, Touchstone Television, Buena Vista 
Television) and cable networks with more than 100 million subscribers altogether. 

As for feature film s, the Walt Disney Picture Group, headed by Joe Roth (al~o a Jew), 
includes Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, and Caravan Pictures. Disney also owns 
Miramax Films, run by the Weinstein brothers, who have produced such ultra-raunchy 
movies as ?he Crying Game, Priest, and Kids. 

\\_'hen the Disney Company was run by the Gentile Disn~y family pr_ior_to i_ts takeover b?' 
Eisner in 1984 it epitomized wholesome family entertainment. While it Shll holds the r~gh~s 
to Snow White' under Eisner the compan~ has expanded into the Product_ion of a great ea 
of so-called "adult " material. In addition to TV and movies, the corporati~n owns 
Disneyland, Disney World, Epcot Center, Tokyo Disneyland, and Euro Disney. 

D' h f onsumer products -- books, 
isney also sell s annually well over a billion dollars wort O 

9
c
95 

E" r acquired Capital 
t~y_s, and clothing -- through 636 Disney stores. In AuguSt 1 . h

1
~:~urn owns ten TV 

C,t,~slABC, Inc, which owns the ABC Television Net~ ork, ;~~adelphia Los Angeles, San 
~tat,o~s outright in such big markets as New York, _Chicago,_ in the Ucited States and is 
ranc,sco, and Houston In addition, it has 225 affihated stations 

~n . owner of several European TV companies. 
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• QC's cable subsidiary, ESPN, is headed by presi·d 
tuJ • ent and CEO s 
Jew. The corporation also has a controlling share of Lifetim t~v_en Bornstein, who is a 

E tertainment Network cable companies ABC R d' N e Telev1s1on and the Arts & 
n . . . . a 10 etwork ow 26 AM 

stations, again 1_n maJor c1t1es such as New York, Washin ns and FM 
er 3 400 affiliates. gton, and Los Angeles, and has av , 

Although primarily a telecommunications company Cap't I C . 
billion in publishing _in l 99~. It owns seven daily n;wspa

1 
:rs ;::/ A!3C ea~ed _over $1 

(Women's Wear Daily), Chilton Publications (automotiv~ m ' 1 c)hild Pubhc~t1on~ 
Publishing Group . anua s ' and the D1vers1fied 

Time Warner, Inc., with 1997 revenues of more than$ I 3 billion · th d f 
· d' I · h T' , 1s e secon o the international me ia ev1at ans. 1me Warner leapfrogged over th w 1 0 . C 

d. . . e at 1sney ompany to 
first place am_ong me 1a giants ~hen 1t acquired Turner Broadcasting System in 1996 but it 
slipped back mto second place m 1997. The chairman of the board and CEO fr· ' 

Id M L . . J . o 1me 
Warner, Gera . evm, ts a ew. Time Warner's subsidiary HBO is the country's largest 
pay-TV cable network . 

Until the purchase in May 1998 of PolyGram by Edgar Bronfrnan Jr. Warner u ,c v as 
America's largest record company, with 50 labels, the biggest of which i amer Brothers 
Record . Warner Music was an early promoter of "gangsta rap." Through it in ol ement 
11·ith lnterscope Records (prior to Interscope's acquisition b C ) it helped popularize a 
genre whose graphic lyri cs explicit ly urge Blacks to commit act of violence again t \ hite 

In add ition to cable and music, Time Warner i heavi l in ol ed in the production of fi ature 
fi lms (Warner Brothers Studio, Castle Rock Entertainment , and ew Line inema and 
publishing. Time Warner's publi shing di ision ( editor-in-chief om,an Pearl tin . a J I i 
the largest magazine publi sher in the country ( fime , ,\fJOrt. !//11. !rared, People, Fort1111e). 

The deal which temporarily made Gerald Levin number-one media magnate -- .t~e acqui _ition 
ofTed Turner's Turner Broadcasting System -- also took one of the fe remam111_ Gentile 
out of the top ranks of media bosses. When Ted Turner, the Gentile media m_a enck. made a 
bid to buy CBS in 1985, there was panic in media boardroom aero s the nation Tu~er had 
made a fortu ne in advertisino and then had built a succe ful cable-T new network, C 

::i · · · · · C and had .-\!though Turner employed a number of Jews 111 key execut, e po ,t,on_ 111 
ne · k · · · · h · t t he ·,s a man with a large ego and a 1er ta ·en public pos1t1ons contrary to Jew1s 111 ere • 

. ·11 · p I and the other Je1 at B strong personality and was regarded by Chairman I iam a e . 
. · · the future tum again t them as uncontrollable a loose cannon who might at some time 111 bl. I h d 

F h h d k d for Turner pu ,c c arge urt ermore, Jewish newsman Daniel Schorr, who a ' or e 
that his former boss held a personal dislike for Jews. 

T . . . . • 1 · h theater, hotel, insurance, and 
.
0 block Turner's bid CBS executives mv1ted billionaire ewis f h mpan and from 

c1g "fr. di " takeover o t e co , 
~arette magnate Laurence Tisch to launch a ,en Y . threat of non-Jewish 

1986 t'll !9 . . d CEO f CBS remo mg an . 1 95 Tisch was the cha1m1an an ° . ' . twork ha\·e been 1nflu quire a maJor ne ence there Subsequent efforts by Turner to ac f CBS stock and has 
obst . ly 20 percent o ructed b)1 Levin's Time Warner which owns near 
1·et ' 0 power over major deals. 

1 l •R•QR 12:25 PM 
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Th S despite being an innovator and garnering he di ' 
u ' . d b a mes Turne 

"connections" requtre to ea t!11e media master. He fin~ll d ~ nev~r commanded the 
. . 'em and he sold out to Levm. Y ecided, if you can't lick 'em 
JOtn , , 

Number three on the list, with 1997 revenues of just over $ 13 bi! . . . 
by Sumner Redstone (born Murray Rothstein). Viacom hi h hon, is Viacom, Inc, headed 

rograms for the three largest networks owns 13 telev-' ~ c ~roduces and distributes TV 
p ' 1s1on stations and 12 d' . 
roduces feature films through Paramount Pictures head d b J ra 10 stations. It 

P ' e Y ewess Sherry Lansing. 

Its publishing division includes Simon & Schuster Scribner Th F p 
. 'b 'd h h ' ' e ree ress and Pocket Books It d1stn utes vt eos t roug over 4,000 Blockbuster sto It· 1 ' . . 

· h k • res. 1s a so mvolved m satellite broadcastmg, t eme par s, and video games. 

Viacom's chief claim to fame, however, is as the world's largest provider f b. 1 . h h . Sh . o ca e 
programmm?' t roug its owt1I?e, MTV, Nickelodeon, and other networks. Since l 989 
MTV and Nickelodeon have acqwred larger and larger shares of the juvenile television 
audience Re?stone, who actually owns 76 per cent of the shares of Viacom, until recently 
offered B~a_v1s and Butthead as te~n role models and currently is the largest single purveyor 
of race-m1xmg propaganda to White teenagers and sub-teens in America and Europe. MTV 
pumps its racially mixed rock and rap videos into 210 million homes in 71 countries and is 
the dominant cultural influence on White teenagers around the world. 

Nickelodeon has by far the largest share of the four-to-11-year-old TV audience in America 
and also is expanding rapidly into Europe. Most of its shows do not yet display the blatant 
degeneracy which is MTV's trademark, but Redstone is gradually nudging the fare presented 
to his kiddie viewers toward the same poison purveyed by MTV. 

The new boy on the megamedia block is Edgar Bronfman, Jr ., president and CEO of 
Seagram Company, Ltd , the liquor giant His father, Edgar Bronfman, Sr., is president of 
the World Jewish Congress. Seagram owns two large production companies,_ MCA and 
Universal Pictures (now merged under the name Universal Studios). Among its many other 
properties, MCA owns Interscope Records, the foremost promoter of "gangsta rap ." 

Bronfman became the biggest man in the record business in May 1998 when he also acquired 
control of PolyGram the European record giant by paying $10.6 billion to the Dutch h 
I · ' ' d fr PolyGram added to t at e ectronics manufacturer Philips. With the expecte revenue om . . with annual 

from MCA and Universal Bronfman will have the fourth largeSt media emptre, .. . 
, t f the PolyGram acqU1s1t1on 

revenues around $12 billion. One especially unfortunate aspec o . al music CDs· 
is that it gives Bronfman control of the world's largest producer ~~:~s~\ecord companies. 
PolyGram owns the Deutsche Grammophon, Decca-L0nd0n, an p 

\Vi h . f J ws it is difficult to believe that 
s t the top four media conglomerates m the hands O 

. e ' deliberate concerted effort 
uch an overwhelming degree of control came about w1th0ut a ' 

on their part 

What b · ? a out the other big media companies • 

• • n 1n n 1"'1 , .,C: DlA 
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Rupert :\1urdoch's ews Corporation, which owns Fox Tele . . 

F 
. Film . and Fox 2000, is the fifth largest megam d. visio~ N~twork, 20th Century 

o:-- f $ b. . e 1a corporation m the . h 
I 997 re,·enue o over 11 ti hon. It is the only other media c . country, wit 

1 
se to the top four. Murdoch is a Gentile Australian b t p ompany ~hich comes even 

c 0d CEO of Fox Group, which includes all of News C u e~er ~herrun, who is president 
an . . h U . orporation s film television and 

Ublishing operations mt e ruted States is a Jew Unde Ch . ' . ' 
P · k. J ' · r errun, as chairman of Fox 
2000 is Laura Zis ' In, a ewess. Jew Peter Roth works unde Ch . . ' C · r ernm as president of Fox 
Entertainment ews orporat1on also owns the New York Post a d TV G .d 
published under Chernin's supervision n UI e, and they are 

Most of '.he television and movie production companies that are not owned by the largest 
corporations are al so controlled by Jews. For example, New World Entert · t d' 

1 
ammen , 

pr~claimed by 
11

o_ne me 1a ana yst as "the premiere independent TV program producer in the 
United States, 1s owned by Ronald Perelman, a Jew who also owns Revlon cosmetics and 
offered a job to Monica Lewinsky when Bill Clinton was trying to keep her quiet. 

The best known of the smaller media companies, Dream Works SKG, is a strictly kosher 
affair Dream Works was formed in 1994 amid great media hype by recording industry mogul 
David Geffen, former Disney Pictures chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg, and film director Steven 
Spielberg, all three of whom are Jews. The company produces movies, animated films, 
television programs, and recorded music. Considering the cash and connections that Geffen, 
Katzenberg, and Spielberg have, Dream Works may soon be in the same league as the big 
four. 

It is well known that Jews have controlled the production and distribution of films since the 
inception of the movie industry in the early decades of this century. This is still the case 
today. 

Films produced by just the four largest motion picture companies mentioned above -
Disney, Warner Brothers, Paramount (Viacom), and Universal (Seagram) -- accounted for 
two-thirds of the total box-office receipts for the year 1997. 

The big three in television network broadcasting used to be ABC, CBS, and ~C. WWhii~hl 
th

e 
. . . . h longer independent ent1t1es. e consohdation of the media emplfes, these t ree are no . . . . . ABC b 

h · II d by a Jew smce its mception. Y 
t ey were independent, however, each was contra e Tisch and NBC first 
Leonard Goldenson CBS first by William Paley and then by Laurencled d ' these 
b D • ' b o eriods of severa eca es 
Y avid Sarnoff and then by his son Ro ert . ver P d h t' 1 Jewishness of 

networks were staffed from top to bottom with Jews, an t eb ess~n tby other corporations. 
network television did not change when the networks were a sor e 
The Jewish presence in television news remains particularly strong. 

. k news programs are F . h f the mam networ . 
or example, the executive producers of all t ree O Ti . ht ith Peter Jennings 1s Paul 

Jews The executive producer of ABC's World News omg_thwTom Brokaw is Neal Shapiro. 
Friedman The executive producer of NBC Nightly News ;

1 
· h · Al Oritz. If you prefer 

The executive producer of CBS Evening News with Dan . aAlt eBr e1srman who also is a Jew. Or 
C'R\· r · · reducer 1s , 
. ' h,s Morning News instead, the executive? . Ka Ian also a Jew. 
if You get your news fro m CNN, the boss there is Rick p ' 

• , 1n 1nfl 1-i ."'I.::: Dt.A 
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The Print Media 
After television news, daily newspapers are the most .nfl . . . 
A,merica Sixty million of them are sold (and presu ~l uential information medium in 
divided among some 1,500 different publications ;a Y _re:d) each day. These millions are 

O
f different newspapers across America would p~ov;de mig ; conclude !hat the sheer number 

A1 h . e a sa1eguard agamst · • 
and distortion. as, sue 1s not the case. There is less . d d mmonty control 

· f · • . m epen ence less com t'( d much less representation o maJonty mterests than a casual b ' pe 1 10n, an 
o server would think. 

The days when most cities and even towns had several indepe d ti 

Published by local people with close ties to the community arengoen yTowdned newspapers 
d b h ne . o ay most "local" 

newspapers are owne y a rat er small number of large companies c t 11 d b . 
· k h d d on ro e y executives 

who hve and war un re s or even thousands of miles away The c.act · th t nl b , . · 1i 1s a o y a out 25 
per cent of the count:)' s 1,500 papers are independently owned; the rest belong to 
multi-newspaper chams. Only 100 of the total number have circulations of more than 
I 00,000 Only a ha_n?ful are large enough to maintain independent reporting staffs outside 
their own communities; the rest must depend on these few for all of their national and 
international news. 

In only 50 cities in America are there more than one daily newspaper, and competition is 
frequently nominal even among them, as between morning and afternoon editions under the 
same ownership . Examples of this are the Huntsville, Alabama, morning News and afternoon 
fones; the Birmingham, Alabama, morning Post Herald and afternoon News; the Mobile, 
Alabama, morning Register and afternoon Press; the Springfield, Massachusetts, morning 
Union, afternoon News, and Sunday-only Republican; the Syracuse, New York, morning 
Post-Standard and afternoon Herald-Journal -- all owned by the Jewish Newhouse brothers 
through their holding company, Advance Publications. 

The Newhouse media empire provides an example of more than the lack of real competition 
among America's daily newspapers: it also illustrates the insatiable ~pp~tite Jews have shown 
for all the organs of opinion control on which they could fasten thelf gnp. The ewhouses 
own 26 daily newspapers, including several large and important. ones, such as t_he Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, the Newark Star-Ledger, and the New Orleans Trmes-Prcay,me, ewhouse 
Broadcasting consisting of 12 television broadcasting stations and 87 cable-TV systems, . 
· I d' ' k . h s day supplement Parade, with inc u mg some of the country's largest cable networ s, t e un . . 
a circulation of more than 22 million copies per week; some two dozen maJor 1;1agazmes, 
• . . • r,r · F, Ende s 
including the New Yorker Vogue Mademoiselle, Glamow · ramty ar~, f h, h II 
G , , II h th magazines o t e w o y entlemen's Quarterly, Self. House & Garden, and a t e O er 
owned Conde Nast group . 

Thi J · s el Newhouse, an immigrant from 
R s . ew1sh media empire was founded by the late amu h d media holdings worth an 
u_ss,a \Vhen he died in 1979 at the age of 84, he bequea~ ~ -th a number of further 

estimated $1 J billion to his two sons, Samuel and Donal . , t more than $8 billion today. 
acquisitions, the net worth of Advance Publications has grown o 

The . house family was in large degree made 
gobbling up of so many newspapers by the New 
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ssible by the ·fact that newspape-rs ·are not supp rt db . . _ 
pdo ,erti sers It is advertising revenue -- not the s o Ile h y their subscribers, but by their 
a ' ma c ange coll t d fi aders __ that largely pays the editor's salary and y· Id h ec e rom a newspaper's 
re 1e s t e owner's profit. 

Whenever the large adverti sers in a city choose to f:a 
c. d vor one newspape h . their business, the 1avore newspaper will flourish whil . . r over anot er with 

beginning of this century, when Jewish mercantile pow e 
1
~s cAmomp~htor dies. Since the 

h h b er in enca became a d · 
economic force, t ere a_s een a steady rise in the number of Americ onu~ant 
Jewish hands, accomparued by a steady decline in the numbe f an ~ewspap~rs m 

· ·1 1 f • r O competing Gentile newspapers -- pnman y as a resu t o selective advertising pol· • b J . 
icies Y ew1sh merchants. 

Furthermore, even those newspapers still under Gentile ownership d 
d J • . . an management are so 

thoroughly depen ent upon ew1sh advertising revenue that their edi'ton· 1 d 
· 1 · · I 1 • . . a an news 

reporting po 1c~es are arge y constrained by Jewish hkes and dislikes. It holds true in the 
newspaper busmess as elsewhere that he who pays the piper calls the tune. 

Three Jewish Newspapers 

The suppression of competition and the establishment oflocal monopolies on the 
dissemination of news and opinion have characterized the rise of Jewish control over 
America's newspapers . The resulting ability of the Jews to use the press as an unopposed 
instrument of Jewish policy could hardly be better illustrated than by the examples of the 
nation's three most prestigious and influential newspapers: the New York Times, the Wall 
Street Jo11mal, and the Washington Post. These three, dominating America's financial and 
political capitals, are the newspapers which set the trends and the guidelines for nearly all the 
others. They are the ones which decide what is news and what isn't, at the national and 
international levels. They originate the news; the others merely copy it. And all three 
newspapers are in Jewish hands. 

The New York Times is the unofficial social, fashion, entertainment, political, and cultural 
guide of the nation. It tells America's "smart set" which books to buy and which films to see; 
which opinions are in style at the moment; which politicians, educators, spiritual leader~, 
artists, and businessmen are the real comers. And for a few decades in the last century it was 
a genuinely American newspaper. 

The New York Times was founded in 1851 by two Gentiles, Henry J. Raymond and Geo'.ghe 
J . fr J , state by a wealthy Jew1s ones. After their deaths it was purchased m 1896 om ones s e . , 
publisher Adolph Ochs 'His great-great-grandson, Arthur Sulzberger, Jr., i~ the Jape: s 
current p~blisher and the chairman of the New y ork Times Co. The executive e itor is 

Joseph Lelyveld, also a Jew (he is a rabbi's son). 

Th S . y rk Times Co., 33 other newspapers, 
in e ~lzberger family also owns, throu~h the New O 

1 1 billion; twelve magazines, 
i clud~ng the Boston Globe, purchased 1? Ju~e 199~ for ~ · re than 5 million each; seven 
ncl_uding McCall's and Family Circle with c!fculations O mohr b k publishing 

rad1 d TV tern· and t ee 00 
0 an TV broadcasting stations; a cable- sys '. ston·es features, and 

corn · · rruts news , . rl panies The New York Times News Service trans rs news :rn·enc1es an 
nhot · 506 other newsnane · · 

OQrr1 nhs from the New Ynrk Times hv wire to 
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magazines 

Of similar national importance is the Washingto p . 
• 11 ost which b bl ' • throughout government agencies in Washingto h ' . . , Y esta 1shing its "leaks" 

n, as an ms1de tra k . 
Federal government c on news mvolving the 

The Washington Post, like the New York Times h d . . . 
in 1877 by Stilson Hutchins, purchased from hi~ i: 1~~~:Jewish ongm. It was established 
inherited by Edward B. McLean. In June 1933 how Y Jhohn ~-McLean, and later 

' ever, at t e height of th G 
Depression, the newspaper was forced into bankruptc It e reat 

M • y. was purchased at ab nkru 
auction by Eugene eyer, a Jewish financier and former part f h . ~ a ptcy 

• · · . ner o t e m1amous B d 
Baruch, mdustry czar m Amenca dunng the First World War ernar 

The Washington Post is now run by Katherine Meyer Graham E M , 
· · · 1 kh Id , ugene eyers daughter 

She 1s the prmc1pa stoc o er and the board chairman of the Washi gt p C · . . n on ost o In 1979 
she ~ppomted her son Donald p~bhsher of the paper. He now also holds the posts ;f 
president and CEO of the Washmgton Post Co. 

The Washi?gton Post Co. has a num_be~ of other media holdings in newspapers, television, 
and magazmes, most notably the nations number-two weekly newsmagazine, Newsweek. 

In a joint venture with the New York Times, the Post publishes the International Herald 
Trih 1111e, the most widely distributed English language daily in the world . 

The Wall Street Journal, which sells I. 8 million copies each weekday, is the nation's 
largest-circulation daily newspaper. It is owned by Dow Jones & Company, Inc, a New York 
corporation which also publishes 24 other daily newspapers and the weekly financial tabloid 
Barron's, among other things. The chairman and CEO of Dow Jones is Peter R Kann, who 
is a Jew. Kann also holds the posts of chairman and publisher of the Wall Street Journal. 

Most of New York's other major newspapers are in no better hands than the New York Times 
and the Wall Street Journal. In January 1993 the New York Daily Ne":s was bought ~om 
the estate of the late Jewish media mogul Robert Maxwell (born Ludvik Hoch) by Jewish 
real-estate developer Mortimer B. Zuckerman The Village Voic~ is the personal property of 
Leonard Stem the billionaire Jewish owner of the Hartz Mountam pet supply firm. And, as 
mentioned abdve, the New York Post is owned by News Corporation under the Jew Peter 
Chemin 

News Magazines 
Th . · · fi t I ision radio films music, 

e story is pretty much the same for other media a~ it is or e ev n1' thre~ of an~ note 
and newsp_apers . Consider, for example, newsmagazmes. There ~e ; o!Jd Report. 
published m the United States: Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News 

Ti111 , . . . . bl ' h d by a subsidiary of Time Warner 
C e, Wit_h a _weekly circulation of 4. 1 m1Ihon, is pu is be h 1989 merger of Time, Inc, 

ommunicat1ons the new media conglomerate formed Y t e • t ' T'IC .,~ ""'" "t;" " " r1 
,, ,1th , ~, ' lXT .,. r,...r"'l"'...,.,, ,..,, f'H) 11"\ 

~rnor r ,....""""""; ,...,t;,....n~ Tho ri::n ,... fT;....,,, -,,-n<> 

11 1Q/OR 17·7 'i PM 
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Newsweek, as mentioned above, is published by the Washin on p 

Jewess Katherine Meyer Graham. Its weekly circulati·o . 
3
gt

2 
. ~st Company, under the 

n 1s . m1lhon. 

US News & World Report, with a weekly circulation of 2 3 .II' . 
by the aforementioned Mortimer B. Zuckerman, who als ·h mi kion, is own~~ and published 

. . f f h . c: . o as ta en the pos1t1on of 
editor-m-chie o t e magazine 1or himself Zuckerman also owns the A . 
New York's tabloid newspaper, the Daily News which is the 'xth I tlanl!c M?nthly and 

' SI - argest paper m the 
count ry 

Our Responsibility 

Those are the facts of media control in America. Anyone willing to spend a few h · 
1 1, : · d' . ours m a 

large library OOKJng mto current e 1t1ons of yearbooks on the radio and television ind t · · · f us nes 
and into direct ones o newspapers and magazines; into registers of corporations and their 
offi cers, such as those published by Standard and Poors and by Dun and Bradstreet and into 
standard biographical reference works can verify their accuracy. They are undeniabie and 
when confronted with them Jewish spokesmen customarily will use evasive tactics. "Ted 
Turner isn't a Jew! " they will announce triumphantly, as if that settled the issue. If pressed 
further they will accuse the confronter of "anti-Semitism" for even raising the subject. It is 
fea r of thi s accusation which keeps many persons silent who know the facts . 

But we must not remain silent on this most important of issues! The Jewish control of the 
American mass media is the single most important fact of life, not just in America, but in the 
whole world today. There is nothing -- plague, famine , economic collapse, even nuclear war 
-- more dangerous to the future of our people. 

Jewish media control determines the fo reign policy of the United States and per~ts Jewish 
interests rather than American interests to decide questions of war and peace. Without 
Jewish media control there would have been no Persian Gulf war, for example, and no 

' continued beating of the drums for another war against Iraq . 

B • • · t d' e are doing more than Y perm1ttmg the Jews to control our news and entertammen me ta w 
merely giving them a decisive influence on our political system and virtual co~trol of our 
government we also are giving them control of the minds and souls of our children, whose 
tt ' d ' · I · · d J · sh films than by parents, a llu es and ideas are shaped more by Jewish te ev1s1on an ewi 

schools, or any other influence. 

Th J k h I d · persuading a whole e ew-controlled entertainment media have ta en t e ea 111 . h · thing at 
ge · d bl way of hfe that t ere 1s no 

neration that homosexuality is a normal an accepta e . 'Whi n marrying 
all wrong with White women dating or marrying Black men, or with te emxecept that the 
A · · b·1· d character --
Siattc women that all races are inherently equal 111 a I ity an • other races· and that 

ch ' f h' foppressm 0 
' aracter of the \Vhite race is suspect because o a 1story ? 0 

any effort by Whites at racial self-preservation is reprehensible. 

,1 10 1no , -, .-, °' PAA 
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\
11 must oppose the further spreading of this poison 
,ve h among our people d 
h Power of those w o are spreading it. It would be . t I bl , an we must break 
t e . . • . m o era e for such p t b · 
l ds of any alien mmonty, with values and interests d'ffi fr ower o em the 1
han Jews with their 3,OOO-year history of nation-wrec~ erefrnt om ?ur own But to permit 
t e ' • ng, om ancient Egypt to R · 
h Id such power over us 1s tantamount to race suicide Ind d h ~ uss1a, to 
o d fill d . h . ee ' t e iact that so many Whit Americans to ay are so I e wit a sense of racial guilt and If h d . e 
eek the death of their own race is a dehberate consequence soefJ- a~reh thad~ they actively 

s ew1s me 1a control. 

Once we have absorbed and understood the fact of Jewish media co t 
1 

• • 
·b·1· d h n ro , 1t 1s our 

inescapable respons1 1 1ty to o w atever is necessary to break that cont I W hr'nk 
· · b · hi ·1 . ro . e must s 1 

from n_o~hm? m_ calm hatlmg _t s ~v1 poh~er ':hich has fastened its deadly grip on our people 
and is mJectmg its et a poison mto t eir mmds and souls. If we fail to destroy it , it certainly 
wi ll destroy our race. 

Let us begin now to acquire knowledge and take action toward this necessary end . 

Owners, managers, and corporate relationships change from time to time, of course. All of 
the names and other data in this report have been checked carefully and are accurate as of 
November 1998. 

:t; 1998 National Vanguard Books · Box 330 · Hillsboro ·WV 249-'6 · USA 
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Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 

Things the liberal media told you that just aren't true. 

The Klan hates black people. 

This is a _lie and the lib~ral media knows i~ . We believe everyone has a right to be proud of their 
race, which means White people have a nght to be proud also. Therefore we believe that 
anti-White policies should be discarded and that people should be hired, promoted and given 
scholarships according to their ability and not because we feel sorry for them or b;cause they have 
the "politically correct" color of skin. 

2. The Klan is against Catholics. 

That is another liberal media lie. We believe that all Christians, regardless of their religious 
preference need to work in harmony for the future of our children and Western Christian 
Civilization. 

3. If you join the Klan you will have to break the law and commit crimes against black people. 

The liberal media says this even though it is not true because th~y _want you to be a~aid of joining 
the Klan and going to jail. They know that if White people ever JOin together we will be able to 
st0P the destruction of our race and nation. This lie is told to keep the good, decent, and ho~orable 
C~ristian people from ever joining our movement. Klan members take a pledge not to comnut 
cnmes 

What the Klan really is. 

l. The Kla . h . f h. chr· . n and women who are joined together because of the 
n 1s a gat ermg o W 1te 1stian me . . d. 'dual and we do not attempt to 

common bond they share by blood and faith . Each person is an 10 ivi 
do your think· fi 0 

1 Th . mg or you . . Whites Ri hts group in the world. ur 
e Klan 1s the oldest, largest, and most professwnal . g holding and defending Western 

membership draws from all walks of life. We are committed to up 
Chnstian civilization 

The KI 
an Political Agenda. 



I 
F. I 

America irst . 
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The very first responsibility of our government is to t h 
h • . pro ect t e welfa r; b h AMERICANS - not t ose m MeXIco, Vietnam Soma!' H . . re \Jo s, ealth, future) of 

It is time to take America back. ' ta, aiti , or some other third world country. 

2 
Drug testing for Welfare Recipients. 

Not everyone who is on welfare is taking drugs. We are aware f th b 
· h · · · 1 ° at, ut there are many 

especially 111 ousmg proJects m arge urban areas who are takin d If h ' 
d h d , d ' g rugs. t ey have enough 

money for rugs, t ey on t nee your money. If a welfare recipient is a d h . 
check, food stamps, public housing, and etc. should be cut. rug user, t eir welfare 

Protect America's Birthright. 

If the Klan were in p~litical power la_ws would be_enacted that would prevent American industry 
and property from bemg sold to foreigners . Amenca should be owned by Americans _ not 
Japanese, Arabs or Jews. 

-1 Do away with Affirmative Action Programs. 

People in America should be hired, promoted or given scholarships based on abilit , not because 
they have the right color of skin or because we feel sorry for them or because we are tryi ng to 
appease some kind of self-inflicted guilt . 

Protect American Jobs. 

Americans are loosing jobs to foreign nations because our industry is movi~g to e _ico to obtain 
cheap labor which is often only 60 or 70 cents an hour. American industry is also entic~d ~o mo e 
to Mexico in order to save millions because of non-existing environmental laws. The cnmmals m 
Washington have passed NAFT A and are now selling us out with GATT. 

6 Close our Border. 

The fl ood of illeoal aliens comino across our borders needs to be stopped._ If we_ can put 
43 

OOhO . 
I . ::, ::, 0 Id ' · Saudi Arabia to protect t e1r 

0 diers in South Korea to protect their borders, 500,00 so iers in h · · f 
b d d t t our country from t e in as1on o 
. or ers Why can not we put troops on our bor er~ to pro ec ture of the children of Mexico. 
illegal aliens? We must protect the future of our children, not the fu 

Outlaw homo-sexuality and inter-racial marriages. 

Un . ' ' nd miscegenation Jaws and statutes that 
ti! 20 or so years aoo nearly all states had sodomy a 

I 
d e 1· ,..,.., 0 red the results are 1w • 0 

' . b epea e or ar o" , . d 
r~ stnctly enforced Since that time they have een r h f h e abominations against Go 

obv1 · · land Bot o t es ous with the plague of AIDS now ravaging our · t Christian nation it once was. 
and nature must be stopped if America is ever to return to the grea 
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111heend of the War B_etween the States in April of 1865 marked the ber
1
·
1 

· f .·bl . 
·" · · · h · 6 1 nmg o a terr I e tune of ·oliblr for the White crt1 zens w o remarn ed loyal to the southern states Tl ·. · ~t, 

1 Ii . . _ . . . · • ll s m amous c iapter of American H1storv 1s known as the Reconstruction penod . 

\llhough large portions of the south were un_to uched by mil itary action during the war, the problems 
aft er the 1\ ar touched _all and were s~vere: Private homes and farms were burned, personal property 
;eized. under the cont1nu 1ng state of martia l lav.,- Some of the seized property was !.!.iven to some of the 
ne

11
1

1 
freed sla,·es. Who many feared would rise up in revol t at any moment. Man/indi, ·idual cases did 

ol'cur. and the law turned a blind eye too often to be tolerated It was a la\\'less time when street justice 
1'rt'1 ailed 

1111as t1u1 cll' these dismal condi tions that just and decent men of honor came together fo rm ing the Ku 
Klu\ Klan. Led b, \lathan Bedford Forrest in Tennessee_ by 1877 these courageou men had dri, ·en the 
l~drral trnops bad; nort h. for a time they saved the white south fro m the tyranny of the federal 
go1 e111111t'11L the e:x to11ion or the carpetbaggers_ the treason of the sca lawags, and the hat red of the 
nu111 crous renegade 11egrocs. 

lodal' 11e arc seeing hi story repeat itself Our land is once aga in being destroyed by the same treas_on 
Thi~ 1i111c it is not onlv coniinecl to the south_ but it is affecting America as a whole. Nm,. even as it \\·as 
!hen. 

11
hen the origin~/ kl ansrnen rode it started 1\ith a few good men 11 illing to stand u_p for the 

re1 1erment or their fi.nure So \\ hi te ma n ,1 hat "ill \\ e tell our ch ildren of future generations. Do yo u plan 
:

11
sµread the light of hope or ex ti nguish it') 

g 4 s J{ ;p 

Due 1 . _ • The fiery cross is a Klan symbol r 
O 

questions on why we light the cross, here 1s an explanatJO~ th wonderful story of 
epresent· h • . . . .. . 0 f th Holy Bible comes e . . c 1 , rng t e ideals of Chnst1an c1v1hzat10n. ut o e . . and a sign of the Christian 

r/1· vary s rugged but holy cross. The cross is a symbol of sacnfice, sffie~ cge,and the blood of Christ. It is a 1
g1on s ·fi · by the su enn . d 

co · anct1 ed and made holy nearly 19 centunes ago . h. are our rule of life--- bloo 
nstant · . h t and his teac mgs . h 

bou h reminder that Christ is our critenon of c arac er . .fy that "Christ is the hght oft e 
11,rfd '.: holy, sanct.ified, and sublime. We have added the fir: ~n~:dge of the truth dis~els/ gn~rance. 
· ' . -~~}ght drives away the darkness and the gloom. ~o-,_ _____ .. J . .. _:.c. . - --- -· ~ -- - -

• - .. n . . .._ 1 _ _ C ..• - I" ~ . 1 •• _ . _ _ , _ - ·- - -- --- - --- - · -
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Knights of the K K u lux Klan 

Non Silha 

"Ho1111il1~011rxplain\\hathappe11rdt ti' , , . , . . . . gra11d ch ildre11 ask yo u why?" o ic once g, c,tt nation of Amcnca when your children or 

What will you tell th nation 
O 

ose youngsters clustered at your knees? How will you tell them that their 
, nee strong dyn · d . explain to them tha' amic an compassionate a few years ago, is now gone? How will you 

money 
1

-

0 

t no longer can you go to the corner store and buy food for them because the 
your pock t · · corner is 

I 

e is Just worthless paper? How will you tell them that the policeman on the 
American"~ onger ~ friend and neighbor, but an agent of a tyrant government, perhaps not even 
Constituf utt Umted Nations 'multi-national peacekeeper'? How will you explain that the 
politician~~~ Rep~blic that o~ce was America is no~ gone, sold to the hig~est bidder by co_r~upt 
crime for ow ~ill you explam why you allowed this to happen? What will you say when 1t 1s a 
Bow will your children to own a Bible or pray to God, or when independent thought is outlawed? 
of the N you comfort them when they are taken to state run camps for 'education' by proponents 
So, wh,;w _World Order? How will you explain that the rights you enjoyed are now gone forever? 
Preserv will you tell your children? What excuse will convince them that you did all you could to 
Was rn e the future for them? Will you be able to look them in the eye and tell them that is how it 

eant to b k · · ht Ind just and e, you couldn't help it? OR. ..........•. Will you stand up for what you ~ow " rig 
Yo ur h start to save what is the birthright and inheritance of your children? Will you pull 

eact o t f . ~ . . t u O the sand and stand up for the future of White Christian America beiore It is 
0 
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a
tch it die, your descendants to live in the chains of tyranny forever more? The ·11 you w . I . 

te, or wi White man, but what w1l you tell your children? la . yours 
choice is 

_ , ..• -ntoH~ 
~ 
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on the Scene 
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?\1 . n i n j th on- ,oj nL, work f Jesus I . 
~ c I I , a~lin7 Hi µe pl , to a tate fo r their nationhte Cb~nst_reg~th~~ing His 
w hail .H 1 \ 1 ry'. 0 nng m Hts Kmgdom! 

·r£ _L E - ' in th pre ·i;rvation of our Ra , . d' .d 
. . . . ... . ce, m 1v1 ually and 

colle tl \ • ly , a d pc.. oµIe a demanded and directed b y 
1 1 

. 
· J · l · I d · Y · a nve 1 \Ve beheve ou Racial _ a 10 11 1a a ng lt an JS under obligation to pre . · Jf . r 
1 ·~ .... serve Jtse and its 1.1em )er • 

.7 l ~ J.~ L l l-- • .-£ that Adam, man of Genesis is the plac1· tlg ofth WI· R 
. ' · . e ute ace 

upon thi s earth. Not all races descend from Adam. Adam is the fathe f h 
. R l ( "d . . h . . r o t e 

Wh1~e ace 0 11 y. <:' am m _t e ongmal Hebrew is translated: "to show blood in 
th· lei ',: tur;1 rusv. ) G nests 5.: 1 ' - . 

q[! J 1 -:- \- E that the true~ literal children of the Bible are the hvelve 
i rihe~ of l ~. ,·aei_ no a; scatleri:.d throughout the world and now known as the 
Anglo-Saxon. Gernrn ni c, Teutonic, Scandinavian

7 
Celtic peoples of the earth. 

\Ve knrnv that the Bible is written to the family of Abraham, descending from 
Shern hack tn . .:.\dam. ' f' aln,\;"eh hle'.;sed Abraham and promised that he would be 
the "E11her of nati ons." This ~ame pronuse continued through the·seedline of 
Abraham's son Isaac" and agarn to Isaac's son Jacob, the patriarch of the twelve 
tribes, \.\·hose name Yalrv,,;eh changed to Israel (lvleaning: "he wilJ rule as God"). 
Cienesi:-"; 32 · 28, E.\".odu~ ·12: 3 ·1 ~ 'I 6:4~ 'I 9: 20~ Revelations 21 : 12 

, .7 E RF LI E .-E t hat there are literal children of Satan in the ·world today. 
These children are the descendants of Cain, who \l.;-as a result of Eve's original 
sin , her physical seduction by Satan. \Ve know that because of this s_in there is a 
battle and a natura] enmity between the children of Satan and the children of The 
i\-los1 Hi~h God ( Y ahlveh-). Genesis 3: l 5; 1 John 3: 12 

',VE B ~ "El "E that the Cana.nite Jew is the natural enemy of our Arya? 
(\Vhite) Race. This is attested by scripture and a11 secular hi5tory. The Jew

1
is . 

I. . . . l b d ·rt destroy our Aryan cu ture tke a destrovmo virus that attacks our rac1a O ) -0 · · k 
·· c · , R ,h ·es1st these attac ·s are and the nuritv of our Race. Those ot our ace\:\ 0 1 l • ~ I 7· 14 

r-- -· 1- · , ..., · J ),.. · Reve at1ons • -... 11 • • • " . • . 1 . ·· ... t ns ... c(dl ed chos ... n and f2n1hfu l. John 8.44, 1 Thessa on a ' 

'\

' • c-. 1 t1 · day between the 
' 'E BELIEV,.E that there js a battle bemg ioug 1\ _ulds · t']ight (Yahweh, 

··1· ·1c1 ·-.. ~ , ~ J r ) and the cr11 reno . , 
c 11 1 e1 , ot darkness ( too av known a:s e\-\ s f' 

1 
b'bJe Revelations - ·· ., h . I ·rael o t 1e 1 ·. 1 he Everliving God ), the Aryan Race, t e trne s 

l 2: l lJ-1 J 

. . )I -DIA (-a) . [!'v1Gr., 
. L in tl e gam-rna'di 'on (ga'ma'd1-on)., n., I . 

1 1 l1l.otl...h ~RM.. 
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djm. o gamma. A cro"'s formed off . 
a svvastika. Gamma amona early Ch ?u_r capita] gammas (I') esp · th f 
of the church. \\TEBSTERS DICT,IO.nNs:AR1ans symbolized Ch~i~t as .amc e igure of 

Y. . ornerstone 

\VE BE LJE\lEthatthepresentw ld 
disobedience to Divine Law or problems result from our 

\rVE BELIEv~E that there is a dav of k . 
out by the tenible might of Yahweh'; p r~c orung. Tbe USurper will be thrown 
their special destiny. \Ve know there is :op e, asbthey return to their roots and 

C' l • , · oon to ea day ofJ. d 
when _,1_nst·s Kmgdom (government) wm b ab. u gment and a day 

" An l · 1 e eSr hshed on earth · · · heaven. .. c mt 1e days of these kings shaD the G , , as 1t 1s m 
kingdom which sha11 never be destroyed· and the tr~;f heaven set up a 
other peopJ~~ but it shall break in pieces 'and co~ om shaJJ ?ot be left to . 
slwll stand forever. The aints of the Most High h 4cthese kmgdoms and II 
ev·er!asting kingdom, and all dominions shall serv, w ndose bm~dom !.s an . 
7: l 8~ 7:27 ea O ey Him. Damel 2:4-t· 

•- . · ·: \Vhere does it come from? 

\iVhat is the actual driving force behind the racist" \\'bite Chri tian 
. at ionaiist's fight fx the. preservation of the Al}'811 Race? The ne" media 
' :oul~ screan1 an immense and piercing shriek of"HA "if they could catch 
th sl1~h1~st 'rvbj sper oi ·ul'.h a qut:stion coming from ruddy Aryan lip ·. But 
thosE' le ng standing ·warriors in this Struggle kno\\' that the answer has a much 
greater depth and 1neaning than the anti-Christ Je\ ·s: mongrel hordes and liberal 
White race-mixers could even begin ro fathom . . . that of LOVE. 

T 11 l.~ tk pths of Lov~ are rooted and \·ery deep in a reaJ \\'bite ·ationali it' soul 
and spirit, no form of "hate" could even begin t compare. At least not a hate 
n ot ivat ed bv ungrounded r asonimz. It is n~t hat that mak the a ·erag \\'hite 
man look upon ; mixed racial coup1.e ,vith a scowl on hL face and loat~ng in hi 
hear. It ts not hate that makes the 'A'hite housewife throw· down the dady 
_iew.spaper in repulsion and anger after reading of yet anotl~er c~ild-mole5ler or 
rapisl sentenL-ed bv corruJ)t courts to a coupJe sJ1ort years m pn on or on parole. 
l . .. · b h I st boatload t 15 not hate that makes the \Vhite workm~man curse a out t e ate . 
of aliens dumped on our shores to be rrive; job preference over the Wnite 
,· · ::;, · · I I eart of a 
utJzens ,vho built this land. It is not hate that bnngs rage mt~ l le 

1 
11 • 11 

\\ hik Christian farmer iv hen he reads of billions loaned or gJ\'en a_way as aid 
to foreigners when he can't uet the sma11est break from an unmerciful 
go\·ernrnem to save lu faili~·C?: farm. _ , 

11/RJOl l'.26PM 
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Fot NDA TIONs BIOGRAPHY A 
OF RYANNATIONS 

Pastor Richard G. Butler 

\\/ ho are \Ve, and \Vho i · Richard G. Butler? \Ve are the continuing direct-line 

;-hurch of Jesu s Christ Christian as origina11y founded by Dr. \Vesley Swift of 
L~ncaster, California. After Dr. Sw·ift's death, the church has been carried on by 
Richard G. Butler. The Church of Jesus Christ Christian is The trne Church of 
Christ. t0aching not the "doctrines of men" - but rather the doctrines of the 
Prophets and J~su s The Christ, Yahweh Yahshua .. · .. 

iVlr. Butler received his formal education and training in southern California, 
ln--·1 J · 1 c· C 11 H. rlu ~, '" 'u~mg Aeronautical E ngineering at Los Ange es ,1.ty '? e~e .. --15 ea ) 
e . .: penence in the aircraft industry included management ot mamtenance . 
assern~ly and repair of major ass~mbHes for commerciaJ and military aircraft lTl 

th · l. Ill kcl St at ~s, .A.fri a and India. 

In 11>46, and the fo l1 owin
6 

18 years, he organized and operated a machine plant 

11 • IGJl\0 , 



f r th 1r u Lion nn J r i. ion machin' f . 
· d · . · m,2 ° automot,v . ~e h _ an air tafi part Sub eciuentl 1. e pans and engme 

· Y rom 1964 tJ h 
\ . : . 1ark _-tmg an~ly t f?r ne\v inventions. In 1968 troug 1973, ~ -Butler 
.fanutactunng Eng~n er tor Lockheed Aircraft Co. a~le b~came a Senior . . 

r Janl ,. ·h re exten 1ve development wa~ und c-. their Palmdale, Cahforma 
, - · er way 1or the L J 011 · ' rc.sii:m d trom 1 hi corpc rate associateship to d t ft 

11 
· - a1rcraft. He 

. evo e u energy a d f . ureate. t and all-consumrng desire to serve God d N . n 1me to his 
- c an at1on. 

Pastor Butler is a co-inventor tor rapid rei)air of tub I • 
• . e ess hres and hoJds both 

U.S. and Canadian patents thereon. He is a pilot and d · W Id 
h . d . Fl. j . unng or War lI was amo. n£! ot e1 ut1es, a 1g lt Engineer Instructor in the u s Ai F . 

...... d · tl l . d · . · · r orce. H1s ba~kgroun I e ects a )Joa expenence m the United States d c-. • . . . . an 1ore1gn 
countnes concermng aheo races, their work habits status of "c It " d . . " , u ure an 11 re]1gwns. . 

R eturning ho111e from ,vartime activities in 1946, M'r. Butler was deeply 
truubJ ·d "onci..~rning the futur~ of his nation from what he had observed first 
hand overseas and events resulting from governmental edicts that seemed to be 
ahvays contrary to the best interest of the natjon. and of the White Race, in 
pan1cula 1· \Vhile active in business life, the closest thing to his heart was the 
future. of his natjon; theref<:.>re, most all available spare time was spent studying 
and deJvi ng into various servjce and political organizations, trying to arou,e 
iiltent ion of friend , acquaintances, members of fraternal organizations, and 
busincs:c. asso ·iates into action concernjng the threat of Jevvish communism. 

The· mt'dia publjc.ity received from these effi.)rts, wru]e nearly disastrous to 
business and professional life, lurned out LO be the greatest of all blessings, in 
that hi: was let to I(jngdom Identitv with the meeting and forming of the closest, 
must rnvarding of alJ personal rel;tionships vvith Dr. \Vesley A. Swift, starting 
in 196 1 and continuing until Dr. Swift's passing in 1971. 

1~ . S --·ft · j · 01u·ticent librarv with he years of studv '.vere spent under Dr . vd m us mao •; 
1 

• • • 1 , J 11·0115 over the vears from Dr. tttw upon ltnt\ precept upt n precept, ano re\e a ., , 
Switt and Re~/. Bertrand Comparet. They shared the blows of_the enem) from] 

. . , . • • • .c. L e of w111ch Pastor But er their cornbined eft-011s 111 the Chnst1an De1ense eagu , . 
was tht: :\lationaJ Director from 1962 to 1965. 

l J . l f ued holding services for the 
pon the passing of Dr. Swift, Mr. But er con m .

1 
h ed to northern 

~ J Christ Christian unt1 e mov congregation of the Church of esus_ · d ' fi 
1 

the foundation for a 
Idaho to expand the Kingdom. ldent1ty program an to orn 
l!C'al l to the _ ation" or Aryan Nations. 

\l , fYahweh know what their duty 
_ v,· e seek to I et every A1)·an ~o~ and d~ugh~er O 

. God has made with them as 
ts to the Covenent <Constitutwn) that "r ahweh their . • • · · ,. . . . 

~ .... _. . . .. 
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\Ja trons ot H1~ people and Hts blessmgs come to . 
- . . ~ . 1 --1 . . c ' or ai e w1tl1J1e1ct ttom a 1\Jaiion--so b 11 t 1at ea<.: 1 c1 t1zen of the ration ·s ·ti . bl , ' 
. - . .J •. " .., . - • i e1 1e1 essed or cursed Th fi;\.vards are m (1Hec t propo1 t1on to the ACTIO a 

11 
\\1lL . . · e 

l I , ti II L . . .· . 1 c · of the Natt on for our peop e 1a\ e 1e .aw w11tten on their heans " \V k 
1
. ' . 

. ~- d · ·1 L •.. -, , 7 ~ - e see to 1ve and establish 
•
1 oovei rn1 1ent un et t 1e av., ot God. for Your Racei ·

5 
N . 

ti ·-=' l • your at1on. 

FIDELITY 

That for which we fight is to safeguard the existence and 
reproduction of our Race, by and of our Nations, the sustenance of 
our children c· .nd the pu1ity of our blood=- the freedom and 
imlcpcndence of the p ople of our Race~ so that we a kindred 
people; may n1ature tor fulfi1 11nent of the mis ion a11 tt d to us b\' the 
Creator ( 'I f th e.:. un iv .rs •, our Fe.1th .rand God. Hail Hi 1 ·t ry. 

THE ARYAN WARRIOR 
r r ·an . ti n .. : e_ ructur .. ti owide 

, Tr itor _ d"i · d to Cet Out 

inkSites 
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BLACK SEPARATIST NATION OF ISLAM WEB SITE TEXT 
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THE MUSLIM PROGRAM 

What The Muslims Want 
~ 

lu 
.. 5 the quest ion asked most frequently by both the whites and th bl k T s 1 . . 1 h 11 . e ac s. The 

rs to this question s a state as simply as possible answe . 

L We want freedom. We want a full and complete freedom. 

2, We want justice. Equal justice under the law. We want justice under 

the law. We want justice applied equally to all, regardless of creed or class or color. 

3. We want equality of opportunity. We want equal membership in society with the best in 
civilized society• 

4, We want our people in America whose parents or grandparents were descendants from slaves, 
to be allowed to establish a separate state or territory of their own--either on this continent or 
elsewhere. We believe that our former slave masters are obligated to provide such land and that 
the area must be fertile and minerally rich. We believe that our former slave masters are obligated 
to maintain and supply our needs in this separate territory for the next 20 to 25 years--until we are 
able to produce and supply our own needs. 

Since we cannot get along with them in peace and equality, after giving them 400 years of our sweat and 
blood and receiving in return some of the worst treatment human beings have ever experienced, we 
believe our contributions to this land and the suffering forced upon us by white America, justifies our 
demand for complete separation in a state or territory of our own 

) We want freedom for all Believers of Islam now held in federal prisons. We want freedom for all black 
men and women now under death sentence in innumerable prisons in the North as well as the South· 

\Ve want every black man and woman to have the freedom to accept or reject being separated from the 

slave master's children and establish a land of their own. 

Wk h't fl'ctisthebestandonly 
· e now that the above plan for the solution of the black and w I e con 1 

answer to the problem between two people. 

6. W . . b k gainst the so-called Negro 
th e want an immediate end to the police brutality and mo attac s a 

roughout the United States. 

\Ve beli that black men and women tried in white 
cou eve_that the Federal government should intercede to see 11 s to build a new nation for 

rts rece1 · · · · I f the land--or a ow u ou 
I 

ve Justice m accordance with the aws o 
rse ves d ct · . ' e icated to justice, freedom and liberty. 

11 1~/0R R·"l2 PM 
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I 1a as we are not allowed to establish a state or terri't f 
1 As o1 - f h U . d ory o our own w d d . -der the laws o t e mte States, but equal empl ' .. e eman not only equal 
jusoce un oyment opportumttes- NOW! 

d ot believe that after 400 years of free or nearly free lab 
We ? n become rich and powerful, so many thousands ofblact' sw~at ~nd blood, which has helped 
An1~nca I' e in poor houses. peop e s ould have to subsist on relief or 
charity or ,v 

W want the government of the United States to exempt our people ti ALL . 8 de rived of equal justice under the laws of the land. rom taxation as long as we 
are ep 

9 We want equal education--but separate schools up to 16 for boys and 18 c0r gi'rl th d' . h . , 11 . . . 11 s on e con 1t1on t at 
the girls be se~t to women s co eges and uruvers1ttes. We want all black children educated, taught and 
trained by their own teachers. 

Under such schooling sy~tem we believe we will make a better nation of people. The United States 
government should provide, free, all necessary text b~oks a~d equip~ent, schools and college buildings. 
The Muslim teachers shall be left free to teach and tram their people m the way of righteousness, decency 
and self respect . 

IO. We believe that intermarriage or race mixing should be prohibited. We want the religion oflslam 
taught without hinderance or suppression. 

These are some of the things that we, the Muslims, want for our people in North America. 

What The Muslims Believe 

I. WE BELIEVE In the One God whose proper Name is Allah. 

2. WE BELIEVE in the Holy Qur' an and in the Scriptures of all the Prophets of God. 

3. WE BELIEVE in the truth of the Bible, but we believe that it has been tampered wi~d a:~ ~~st 

be reinterpreted so that mankind will not be snared by the falsehoods that have been a e O 1 
• 

4· WE BELIEVE in Allah's Prophets and the Scriptures they brought to the people. 

5 . . . h sical resurrection--but in mental 
· WE BELIEVE m the the resurrection of the dead--not m P. Y d f mental resurrection; therefore 

resurrection We believe that the so-called Negroes are most m nee 0 

they will be resurrected first. 

Fu ' . e as it has been written, that Go? would 
rthermore, we believe we are the people of Gods chmc ' fi · this description m these laSt 

choos h · fi d ther persons ttmg . 
d et e reJected and the despised . We can n no O . . h surrection of the nghteous. 
ays m h · We beheve m t e re ore t at the so-called Negroes in Amenca. . 

6. \ . . . . d ement will take place as God revealed, m 
VE BELIEVE m the judgement; we beheve this fir5t JU g 

America 

11 /8/98 8:32 p~ 
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BELIEVE this is the time in history for the sep . 
J \\\ niericans We believe the black man should be ~atido~ of the so-called Negroes and the so II d 
~te ru" d fr h ree m name as 11 . -ca e 

IV h should be free om t e names imposed upon him b h' fi we as m fact . By this we mean 
th\~ed him as being the slave master's slave. We believe tha/:f ormer slave_masters Names which 
iden ople's narnes--the black people of the Earth. we are free mdeed, we should go in our 
own pe 

,rr: BELIEVE in justice for all , whether in God or not b 1. ~ \I\' I.., • W b 1 · . , we e teve as others th t d 
. tice as human bemgs. e . e ieve m equality--as a nation--of e uals , a we are ue equal 
~sual with our slave masters m the status of "freed slaves." q · We do not believe that we are 

\\' recognize and respect American citizens as independent peo I d _ . 
e_ , n this nation. P es an we respect their laws which go, er 

9 WE BELIEVE that the offer of integration is hypocritical and is mad b th h . 
· I · b · · e Y o e w o are trymg 

10 deceive the black peop es mto ehevmg that their 400-year-old open enemie off ed . . 
· II f dd th · "f · d " re om, JU lice and equality are, a o a su en, err n~n. s. Furthermore, we belie e that uch deception i 

inlended to prevent bla~k peopl~ fro~ reahzmg that the time in history ha arri ed for the 
rparation from the whites of thrs nation. 

If he white people are truthful about their prof es ed friend hip toward the o- JI d 
rro1e ii by dividing up America with their slaves. 

TO. th can 

\\'e do nol belie\'e that Ameri ca will ever be able to furni h enou h job for h r own million of 
Jnemplo\ed . in addition to jobs fo r the 20,000,000 bla k people a well 

1n \\'E BELI EVE that we who declare our el e to b righteou tu lim , am 1pat in ,. ar 
11h1ch take 1he lives of humans. We do not belie e th i nation hould for u to tak pan in h war 
:·o 11e ha,·c not hing to gain from it unle America agre to gi e u the n-"•c:c: 11 N t rrito wh r in 
m, ha,·e omething to fi ght fo r. 

! 1 \\l BELi E\ 'E our women hould be re pected and prote red a the' om n of oth r na!ionaliti ar 

ted and protected 

I.. WE BELIEVE that Allah (God) appeared in the Person of Ma t~.~ \ · Fard l~hsmm d, Jul 
1930: thelong-awaited "Messiah" oftheChristian and the" lahdi of the fu hm · 

\\ b · od and Ht will brin 
e believe further and lastly that Allah is God and be ides HI 1 t -ere lS no 

about · . II I' e in peace to ether. 8 uni\'ersal government of peace wherem we a can 1 

11 •8·98 8:32 PM 
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' l 1 }an·ng to 
RACE 

(Editor's note: The following text is re . d f 
. pnnte rom Vol. 12 No. 24) 

I the Na me of Allah , the Beneficent, the Merciful We th k 8 . 
n . . • an 1m for raisin · • Honorable Ehph Muhammad. I greet all of you with th . g up m our midst the 

Al 'k e greetmg words of peace, As-Salaam 
a1 um. 

To Conoressman K weisi Mfume, distinguished members of this panel b th d . . . 
0 . · h , ro ers an sisters our subject 1s 

the meaning of race m Amen ca. T e Honorable Elijah Muhammad taught us th t · th' 1 ' . . a m 1s ast 6 000 years 
that white people were to exercise their rule over the inhabitants of the earth Th' th h ct' . . . . . 1s ey ave one. Race 
had no meaning to the abongmal people of the earth until the white man came to our planet and gave 
meaning to race. 

The Holy Qur'an teaches, "we created you_into tribe~ and families that you may know one another" (and 
not hate one another). However, the meaning that this new family on our earth, the white race, gave to 
race created hatred and mischief among the family of man. They advanced a philosophy of white 
supremacy over the Black, brown, red and yellow. 

We (Black people) were brought to America and have been taught every day that we are an inferior 
people and we believed it As Jesus said, "As a man thinketh in his heart so is he." 

Religion, Christianity in particular, enforced a falsehood that we 'were the children of Ham (one of the 
sons of Noah), cursed and doomed to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for the superior white 
race. They went throughout the earth teaching the red, the brown, and the yellow, the inferior!ty of B~~ck 
and the inferiority of all colors other than white. White people gave meaning to race in education, pohtics, 
religion, justice and all fields of human endeavor. 

Now we (Black people) are being called upon by Allah through the Honorable Elijah 1'.1uha~ad to give 
ne d • . · h hites who applied a wicked wan true meanmg to race and m that new and true mearung t ose w 
m . 

eanmg to race call us reverse racists . 

Th H k b e are cursed we are Black 
b e onorable Elijah Muhammad taught us that we are not Blac ecause w Th t rt'ed from one 

b
ecause we are the original people of the earth. Out of us came all ~t~er racesk ey sl a 
lood a d h . . . . f h rth the abongmal Blac peop e. n t at one blood 1s the ongmal farruly o t e ea , 

Thls is . . . . a ? Before the Honorable Elijah 
Muh giving new and true meaning (to race) . Why is this necessfi 1 ·th t the kinkiness ofour hair, the 
br ~mmad gave a new and true meaning to race, they made us ee f a kin was a badge of inferiority. 

oa ness of our nose, the thickness of our lips and the Blackness o our s 

Th H d of who and what we are and 
rna:e ~norable Elijah Muhammad had to teach us ~ ?Y we shoul~:;:er~~mendous accomplishments that 

stake value of ourselves and of the deep spmtual value a 
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. ople have made to the advancement of civilizatio 
black pe n. 

. . iving new and true meaning to race. But in the end 
nus IS g d' Th h 'we must unde t d h 
d e wi ll have an en mg. ere as to be an end to race • d rs an t at race has a beginni 

an rac . Th H bl El '. m or er for hum b . ng s human beings. e onora e IJah Muhammad sa·d "Th an emgs to address each 
other a • · fi · " p 1 ·d 1 , e Black ma · . from infimty to m 1mty. au sa1 of Christ that in Hi th . n 1s not a race We are a 
nauo

1
n, no bond no free . All become one in Christ ' m ere is no Jew, no Greek, no male no 

rema e, ' . ' 

Th I means that nationalism will have an end: racism will have an e d· . . 

h 
a anity will then have a new beginning, if we understand the truenChri. ~exidsm v.:111 have an end: and 

um . !' st octnne We t · ing to race and end 1t iorever. Black people must take it upon 
1 

· _mus give new 
mean ourse ves to end racism once and for 
all 

How do we end racism? We meet too much as an inferior with white people a . h 
. h , . . s a supenor; t at's the 

meaning white folk gave to racecet ey re the maJonty, we're the minority. We have tog t 'd f h 
· c · · h d h e n o t ese terms that suggest mienonty to w o an w at we are. 

econd, as a people, we must recognize the need for unity, and let nothing hinder us from coming 
ogether as a family. 

11·h1.0 Only in our unity can we end racism from a position of power. 

The unity of the Congressional Black Caucus forced a new relationship with President Clinton. The 're 
gil'ing a new meaning to race. 

The Pre ident knew he had to make some kind of a deal with the Congressional Black Caucu in order to 
_et hi legislative agenda through . 

That' power That's unity The Congressional Black Caucus must not break that unit and e in 
leader hip must establish that unity. 

Thi rd. ll'e must seek the knowledge of self, we must learn to love one another and then\ e wi ll be able to 
st0P all ll'hite violence on Black people. 

founh. \\'e must learn the value of the Black woman and respect and honor her as the mother of 
·11·ilization 

Fi h b , . . I ,·11 t have to sit around begging white 
· ) pool mg our resources intellectually and financial Y we ~ 1 no 

eople to do for us what we can unite and do for ourselves. 

\ clea ·1 d . hard working and de eloping 
11 n, self respecting, moral community that respects fami Yan IS d d ·t we will command it . 

rateoies fo W don't have to eman I ' l\'h :i r our own liberation commands respect e h e oiven true and new 
erever ~ (M . ence because we av o , e . ve • ushms) go white people respect our pres d 't chase women, we wont 
anmg to \ .nk W d n't oamble we on cha race Ve don't smoke we don't dn • e O O ' d for self 
se nien W , . ' . , 1· a our resources to 0 

· ere organized, we're umted. We re poo mo 
I th t if we make an ecoo · nize however, a . . ~ 

:inize the value of everyone of these participa~ts. 1 also reco_?. . '. · · · ~ 

, , ,~o -OR 7·'iR PM 
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VITA 

Victoria Ann Palmer was born in Philadelphia Penns 1 · · J 
' Y varua m une 1957, and 

moved with her family to New Jersey in 1958 She attended publ,·c h 
1 

• S 
· sc oo s m outh 

Orange and Glen Ridge, New Jersey, and graduated from Glen Ridge High School in June 

1975 . She attended Hood College in Frederick, Maryland, from 1975 to 1976. In 1977 

she entered the University of Bridgeport, Connecticut, where she received her Bachelor of 

Science degree in Graphic Design in 1982. 
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